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ABSTRACT
This dissertation ofi^ a comprehensive rhetorical analysis and theoretical
critique of Advanced Placement English. AP English is identified and explored
throughout as a site that instantiates most of the controversies that have arisen
over the past several generations regarding rhetoric, composition, and the
teaching of English. Chapter 1 focuses on the AP English Language and AP
English Literature exams to probe the tensions between expanded notions of
writing and reading processes against the demands of large-scale testing. It is
argued that the exams valorize a problematic formalist approach to literary texts
and undercut and attenuate the writing process. Some of the exams' flaws are
considered as a means of demonstrating ways their validity can be challenged.
In Chapter 2 the College Board's two AP English course descriptions are
examined in detail. While expliddy acknowledging contemporary theoretical
reconsiderations for the teaching of English, each course's "explicit curriculum" is
subverted by an "implicit curriculum" rooted in New Criticism and currenttraditional rhetoric that are fostered by the demands of the AP exams. In
Chapter 3 the development of the AP Program is situated within its earliest
historical, political, and ideological contexts by linking it to the values and
methodologies of the first College Board entrance exams of the early 1900s, key
aspects of which were later resurrected in the AP Program. The historical
consideration continues in Chapter 4 through an analysis of the specific
impetuses that created the AP program in the 1950s. Particular attention is paid
to the often confused and contrary relationship between high school and college
English as well as the often imstable and undefined position of the first-year
college English course. Chapters concludes with a personal explanation and
interpretation of what it means to teach AP and its version of college English.
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CHAPTERl
THE TESTIS THE THING

Introduction and Overview
Nearly fifty years ago when the Advanced Placement Program (APP) was
created by elite prep schools and highly selective colleges, few involved could
have predicted the program, tmder the aegis of the College Board and the
technology of the Educational Testing Service, would burgeon into what it has
become: based on the sheer numbers of participants, the APP is the single
largest determiner of college freshman course credit in American higher
education. Furthermore, with the increased interest in, and school commitment
to, so-called "pre-AF' or "vertical teaming" initiatives, students begin gearing up
for AP exams as early as middle school.
Thirty-five different courses in nineteen subject areas have received the
AP imprimatur, and all but one continue to be tested by a single examination
that combines multiple-choice questions and a section of "free response": timed
essays, problem solving, or for AP Studio Art students, a portfolio. Nearly twothirds of the nation's 22,000 high schools offer at least one AP course, and in 2001
over 800,000 students paid $77 for each of the more than 1.2 million exams taken
in the various subjects offered ("The AP Program"). Over 330,000 students paid
to take one of the two Advanced Placement English examinations in an effort to
earn college English credits before matriculating at a post-secondary institution
("AP English—Distribution"): "The Advanced Placement Program provides an
opportunity for high school students to pursue and receive credit for collegelevel work completed at the secondary school level... [and] is based on the
premise that college-level material can be taught successfully to able and wellprepared high school students" (Crest 137). Students receive one of five possible
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scores on the exam: 5, which the College Board deems "Extremely Well
Qualified"; 4, "WeU Qualified"; 3, "Qualified"; 2, 'Tossibly Qualified"; or 1,
"No Recommendation" {Advanced Placement Course Description 73). It remains
the province of each college and imiversity, however, to determine how much, if
any, aedit to award for each AP exam. While there is no consistency among
colleges when it comes to awarding AP credit for particular scores, over 90%
have an AP policy to award credit, advanced placemen^ or both ("The AP
Program").
The number taking the English Language exam, for example, increased
19% between 2000 and 2001. The large and increasing number of students
participating in the APP has stirred relatively little consideration or interest from
those concerned about English, English studies, composition, and writing
assessment. Such silence, or indifference, may suggest that the APP is an
unqualified success. After all, those involved seem to be getting what they want:
parents want to save tuition costs; bright, motivated students want to earn
college credit while still in high school; high school teachers want to work with
such students; and colleges want to enroll such students-AP exam results were
sent to more than 3,000 colleges in 2001 ("The AP Program"). The critical
scrutiny directed toward AP, while often quite pointed, rarely persists. To date,
there has been only one book devoted to examining AP English, AP English:
Theory, Politics, and Pedagogy (1989), edited by Gary Olson, Elizabeth Metzger, and

Evelyn Ashton-Jones. Daniel Mahala and Michael Vivion's article, "The Role of
AP and the Composition Program," in a 1993 issue of WPA describes their
investigation~and critique-of the role of AP, and their sense of discovery is
probably typical of those teaching college English:
The major surprise was how little members of the English
Department knew about the AP test and the credit we granted for
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it No one, for example, had known about the separation of the AP
English exam into two distinct parts. It follows that no one knew
either the content recommended by the College Board or tested by
the Educational Testing Service for the two AP courses. (43)
Mahala and Vivion conclude their critique with a bit of self-condoimation: "We
must reconcile our beliefe about what our programs eaejbr with what is tested
by the CB/ETS. We must know whaf s on the tests. Judging by our own
experience, it is a responsibility we have been too often failing" (52).
The purpose of this dissertation is to offer a comprehensive rhetorical
analysis and ttieoretical critique of AP English. Toward that end, in Chapter 2 I
analyze and critique the Advanced Placement English courses as defined by the
College Board through its publication of course descriptions and teachers'
guides. My goal in Chapter 3 is to situate the development of the AP program
within its earliest historical, political, and ideological contexts as a means of more
fully critiquing its values and intentions. In Chapter 41continue that
contextualization and critique of AP by placing it in the often confused and
contrary relationship between high school and college English. Finally, in
Chapter 51offer a more persoiud view of what it means to teach AP English and
argue that AFs version of English instantiates a murky, confused vision of
college English.

It is the purpose of this chapter to provide an overview of the issues and
conflicts that inhere within the AP Program by introducing some of the history,
contradictions, and politics of AP English as manifested in the AP English exams.
More specifically, this chapter will examine the nature and contentions of the AP
exam itself, for it is the test, at last, that remains at the center of most discussions
of the APP. The critical attention that AP has received has nearly all been
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directed toward the exam, and while considerations of the test will be raised
throughout subsequent chapters, it is my intention to analyze and critique the
exam in this initial chapter. In ways both subtle and overt for all involved in the
Advanced Placement Program, 'the test is the thing/ It is therefore essential to
tmderstand haiv the test works before moving to what may be of greater interest
and import: why the exam is as it is and why it matters. Put most simply, many
of the fundamental debates that have concerned rhetoric, composition, and the
teaching of English for two generations can be seen in a sort of synecdochic
instantiation in AP English, and it is a site at which Til attempt to isolate and
contextualize those conflicts. A fuller understanding of AP English reveals
aspects of the teaching of English at both the secondary and post secondary
levels important for each--even more so if the articulation between the two
matters to those at each level. Finally, I will argue that though carefully and
thoughtfully constructed the AP English exam is nevertheless flawed, and the
imfettered faith in the exam now typical of most high school English teachersand the indifference by most college instructors-deserves to be challenged. The
AP English exam perpetuates a particular view of English that cannot
accommodate valuable revisions in how we consider texts and students and the
interactions between the two. As I will contend throughout, because of the
practical demands of its assessment methodology, those engaged in AP English,
while mindful of theoretical considerations and their implications for teaching
and learning, are imable to reconcile theory and practice.

Invoking the Personal
In his Prologue to Bootstraps, Victor Villanueva writes: "What I'm
attempting is to provide a problematic based on sets of experience: an
experience which leads to a theory, a theory that recaUs an experience;
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reflections on speculations, speculations to polemics to reflections[...]" (xvii).
While admittedly written for different reasons, Villanueva's intentions
correspond to my own. As suggested earlier, AP has received relatively littie
attention, and I think this to be so for a number of different, competing reasons.
The test often confers upon those who teach AP courses a higher status among
their teaching colleagues; for many it is a professional plum. (Conversely,
newer, less experienced teachers are sometimes assigned to teach AP courses
because veteran teachers are unwilling to subject themselves to the scrutiny with
which most principals review annual test results.) While some may grumble
about "teaching to the test," because the exam is graded by an outside agency,
and because its results have tangible benefit to those who have taken the exam,
teachers strive to get better at preparing their students for the exam-often at the
expense of what they might consider best practice. For those who teach AP
English, the exam has a sort of magisterial power that reifles its values through
an ideological and pedagogical hegemony that warrants scrutiny and challenge.
The independent scholarship regarding AP, as well as the research
conducted by ETS and the materials published and distributed by the College
Board, do not entirely engage or reveal the story of AP English I'm interested in
rendering. Most of the AP materials published by the College Board, for
example, pass out of publication, or are substantially revised, without notice or
record. AP teachers are especially compelled by, and reliant upon, what Stephen
North calls lore, "the accumulated body of traditions, practices, and beliefs" that
surround a teaching endeavor (22). According to North, while there may be no
controlling theory for teacher lore, lore emerges from common conditions and
circumstances "in the face of what are in many ways common demands" (28).
Keeping in mind as well North's caution that when teachers, or practitioners,
"report on their inquiry in writing, they tend to misrepresent both its nature and
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authority" (54), there remain important aspects of Advanced Placement that I've
come to know by the way AP teachers talk among ourselves as we try to
understand the common demands that the AFP ei^'oins upon them.
I began teaching AP English by default The high school at which I teach
was in its third year, and the following year the first senior dass would graduate.
We were an English faculty of five (we've since grown to fifteen), and the
woman who had been hired with the intention of developing the AP English
course—she'd been teaching in the University of Arizona composition programquit at midyear. The department chair then decided she would teach AP English
but later changed her mind. Before I had moved from one of the district's
middle schools to the new high school, one of my colleagues there, whose
wisdom and judgment I trusted, warned me: "Whatever you do at the high
school, don't ever agree to teach the AP English class." 1 knew nothing about
AP, for I'd never attended a school that offered AP dasses. "All the parents in
this district think their kids are gifted. If their kids don't pass the test, they'll
blame you." Nearly a year later, her admonition still warmed my ears.
As a member of the department's hiring committee, we were looking to
hire three more teachers that spring. Our district advertises its openings
nationally, and school administrators were hoping to find someone with AP
English teaching experience. The more interviews I sat in on, however, the more
tempting the AP breach appeared to me, for I sensed that the unusual confluence
of events at my school produced a rare opportunity to build the course that,
rightly or wrongly, is often considered the crown jewel in a high school's course
offerings. There is also an attendant status accorded AP teachers that I have
since come to realize some wear more lightly than others. The school prindpal
was initially reluctant to accept my offer. A former AP calculus teacher himself,
he told me, "You want accoimtability? There's no one more accountable than an
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AP teacher." I was hitherto unaware that I wanted accountability; I just thought
it might be an interesting course to teach. I started to get a bit nervous. "The few
years I taught AP calc/' he continued, "I never had a pass rate below 90%." I
wasn't at all sure what he was talking about. "Of course," he said, 'Tve always
been the competitive type." I felt my pulse jump, and I began to wonder just
what I'd gotten myself into. I may have once been the competitive type, but I'd
since gotten interested in such noncompetitive enterprises as collaborative
learning, peer response, and writing groups. I suppose I too could have
withdrawn. We still had a couple more teachers to hire and, as the big, new
attractive school in one of the nicest parts of town, we could surely attract
somebody who wanted "accountability" and could maitage an 80% pass rate,
which is what the principal later settled on as a target. As that spring wound
itself down with the enervation typical of school springtimes, I started reading
everything I could about AP. Meanwhile, we hired a veteran teacher from the
Pacific Northwest who had taught AP Literature for ten years. But through
another, uglier, confluence of events and school politics too petty in retrospect to
recoimt, my principal decided to allow me to teach all three sections of our new
Advanced Placement Senior English course.

Origins of Advanced Placement: A Brief History
While the history of AP English is the subject of Chapter 3, it is necessary
to have at least a sense of its origins before looking more closely at the
Advanced Placement examination. The College Board's own version of the
history of the APP, as recounted in its Credit by Examination Comes of Age,
describes the formation of a committee as part of a project initiated in the early
1950's, the School and College Study of General Education. The committee's
charge was to address "the lack of articulation from school to college for many
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able, well-prepared students, which resulted in their studying essentially the
same material twice" (Kreider 7). Among the recommendations of the
committee, composed of faculty members of three elite private secondary
schools (Andover, Exeter, and Lawrenceville) and three elite private tmiversities
(Harvard, Princeton, and Yale), was the call for a set of achievement tests for the
primary subjects taught in high school that would enable colleges and
imiversities who supported such examinations to grant entering students
"advanced placement." The term "advanced placement" has, in practice, always
been something of a misnomer, for the AFP conflates its "placement" test with
what is more accurately identified as an equivalency test since students, on the
basis of their performance on an AP examination, are often awarded not only
advanced placement and college credit but also exemption from lower-division
coxirse requirements. Gordon Chalmers, then president of Kenyon College,
developed the so-called "Kenyon Plan" which involved a dozen liberal arts
colleges and select secondary schools—as well as the Educational Testing Serviceto develop course outlines and to prepare tests based on those outlines.
The first tests were administered in May 1954 to students h-om 18 schools
with the cooperation of the dozen liberal arts colleges who had "turned to an
official body already versed in entrance examinations—the College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB)—and to their professional executors, the then yoimg
Educational Testing Service, for the development of the AP examinations"
(Foster 5). Complete responsibility for the exam was soon transferred to the
College Board which began administering the new Advanced Placement
Program in May 1956 (Kreider 8). About a thousand students—from 104 schools-took just over 2000 exams that year (APropos AP 2). The AP English exam was
then, and has continued to be, among the most popular of the exams taken by
students. In 2001, the two EngUsh exams combined were the most widely taken
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AP exams; the exams for U. S. history and for calculus were the next most
popular.

Configuring the Tests
The initial emphasis of the Advanced Placement Program was what it has
continued to be for the past 50 years—the test Put most simply, ''the purpose of
the exams is to certify that AP students can perform satisfactorily at the college
level. That is, exams must certify both mastery of skills and equivalency of
perfonnance" (Holladay 65). There are two AP English exams; the original
English Literature and Composition Examination and the more recent English
Language and Composition Examination, first given in 1980. The ostensible
difference between the two AP English exams is the type of literature to which
students are required to respond: fiction and poetry comprise the English
Literature and Composition Examination while the English Language and
Composition Examination is primarily comprised of nonfiction. The AP course
descriptions and recommended curricula offer more elaborate distinctions:
students interested in preparing for the AP English Literature test "should be
interested in studjong literature of various periods and genres and using this
wide reading knowledge in discussions of literary topics"; students who choose
the AP English Language test "should be interested in studying and writing
various kinds of analytic or persuasive essays on nonliterary topics" (Advanced
Placement Course Description 5). A fuller analysis of the two AP English courses

follows in Chapter 2.
That the AP English exam preceded the AP English course is a point worth
emphasizing. Edward White, who has generally favorable things to say about
the Advanced Placement Program, offers some instructive generalizations about
assessment:
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Any assessment is, in one sense, a means of gathering information.
That suggests we should be dear about what information we need
and how we will use it before we dedde about the means of
gathering it. Another way to conceptualize the issue is to think of
an assessment as providing answers to questions; the questions
need to be well formulated before we seek the answers. These
ways of thinking about any assessment seem obvious enough, but
very few assessment programs of any kind actually follow them.
In most cases, the method of testing is the first issue decided
instead of the last; the answer is sought before the question has
become clear [...]. ("Apologia" 32-33)
This certainly seems to have been the case during the development of the AP
English exam. Efficiently measuring student achievement on selected English
skills was of greater importance than engaging in a national conversation about
what incoming college students should know—and why they should know it.
Each test includes a multiple-choice section-45% of the tesf s value-and
three timed essay responses—55% of the tesf s value. The content of the exams is
established by the AP English Development Committee, a committee
"composed of four university professors and four high school teachers
representing the various geographic areas of the United States as well as public
and private educational sectors, along with four ETS consultants" (Potts 31). The
College Board describes the multiple-choice questions on the AP Language and
on the AP Literature exams, respectively, as designed to "test the studenf s skills
in analyzing the rhetoric of prose passages" and "test the studenf s critical
reading of selected passages" (AP Course Description 12,45). The essay responses
on the two AP English exams, on the other hand, are designed to have students
taking the AP Language exam "demonstrate their skill in composition directly by
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writing several essays of varying lengths in various rhetorical modes" while the
essays on the AP Literature exam are "a direct measure of the student's ability to
read and interpret literature and to use other forms of discourse effectively" (12,
45). It has been my observation, however, after looking at as many previous
exams as I can find that while there are identifiable differences between the
exams, they have moved closer to one another in content, particularly over the
past ten years.
In the sections that follow, my intention is to offer a more detailed
description and analysis of the multiple-choice and essay portions of the AP
English examinations to lay the groundwork for my central argtmient about the
AP exam. I'll concur that on the one hand, ETS and its "testing technology"
advanced educational testing in important ways, most notably by including a
direct measure of writing as a primary aspect of testing for writing ability. On
the other hand, the reconceptualizing of writing assessment that has occurred
over the last twenty years or so poses fundamental, profotmd challenges to
fundamental assimiptions of the test and its validity. Reconfiguring the exam to
include a portfolio offers one means of addressing such validity concerns.

Examining the Exam: Multiple-Choice
The multiple-choice section of the two English exams typically has four or
five passages and somewhere between 52 and 56 questions students must try to
answer in the 60 minutes allotted. The passages on the AP English Literature test
usually include excerpts from novels and short stories, excerpts ffom plays, as
well as at least one poem. The passages on the AP English Language test, by
contrast, most often include excerpts from a range of nonfiction: memoir,
autobiography, and the personal essay; historical description; science or nature
writing; and the philosophical essay. On neither test are the authors of the
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passages identified. In fact, because there are no common readings decreed by
the two AP English curricula, one might deduce from the actions of the test
writing committee that obscure passages that are probably unfamiliar to
students <ire considered more test worthy-that is, more fair—than passages
selected from works typically taught in AP courses that some students might
recognize. The date of the passage is sometimes included, and each test always
contains passages of pre-twentieth-century poetry or prose, which presumably
pose greater comprehension challenges for contemporary students. Early each
fall, ETS mails each school a more detailed analysis of the previous year's group
performance in each subject exam taken (no one-students, administrators, nor
teachers-receives information detailing how individual students performed on
discrete aspects of the exam: all that is released is a student's final overall score).
The English report divides group and global mean performance on the multiplechoice for pre-twentieth century and twentieth prose. Perhaps not surprisingly,
students tend to answer more questions correctly for passages taken from more
contemporary sources.
The multiple-choice section purportedly tests "students' comprehension of
poetry and prose passages." Students—and teachers—interested in how best to
prepare for the exam are told, almost glibly, that the "answer is simple; learn to
read with sensitivity and understanding and to write cogently and persuasively.
There are no quick fixes, no tricks to leam that will substitute for a mastery of
the English language and a deep tmderstanding of how literature conveys its
meanings" (AP English Literature Exam 19941,3). The multiple-choice questions
are described as "nearly all analytical in focus and purpose; that is, they require
students to read with assiduous attention to rhetorical structure, syntactical
pattern, and tone, and then to answer questions related to such matters" (5).
More specifically, according to Eric Wimmers of ETS;
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the analytical multiple-choice question is designed to examine
specific elements in a given text, and, as a set of questions, to move
from the most basic level-comprehension of words or phrases in
context, identification of grammatical antecedent-through
recognition of structural patterns, rhetorical procedures, and
figures of speech, to the recognition or interpretation of imagery,
tone, purpose, genre, and theme. (168)
Such emphases may circumvent much of the appeal of literature and render the
literature under examination moribund, but reducing literature to its elements
and devices makes possible a more reliable instrument for assessment
By herding all questions away fix)m the pastures of subjectivity—precisely
the areas in which those interested in interpretation delightedly roam-claims of
"objectivity" can more safely be asserted. Such claims for objectivity, of course,
must always be qualified: multiple-choice items are "objective" because they can
be objectively scored by machine, not because the multiple-choice test itself is
unbiased. A few examples may demonstrate that the "objectivity" claimed by
the AP exam is problematic and, even more troubling, can be unfair to students.
Seventeenth-century British poet Abraham Cowley's "My Picture" served
as one of the passages for multiple-choice questions on the 1994 Literature exam.
My Picture

(5)

(10)

Here, take my likeness with you, whilst 'tis so;
For when from hence you go.
The next sun's rising
b^old
Me pale, and lean, and old.
The man who did this picture draw
Will swear next day my face he never saw.
I really believe, within a while.
If you upon this shadow smile.
Your presence will such vigour give,
(Your presence which mabes all things live)
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And absence so much alter me.
This will the substance, I the shadow be.

(15)

(20)

When from your well-wrought cabinet you take it.
And your bright loote awake it;
Ah, not frighted, if you see.
The new-soul'd picture gaze on thee.
And hear it breathe a si^ or two;
For those are the first things that it will do.
My rival-image will be then thought blest,
And laugh at me as dispossesed;
But, thou, who (if I know thee right)
rth' substance does not much delight.
Wilt rather send again for me.
Who then shall but my picture's picture be.

The fourteen questions asked of students in response to the poem are mostly
straightforward if somewhat mtmdane. For example, one question asks
students: "Lines 14-17 describe an example of: animation, convalescence,
masterful pride, stolen pleasures, spiritual devotion." One is left to wonder,
though, how recognizing "animation" in those lines sheds much light on one's
imderstanding or appreciation of the poem.
Most of the questions require that the student select the most accurate
paraphrase or interpretation for a given line. Some of those questions and
answers seem reasonable and obvious enough; others, however, insist on a
particular reading of the poem that precludes other, richer possibilities—precisely
the sort of reading that should be encouraged by students who are earnestly
engaged in reading with "sensitivity and understanding." For example, students
were asked to identify what the speaker means by "but my picture's picture be"
in the poem's final line. Students were given the following answers from which
to select the "righr one: "proved that the picture does indeed represent him";
"moved toward the perfection of the picture"; "made himself a perfect replica of
the picture"; "improved his looks substantially over those of the picture";
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"declined in vitality so that he is more lifeless than a picture." The first choice is
so literal as to be banal. The second and third choices both support an
interpretation based on a similar misreading. The fourth choice offers the
student an incorrect response that a confused reader could infer. That, according
to the 1994 AP Literature and Composition: Free-Response Scoring Guide with
Multiple-Choice Section, only 42% of the students who took the exam in 1994

selected the final choice as the correct response may reveal less about their
interpretive abilities than about their skills eliminating wrong answers during
test-taking. That particular interpretation of the poem's final line reduces the
poem's central trope of mimesis to an anticlimactic physical reality that
tmdermines the "assiduous attention to rhetorical structure" the questions are
supposed to elicit. The teacher's guide for AP English Language asserts that AP
multiple-choice questions enable the reader to demonstrate "the ability to
understand both siirface and deeper-level meanings which represent the
consensus of all good readers" (Guffin 146). That said, multiple-choice questions
may elicit but cannot, according to Sylvia HoUaday's trenchant "AP and the
Problems of Testing," "accommodate personal or ambivalent responses, even
though there is always uncertainty about authorial purposes and tone, as well as
a range of valid interpretations" (67). Instead, the format of the test necessarily
forces students to identify the "best" answer provided by, and according to,
someone else's reading of the text. Such engagements with a text thus demands
that "all good readers" become good test-takers capable of discerning the
intentions and interpretations of the test writer.
An even more problematic example is a subsequent question that asks
what, according to the poem's final stanza, "the speaker anticipates": "the
triumph of his rival"; "new freedom from the necessity to care for his
appearance"; "his beloved's preference for the insubstantial"; "his willingness to
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laugh with his beloved at die change in himself; "the repossession of youthful
good looks as an effect of his beloved's presence." A student would justifiably
be troubled by the apparent subjectivity of the verb "anticipates" in the stem of
the question. A well-trained AP student, however, knows never to look outside
or beyond the poem-and only 28% of the students who took this exam in an
effort to earn college credit adhered to that test-taking strategy which, in effect,
outsmarts the exam. Of the five possible answers listed above, the only choice
that can be foimd within the poem proper is "his beloved's preference for the
insubstantial." The final stanza does not anticipate his beloved's preference for
the insubstantial so much as allude to it. Moreover, a sensitive reader hears too
in lines 21-22 measures of irony and accusation that suggest a lover's despondent
resignation to his beloved's wishes (or whims). Yet the final multiple-choice
question for the poem requires the student to select from five pairs which words
best describe the "tone throughout the poem": "playful seriousness"; "ironic
grimness"; "cheerful glee"; "somber melancholy"; "irreversible despair." The
AP examiners, and 41% of the students, settled that the tone's poem throughout
is playful seriousness. A skilled reader and interpreter of poetry could, however,
reject that vague oxymoron and argue persuasively for ironic grimness. (For
that matter, a skilled actor could probably imbue an oration of the poem with
tones of somber melancholy as well as irreversible despair.)
AP publications claim that multiple-choice questions "have the unique
ability to cover the breadth of a curriculimi" (1994 AP English Literature and
Composition 3). Students exposed to Cowley's wonderful poem have likely been

exposed to a rich curriculxmi; the limited interpretive possibilities for the poem
unfortimately reduces some of the breadth of such a curriculum to an exercise in
the claustrophobic world of the multiple-choice test in which allowances for
"sensitivity and understanding" are often narrow and myopic. Or, as White puts
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it: "The universe of the multiple-choice test is one in which all questions have a
single right answer, embedded in a series of wrong answers. Where does such
an artificial world exist, outside of the testing room?" (34).
The transactional or constructivist theories of reading that have developed
over the past thirty years or so challenge the validity of, in particular, multiplechoice exams:
Contemporary literary theory and reading comprehension theory
offer two streams of work flowing toward an overlapping
transactional conception of reading as a complex, socially
constructed, inferential process guided by the text. Thus, the
reader's act of response to a test item or a writing task is invited
and opened by the presented text, but not controlled by it as the
response may expand into an internal dialogue between reader and
text that was only vaguely anticipated by the author. (Miuphy and
Ruth 287)
Contemporary views of the reading process are part of a more comprehensive
reconsideration of the nature of meaning and meaiung-making that has altered
our views of the writer, the text, the reader, and the context in which the reader
encounters a text. Once considered stable repositories of meaning, the past few
decades of theoretical speculation have complicated the relationship between text
and reader in ways that challenge traditional assumptions of assessment:
"Constructivist theories of language comprehension pose a strong threat to
psychometric theory for they destabilize and subjectivize its positivistic
theoretical underpinnings" (Murphy and Ruth 287). It is upon "positivistic
theoretical tmderpinnings," however, that standardized exams such the AP exam
are foimded. Destabilizing such underpinnings call the tests' validity into
question, a crucial challenge I'll take up more fully after first considering the
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essay sections of the exams.

Examining the Exam: Timed Essays
The summer before I first taught AP English, my high school, as the shiny
new button among dty schools, hosted an "AP training institute" for teachers,
and I attended the week long training session conducted by a genial Ph.D., and
veteran AP grader, who teaches at an exclusive prep school in southern
California. The dozen or so participants in the AP English Language session (the
AP English Literature session had twice that niunber) were a mixture of veteran
AP teachers and newcomers. We talked about course development, sample
assignments, and the characteristics of good writing, but the thing we all were
most interested in were student essays from that year's free response section of
the test, the only portion of the exam the College Board releases each year. Our
facilitator had just returned from the week-long AP grading marathon, and he
was tired but upbeat. He had in his possession the most prized possessions:
anchor papers (graded student responses) for the three essay questions from the
previous month's AP English Language exam. These papers are of the utmost
importance to AP teachers; it is vital that an AP teacher understand the sort of
writing and the quality of response that receives an "upper half" score. We
would read an essay and then assign it score of 1 through 9 according to the AP
rubric. I began to panic when I was amiss in my scoring. Some of the veteran AP
teachers seemed imcanny in their accuracy; others were just as errant as I.
Sometimes our facilitator would disagree with the score a particular paper had
received at the AP scoring: "Well, if thaf s a 6, if s certainly a low 6." I'd spent the
last dozen years reading hxmdreds of student papers, and I thought I knew
student writing, but AP reading and scoring seemed an arcane practice that was
compelling and, frankly, rather intimidating. Hunched over, paper in my hands.
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peerii^ down, trying to figure out what ntunber an AP reader had scored it, I
knew this was something I had to learn; for next spring my students would
scribble timed written responses that would be held up to what I imagined was
the rigorous, infallible scrutiny of an AP reader. My students' responses would
be judged, but I too would be judged. I could hear my principal's words as a
refi'ain: "You want accountability? There's no one more accountable than an AP
teacher." I didn't realize then that my preoccupation with the test, my initial
privileging of the test over the ciirriculum, mirrors the actions of most AP
teachers I've since met~regardless of which AP subject they teach. AP teachers
scrutinize previous AP exams to identify what information they should teach.
Yet the means of gathering that information, the AP exam, was decided more
than a generation ago.
Each of the AP English exams has a two-ho\ir essay section during which
students are expected to write three forty-minute essays. The three timedwritings for the AP Literature exam typically require students to write two
stylistic analyses, one of a prose passage from a work of fiction, the other of a
poem. The third essay is an "open" question that requires the student to
respond to an observation or assertion regarding some aspect of literature by
demonstrating how a particular literary work-chosen from a list of novels and
plays included on the test or one "of comparable merit"— exhibits that aspect.
Richard Ohmann's "Advanced Placement on the Ladder of Success" (first
published in 1976) has deftly considered many of the problems inherent in the
stylistic analysis required by the Literature exam (Ohmann's essay predates the
AP English Language exam). Test designers likely took pride in the terseness of
the following prompt (taken from one of the stylistic analyses the 1994 AP
Literature exam): "Read the following passage carefully. Then write an essay
showing how the author dramatizes the young heroine's adventure. Consider
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such literary elements as diction, imagery, narrative pace, and point of view."
Ohmann, on the other hand, asserts of such prompts;
But this language is to circumscribe the student's answer fairly
tightly. Is he expected to have any notions of his own about
character and experience? [.. .J The examinee will focus, if he
knows whaf s good for him, on technique, on the internal structure
of the work, on the fictive world as a separate creation; the range
of askable questions is small indeed. It rules out such matters as
why Uterature gets written and read, whether it changes anything,
whether it conveys belief, how it rises 6x>m and acts upon its
culture, what it does to its readers. A test cannot do everything, to
be sure. But this one invariably puts the technical and formalist
questions, where it might ask at least some of the other sort. (5556)
One hears in Ohmann's critique echoes of the criticisms directed toward the
multiple-choice section of the exam. That is, rather than persisting in the belief
that an instrument of assessment uncovers some objective truth about the text
or the test-taker, the assessment itself has come to be considered an act of
interpretation and as such it is as fraught with assimiptions and value judgments
as any other interpretive framework. What seems to trouble Ohmann, and
others, most is that such assimiptions and value judgments are too often neither
acknowledged nor made explicit. Assessment can no longer be proffered as the
impartial gaze of an evaluator through an tmclouded lens to see the "truth" of
action, learning, and behavior.
When the AP English Language exam was first administered in 1980, only
one of the three essays required students to perform tasks similar to the stylistic
analyses of the AP Literatiire exam. Over the years, however, both the multiple-
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choice and the essays of the two exams have come to resemble each other more
closely. Typically, two of the three essays on the AP Language exam require
students to do some sort of stylistic and/or rhetorical analysis, though those
terms are never clearly differentiated and are more often conflated or used
interchangeably, a point I'll return to shortly. The tesf s third essay requires a
persuasive response, usually in response to an arguable assertion made by a
professional essayist.
An example from the 1992 AP Language exam illustrates the sort of
demands-and contradictions-that confront students on the essay portion of the
exam. The passage is a speech delivered by Queen Elizabeth I:

(5)

(10)

(15)

(20)

(25)

My loving people.
We have been persuaded by some that are careful of our
safety, to take heed how we commit our selves to armed multi
tudes, for fear of treachery; but I assure you I do not desire to
live to distrust my faithful and loving people. Let tyrants fear,
I have always so behaved myself that, under God, I have
placed my mefest strength and safeguard in the loyal hearts
and good-will of my subjects; and therefore I am come
amongst you, as you see, at this time, not for my recreation
and deport, but l^ing resolved, in the midst and heat of the
battle, to live or die amongst you all; to lay down for my God,
and for my kingdom, and my people, my honour and my
blood, even in Sie dust. I know I have the body but of a weak
and feeble woman; but I have the heart and stomach of a
king, and of a king of England too, and think foul scorn that
Parma or Spain, or any prince of Europe, should dare to
invade the borders of my realm; to which rather than any
dishonour shall grow by me, I myself will take up arms, I
myself will be your general, judge, and rewarder of every one
of your virtues in the field. I know already, for your forward
ness you have deserved rewards and crowns; and we do
assure you in the word of a prince, they shall be duly paid
you. In the mean time, my lieutenant general shall be in my
stead, than whom never prince commanded a more noble or
worthy subject; not doubting but by your obedience to my
general, by yoiu* concord in the camp, and your valour in ttie
field, we sh^ shortly have a famous victory over those
enemies of my God, of my kingdom, and of my people.
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The only gloss offered students is the identification of "crowns" (line 21)
as an English monetary imit Otherwise, the writing prompt is typical for its
succinctness;
In 1588 Queen Elizabeth I of England made the following speech to
her troops. They were assembled at Tilbury, a town on the
Thames River, to repel an expected invasion of England by troops
serving the king of Spain. Read the speech carefully. Then write an
essay in which you identify the purpose of the queen's remarks
and analyze how she uses the resources of language—such as
diction, imagery, and sentence structure—to achieve her purposes.
('Tree-Response Questions" 20)
A well-prepared AP student will attend to those "resources of language"
specifically identified in the prompt; "diction, imagery, and sentence structure."
On the AP exam, diction means word choice; more specifically, the student is
called upon to identify and comment upon those words whose connotations
seem most significant. Imagery, on the AP exam, refers not only to sensory
detail but to the inclusion of any other details the writer considers important in
achieving the queen's "purpose." Sentence structure, or syntax, nearly always
refers to parallel sentence schemes and tends to be the least fully and least well
considered stylistic aspect students are commonly asked to consider.
Part of the preparation necessary for students to perform well requires
that they be capable of decoding an AP essay prompt. Some aspects of the
prompts are constant; other aspects are unique to each given prompt For
example, students are always admonished to read the passage "carefully."
Ohmann interprets such commands as representative of the established
authority of the exam, of school, and the dominant culture that expects and
rewards student obedience. An "essay," I learned while attending my first AP
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teacher workshop, means a multi-paragraph response, though that is not made
explicit to students. Each essay is scored on a 9-point rubric and AP readers
consign non-paragraphed responses to a lower half score. Expected from
students is demonstration of what Marda Farr and Gloria Nardini identify as
"essayist literacy," the sort of discourse that most values language that is
"rational, decontextualized, explicit and carefully ordered internally" (108).

Devising Rhetoric
The Queen Elizabeth prompt is representative of the tendency mentioned
earlier of conflating rhetorical analysis and stylistic analysis on the AP Language
exam. That is, identifying and analyzing the queen's purpose as she addresses
her troops seems clearly within the realm of rhetorical analysis, if one
imderstands rhetoric, for classroom instructional purposes, to be the use of
language for deliberately suasive ends. Furthermore, additional important
dimensions for rhetorical consideration include the occasion for a given
rhetorical act and the relationship between speaker and audience. Yet the first
sentence of the prompt offers only the most minimal sense of the context for this
rhetorical act. Students who have not studied British history are likely at a
disadvantage for not knowing the significance of the date offered: a year earlier,
the queen had Mary, Queen of Scots executed; the occasion for this particular
address to the troops is just before the defeat of the Spanish armada. Students
who have not studied British history would also be unaware of the many plots
and conspiracies against Queen Elizabeth. They might be able to infer that a
female sovereign probably had to overcome doubts about her fitness to rule, but
less noticeable to a teenage reader is the necessity to assuage the discontent of
himgry, impaid soldiers. Discoimting context reduces rhetorical analysis to the
consideration of "devices" and "strategies" that writers-or speakers—call upon
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when communicating, much as a chef reaches for the spice rack when cooking.
Students may write thoughtful, insightful responses that isolate and comment
upon such devices discernible in the queen's speech, but the test truncates
rhetorical analysis in ways that voids rhetorical acts of most of their historical—
and much of their intellectual—content
AP English materials offer teachers little information about what is meant
by rhetoric, and the information offered is confusing and confused—and, more
significantly, circumvented by the exam. In the most recent Teacher's Guide~AP
English Language and Composition (1998), Hephzibah Roskelly of the University of

North Carolina-Greensboro writes in the introduction, 'Trends in the Teaching
of Composition: The College Perspective":
Rhetoric is the study of context, and that study forms the basis of
many writing tasks in the composition class, with assignments such
as ones that ask students to use language from a speech or story to
characterize a writer's purpose or persona, or to consider the
variety of effects of an essay on various readers. Discussion about
how a writer uses examples to persuade or challenge readers, or
about the relationship between a subject and the purpose of an
essay, involves students in discovering the rhetorical dimensions of
the work they are reading and provokes their consciousness about
considerations in their own writing. (2)
To be sure, defining rhetoric is an extraordinarily difficult task, but Roskell/s
definition, after a most promising opening clause—that rhetoric is the study of
"context", grows fuzzier as it stumbles in varied pedagogical directions that have
little to do with "context." The Teacher's Guide-AP English Language and
Composition elsewhere describes a successful student essay response in the

following way: "Successful rhetorical and stylistic analyses reqviire students to
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ascertain both speaker and intended audience and establish the relationship
between the two. Contextual dues that reflect time, place, and circumstances are
also pivotal" (Potts 33). Yet as the example indicates, the bare-bones prompt,
necessary to avoid confusion and misdirection on essay prompts, offers almost
nothing by way of context for students to engage and incorporate in their
written responses.
Indeed, as my discussion of the Queen Elizabeth prompt demonstrates, it
is the absence of context that allows for only the most toothless sort of rhetorical
analysis of that speech, analysis that might more accurately be considered
"stylistic" analysis. Whaf s the difference? As far as the AP English exams are
concerned, though this distinction is articulated nowhere in the AP materials,
"rhetorical analysis" seems mostly to mean. What has the writer done to be
persuasive? "Stylistic analysis" seems mostly to mean. How has the writer used
language to convey theme? These are, of course, less than satisfactory
distinctions, but they are what teachers are left to infer.
For example. Question 2 from the 1990 AP English Language exam
offered the following prompt:
Both passages below, written in the nineteenth century, describe
the same place, the Galapagos Islands (also called the Encantadas),
off the coast of Ecuador. Read the passages carefully. Then, in a
well-organized essay, analyze the specific stylistic and rhetorical
differences between the two descriptions. ("Free-Response
Questions" 7)
While students are offered a general date for the passages, the authors of
the two passages are not identified. That one of the passages was written by
Charles Darwin and the other by Herman Melville seems significant information
to omit. In an AP guide for students that reprints two actual student responses
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from the 1990 exam, a portion of a sample essay that was awarded the highest
score of 9 offers the following analysis;
The first passage [from Darwin] reminds the reader of a study of
some scientific nature. It is descriptive, but not abstractly so, and
the passage is written in an obvious schematic order as it focuses, at
first, very generally the whole island [sic], and then that focus
narrows to a specific, the vegetation, and then it narrows again to
describe and compare the more common types of vegetation. The
comparisons used are very tame and obvious, and the diction is
precise and pragmatic, not flowery and artistic. The central focus of
the island seems to center around the vegetation, if s [sic] types,
and the habitat it survives in.

On the other hand, the second passage is abstract and quite
unusual. It opens with an analogy that compares the islands to
'five and twenty heaps of cinders clumped here and there in an
outside dty lot,' and then proceeds to compare it to the 'world at
large... after a penal conflagration.' Unlike the first passage which
gives the reader a precise description, this one gives the reader an
idea or notion of what the island was like. {A Student Guide to the
AP English Courses and Examinations (1996,1997) 31)

The commentary that follows the example reveals what was valued in the
student's "rhetorical" analysis: "In addition to perceiving the general differences
between the two-passage I is "scientific in style, like a journal" and passage n is
"imaginative"~the writer comments on a number of interesting matters. He or
she even mentions the organization of the Darwin passage [...]" (32). In this
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case, "rhetorical" evidently refers to organizational pattern and the mode of
discourse. Given the limited contextual information, the student writer
thoughtfully discerns differences between the two passages and earnestly
endeavors to offer substantive distinctions between their descriptive styles but is
hampered from doing anything more than that.
One of the essay prompts from the 1991AP English Language exam gave
students the following directions; "In the following passage, the composer Igor
Sfravinsl^^ discusses orchesfra conductors. In a well-oiganized essay, analyze
the language and the rhetorical devices Sfravins^r uses to convey his point of
view" ('Tree-Response Questions" 9). In the passage, Stravinsky makes clear his
disdain for conductors through sarcasm and satire. The "rhetorical devices"
rewarded by scorers seem to include metaphor, simile, hyperbole, and irony
{The 1991 Advanced Placement Examination). The 1992 AP English Language exam,

by confrast, invoked "rhetorical" in a different sense: "In the following passage
Nanqr Mairs, who has multiple sclerosis, calls herself a 'cripple.' Read the
passage carefully. Then write an essay in which you analyze how Mairs presents
herself in this passage, hi addition to discussing the significance of Mairs' choice
of the word 'cripple' to name herself, you should consider such rhetorical
features as tone, word choice, and rhetorical structure" ('Tree-Response
Questions" 15). For the AP Language exam, then, rhetoric seems, by turns, to be
taken to mean style, mode, organization, literary devices, and persuasive
intentions.
The terms "rhetoric" or "rhetorical" never appear in prompts on the AP
English Literature exam. Consider the following examples from AP Literature
exams. The first two are from the 1990 exam, the third from 1991, the fourth
from 1994.
In the following soliloquy from Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part II,
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King Henry laments his inability to sleep. In a well-organized
essay, briefly summarize the King's thoughts and analyze how the
diction, imagery, and syntax help to convey his state of mind.
('Tree-Response Questions" 3)

Write a well-organized essay in which you analyze the style and
tone of the passage below, explaining how they help to express the
author's attitudes. ("Free-Response Questions" 4)

Read the following poem by Emily Dickinson. Then write an essay
in which you describe the speaker's attitude toward the woman's
death. Using specific references to the text, show how the use of
language reveals the speaker's attitude. ('Tree-Response
Questions" 11)

Read the following passage carefully. Then write an essay showing
how the author dramatizes the young heroine's adventure.
Consider such literary elements as diction, imagery, narrative pace,
and point of view.
("Free-Response Questions" 28)
While the first prompt offers a smidgen of explanation, there is no
expectation on the scorer's part that the student is familiar with Henry IV, Part IL
The soliloquy is to be read in isolation as a self-contained text that can be
effectively opened by a student's close reading of "diction, imagery, and syntax."
The second example offers a prompt so stark it startles. The third example,
again, disconnects Dickinson from her context and the poem from Dickinson.
Students are called upon to "show how the use of language" functions in the
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poem; they are left to their own devices to identify the literary devices worthy
of analysis. The final example is perhaps the most traditionally literary of the
four though the only contextual information appended is "text adapted from "A
White Heron" by Sarah Ome Jewett. What all four prompts have in common,
however, is the view of language that is not "rhetorical" (that is, contextual) but,
rather, carefully crafted, or "stylized" enough to convey keys that open each text
in important ways.
The AP English exams are grotmded in approaches to the reading and
production of texts that tend to atomize otherwise complex reading and writing
skiUs as a means of trying to test such skills. Each exam demands, and has been
criticized for, a formalist or New Critical approach to literature and a "product"
(as opposed to "process") approach to composition (see, for example, Holladay).
David Foster's "The Theory of AP English: A Critique" argues that the New
Critical approach to texts suggests diat a texf s meaning "is the stmi of textual
elements that are best studied piece by piece to discover how parts fit together to
make a whole" (6). AP, like a dawdling old dowager, seems quite willing to
remain the last bastion of the old New Criticism despite the College Board's
attempts to verify "that each AP course covers the breadth of information, skills,
types of activities, and assignments in the corresponding college courses" (AP
Yearbook 17). The exams as currently composed are foimded on assiunptions that

"reflect a faith in textual autonomy and objectivity... Even though they have
increasingly been called into question by subjective composing and critical
theory" (Foster 6). The AP exam is unable to measure subjective approaches to
texts-moreover, such approaches implicitly, and often explicitly, question the
validity of any standardized test such as AP.
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Questioning the Exams' Validity^
In the reahns of assessment, reliability is often defined as the consistency
with which performance is measured, whereas validity is often defined as an
assessmenf s "truth value-the degree to which the assessment measures what it
daims to measure" (Scharton 53). Traditional assessment theory offers at least
four perspectives on validity: construct validity—ibe relation between
performance and a theoretical underlying factor the assessment is designed to
measure; content validity—the relation between test content and the curriculum
experienced; concurrent validity—the relation between the results of one test as
they correlate with another, independent measure of ability; predictive validitythe relation of current performance to future performance.
Not surprisingly, given the involvement and expertise of ETS in the APP,
claims for all four types of validity have been made and researched. For
example, when Fred Godshalk and his associates h-om ETS published The
Measurement of Writing Ability in 1966 that first documented a correlation

between student performance on multiple-choice items and a short essay, the
College Board's Edward Noyes proclaimed concurrent validity in the
monograph's Introduction: "The measurement of a student's ability to write has
been a perplexing problem to the College Board ever since 1901, when its first
examinations were offered... this problem has at long last been solved" (iv).
College Board daims for content validity have been founded on two measures:
first, "Every four years, AP courses and exams are updated, based on resvilts of
curriculimi surveys at up to 200 colleges and universities"; second, "Also,
through comparability studies, the performance of college students on AP Exams
is compared with that of AP students to confirm that the AP grade scale of 1-5 is
properly aligned with the current college standards" (AP Course Description:
English 70). One ETS study seeking to affirm predictive validity of the AP
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English exams involved 20 colleges and discovered that those college students
exempted from introductory courses due to high AP exam scores tended to earn
higher grades in subsequent upper-division EngUsh courses than non-AP college
students who took the lower-level English course before taking the same upperdivision English course (Advanced Placement Course Description xiii-xv). Of course,
the predictive validity of the exam in this particular paradigm may reside less in
the design of the exam than the sorts of students who enroll in high school AP
courses in the first place. Typically bright, motivated, and successful, it is little
surprise that such students continue to be successful in college. I'd bet high
school student members of the National Honor Society, for example, tend to get
better grades in college than non-NHS members though I v/caldn't necessarily
assiune that membership in NHS predicts success in college.
A similar sort of circular affirmation occurred regarding the AP Language
exam, when a study appeared in College English in 1991 seeking to validate the
exam by demonstrating that high school AP students outperformed college
freshman who were given the same test (Modu and Wimmers). There is, of
course, a degree of circularity to such a confirmation of validity: the high school
AP students, it is assumed, practiced multiple-choice and free-response items in
preparation for the examination while college freshman were likely engaged in
tasks more typical of, and thus more authentic for, college English. More
significantly, there are few~if any-college freshman English courses centered
around either a student's ability to correctly answer multiple-choice questions
(on passages tmidentified by author, text, time period, nationality, or context) or
a student's ability to write a series of timed, impromptu essays.
It is construct validity, however, that now proves most problematic in test
development, for views of construct validity have evolved in directions that
challenge traditional standardized assessments (see, for example, Cronbach,
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Messick). Roberta Camp, in "Changing the Model for Writing Assessment,"
declares "validity is now seen as a single, unified concept in which the construct
to be measured is central to all other considerations" (60). While traditional
views of assessment once considered the various kinds of validity as
independent of one another and more or less equal, now "to be consistent with
current views, they must consider validity in integrated and comprehensive
terms and always in relation to the theoretical construct~what the assessment is
intended to measure" (61).
The very conception of construct validity is predicated upon the
asstmiption—the theoretical construct-that such a thing as "writing ability" or
"reading ability" exists to be isolated and measured. Godshalk's observation
from over thirty-five years ago acknowledged the challenge of establishing
construct validity in the measurement of writing ability: "What is needed, then,
for a validity study [...] is a logically sound criterion of composition skill. Such a
criterion would be shorn of many extraneous and confusing outcomes of
instruction in English courses, including reading skill, speaking skill, the
appreciation of literature, and even the habit of getting assigned work done on
time" (4), More recently, according to Michael Williamson, construct validation
"requires a theoretical statement of the phenomena of interest to permit the
construction of a measure to study it [...]. Thus, a mental trait [such as writing
or reading ability] has to be bootstrapped, that is constructed from an initial
theoretical statement and refined through the constant interplay between
increasingly sophisticated construct definitions and measures" (19). Well
articulated theoretical definitions of writing ability and reading ability are as vital
to assessment as the instruments devised to measure them. The problem that
arises from challenges to construct validity has yet to be resolved by those at the
College Board or at ETS-or anywhere else, for that matter: What exactly is
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writing ability? What exactly is reading ability? And can those abilities be
defined in ways that are neither dependent on context nor the subjective
judgments of value with which we inscribe human performance?
Educational theorist Howard Berlak contends that traditional views of
construct validity are rooted in an "anachronistic paradigm" he labels the
"psychometric paradigm" (as opposed to the "contextual paradigm") (12). The
psychometric paradigm, within which tests such as the AP exams are designed
and validated, rests upon four foundational assumptions, the first of which
claims that there "can be established a single consensual meaning about what
standardized or criterion-referenced tests daim to measure which, in effect,
transcends social context and history" (13). Berlak describes this notion of the
universality of meaning as entirely dependent upon construct validity which
"requires getting things straight between [sic] (1) the world of human events and
experience, (2) the construct label, and (3) the test" (14). Berlak concurs with a
growing number of testing experts who contend that construct validity falsely
asserts value-free judgments and objective choices; moreover, the "constructs
themselves are products of power and their use is an exercise of power" (184).
Camp, in "New Views of Measurement and New Models for Writing
Assessment," notes that emerging views of validity have interested those in
assessment in the "insights to be gained from studies of the processes underlying
performance and from studies of test takers' performances over time and across
groups and settings" (137). Many secondary school and curriculum reform
movements are especially committed to various models of alternative
assessment in which
assessment is based on performances of complex and meaningful
tasks that are related to real-world situations [...]. These
performances draw on knowledge and skills integrated in the
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context of purposeful problem solving [...] [and] are likely to
culminate in productions of discourse or artifacts that yield
evidence of achievement but the products are not the exclusive
focus for evaluation. (140)
The AP exam, as currently constructed, cannot accommodate this expanded view
of validity.

The Challenge of Authentic Assessment
The expansion of the concept of test validity has evolved toward
"authenticity/' which can be defined as "assessment practices that evaluate the
student in the process of performing real tasks with relevance to his or her
education" (Shaklee 6). Such "performance based" assessment is marked by its
emphasis on, and replication of, realistic, contextualized behavior in response to
"real-world" problems or tasks: "This is one salient characteristic of an 'authentic
assessment: it is designed to provide the student with a genuine rather than a
contrived learning experience that provides both the teacher and the student
with opportunities to leam what the student can do" (Darling-Hammond 3).
Furthermore, "the compilation of the information that emerges from authentic
assessment over time can provide a developmental record" of a student's
performance and progress (Shaklee 6). The quantitative measures central to
traditional assessment are challenged by the qualitative measures authentic
assessment values: "assessment is changing from a view which only
encompassed formal, objectively scored testing under controlled conditions to a
view that includes and/or prefers procedures which require students to pose,
clarify, and solve problems in more real world situations" (Leslie 9).
According to Grant Wiggins, in 'Teaching to the (Authentic) Test,"
authentic assessments have four common characteristics. First, the test should
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be designed to truly represent performance in a given field. For example, an
authentic writing assessment should require students to actually write for a real,
identifiable audience. Second, evaluation criteria used in the assessment should
be openly expressed to students and others in the learning commtmity and
should seek to evaluate "essentials" against clearly articulated standards of
performance. Furthermore, knowing the tasks and standards before the actual
performance of a given task supports learning—when the task is both
intrinsically valuable and inherently complex. Third, self-assessment plays a
critical role in authentic assessment because progress is as important as stamping
a final judgment on performance; a student's ability to evaluate—and revise,
modify, and redirect—his or her own work against public standards puts students
at the center of their own learning. Fourth, authentic assessment is often
presented by the students publicly and orally on the assumption that such
presentations can deepen student reflection as well as ensuring genuine mastery
of —and appreciation for-the topic.
There are, of course, differences between formative assessment and
summative assessment, and authentic assessment is currently more applicable to
the former than the latter. Yet pushing against existing notions of stmunative
assessments is the means by which those who design tests can be pushed to
continue refining and revising their notions of validity. Obviously, according to
the characteristics for authenticity, the AP English exams fail because, in the
interests of maintaining the standardization of task and procedure as the means
of maintaining reliability, inauthentic constraints are put on students that limit
their access to the very sorts of resources students should be encouraged to use
to complete such a task. That is, if the purpose is to test writing ability, and if
writing ability includes the ability to revise and rethink a paper (by consulting
secondary sources, talking with others, etc.), AP prohibits such engagement.
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Therefore, the authenticity of its measurement must be questioned. Challenging
its authenticity thus challenges its validity.
The multiple-choice section accounts for 45% of the exams' overall value,
though the one hour multiple-choice section is proportionately more heavily
weighted than the three timed essays that account for 55% of the exams' value
that students are given two hours to complete. Mahala and Vivion's observation
is pertinent: 'Tor those who believe that the measure of education should be the
ability to deal with complex ideas in speech and writing, this extra weighting...
delivers a harmful message to students; in the overall scheme of things, writing
is not worth the time it takes" (45). Worthy of consideration too is the nature of
the relationship between the multiple-choice sections and the free response
sections of the exams. Put another way, does the free response section measure
something different from the multiple-choice section? Common sense would
certainly suggest so, and "the two formats are often portrayed popularly and in
the educational research literature as not only measuring disparate cognitive
constructs but measuring constructs of different value" (Bennett 77). White
notes, however, that studies that have attempted to relate scores on multiplechoice tests with the scores students received on impromptu writing samples
have been inconclusive (Teaching 176).
While the free response essay is a "direct assessment" of writing ability,
and as such is a more valid assessment of writing ability, AP teacher lore, and my
own experiences, suggests that student performance on the multiple-choice
portion is a much more reliable indicator of student performance on the exam
than is a student's writing ability. There are students skilled at multiple-choice
but whose writing competencies are comparatively weak-espedally those
competencies required in more sustained compositions than a timed, fortyminute essay. Yet at that first AP institute I attended, we spent comparatively
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little time discussing the multiple-choice section of the exam. Our facilitator
observed that he didn't think there was much we could do to substantially
improve our students' performance on multiple-choice; "Some students are just
good at it; others aren't." I've since observed in my own teaching that while
there is a degree of truth to that observation, if s not entirely true. Many
students, after repeated exposure to the format and style of AP multiple-choice
items, grow more comfortable and their performance does improve. But I've
had several good, competent writers and skilled readers over the years who
don't do well on multiple-choice questions. But if "some students are just good
at it; others aren't" and if student performance is not enhanced through
instruction, what is it that the exam is measuring and what is it I'm supposed to
be teaching?
Though the number of students taking the AP English exam has risen
dramatically, student performance on the exam has remained relatively stable
because of the traditional scoring scheme for the exam—the standard curve.
Wiggins observes: "What is often poorly imderstood is that test construction
that assumes the outcome of the curve builds in a deliberate exaggeration of
student performance differences to give the most useful 'spread' of scores"
{Assessing Student Performance 154). Nearly two-thirds of those students who

take the AP English exams are deemed "qualified" according to AP
nomenclature (that is, they have earned at least a 3 on the AP 5-point scale). The
actual percentage of 5s, 4s, and so forth fluctuates little from year to year. James
Vopat, comments in "The Politics of Advanced Placement English": "But the
most surprising thing to me about the grading of the AP English examinations
was that the percentage of 2s, 3s, 4s, and 5s were figured out in advance of the
actual essay grading, regardless of substandard performance on specified
questions of the test" (59). Even more pointedly, Wiggins describes the effects of
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the standard curve in this way: The student is led to believe that the test is
measuring his or her accomplishments absolutely; the test is in fact causing, then
measuring, the most observable differences across students that can be obtained
and highlighted in relative comparisons. The practice is disingenuous and
debilitating" {Assessing Student Performance 155). I think Vopat is
oversimplifying the calculation process that goes on to determine final AP scores.
Of course, that calculation process is shrouded in such mystery that I suppose
anything is possible. The AP exam is designed as a criterion-referenced test
rather than a norm-referenced test. But a criterion-referenced test that yields
fairly constant test performance regardless of how many students take the test
each year is open to the kind of criticism Wiggins levels at norm-referenced tests.
William Lichten's "Whither Advanced Placement?", which I discuss more fully in
Chapter 4, raises similar concerns about AP exam scores. He concludes,
however, that the steady increase in the nimiber of colleges who have raised
what they consider an acceptable AP score for credit is practical evidence that the
quality of student performance on the exam has actually declined as the test has
grown in popularity, despite the relative annual constancy of the scores.

The Prospect of Portfolios
Camp notes, "The most obvious examples of forward-looking writing
assessment are provided by assessments using portfolios. In terms of both their
potential for accommodating the new constructs for writing and the intensity of
current exploration, portfolio approaches to writing assessment seem especially
promising" (1993: 70). In "Looking Back as We Look Forward: Historidzing
Writing Assessment," Kathleen Black Yancey identifies three "waves" in writing
assessment. The first wave, 1950-1970, used objective, multiple-choice tests to
"measure" writing ability because its primary concerns were reliable scoring and
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cost-effectiveness. She credits the second wave of writing assessment, 1970-1986,
instigating the use of holistic essay scoring as a means of the direct assessment of
writing, largely to the "testing technology" of the APP. Holistic scoring was a
triumph insofar as it incorporated writing in writing assessment and, equally
important according to Yancey, addressed and satisfied the demands for
reliability while shifting emphasis toward teacher concerns for validity
(i.e., assessment that measiires what teachers think most important about
writing). The third wave, 1986 to present, most values the portfolio for assessing
writing, and by so doing reflects a desire for even greater validity and
authenticity in writing assessment. The impetus in the first and second waves
was placement (which occurs prior to instruction) whereas the portfolio is a
restdt of instruction.
White's history of holistic scoring, "Holistic Scoring: Past Triiunphs,
Future Challenges," cautions that while portfolios "present possible solutions to
the problems of essay testing that have become apparent," it is important to
note "that portfolio evaluation is not really parallel to holistic or multiple-choice
evaluation; portfolios refer to a method of collecting materials for evaluation,
rather than to an evaluation method itself" (100,101). Finding a means of
incorporating portfolios as part of the AP exams could, however, move the exam
toward more authentic assessment Wiggins declares of authentic assessment:
"It is not a proxy. It is not an efficient system to shake out a grade. Efficiency
and merely technical validity as the aims of assessment will undermine liberal
education... It is very easy to score for efficiency and to look at what is easy to
score rather than what is essential" ("The Truth" 20).
The College Board, through the powerful and respected AP English
program, could take the lead in moving in the direction of the sort of
authenticity that the evolving sense of writing and reading processes demand.
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The 1985 edition of the Teacher's Guide to Courses in Advanced Placement in English
Language and Composition (the guides are published at 5-10 year intervals) asserts

that "the course emphasizes a variety of tasks and skills that should include the
planning, writing, and revising of sustained essays"; however, the Teacher's
Guide acknowledges within the same sentence that "it is clear that the present AP

Examination, three hours long, can test only a sample of those skills" (Gadda et
al. 1). The 1992 teacher's guide to the AP English Literature course acknowledges
that the "methodology of teaching writing has changed considerably over the
past 15 years" and that "AP teachers who believe in the 'process' approach have
pointed out the AP examination is oriented to 'product"'; nevertheless,
"Changing an influential, nationally administered writing examination is not a
simple task" (F. McQuade 19). ETS no doubt feels more comfortable with the
statistical reliability of multiple-choice items (Holladay 72), and "reliability
problems have hardly been defined for portfolio assessment" (White "Holistic
Scoring" 105). It may be so that a test can only be as valid as it is reliable, but it is
validity concerns that most undermine the value of the AP English exams,
particularly among those in postsecondary education. While the costs necessary
for grading portfolios, as well as what could be a staggering number of
portfolios, may be datmting, doubts regarding the exams' validity will persist.
And there may be ways of incorporating portfolios we've not yet considered.
For example, students might be offered the choice between the exam or credit
through portfolio. Or colleges that accept AP credit could declare a preference
between exam and portfolio. Peter Elbow notes: "The people at ETS have been
tiptoeing toward portfolios for a long time. We need to push them harder and
insist that their tests are not fair imless based on portfolios" (129). Instituting a
portfolio as part of AP English assessment would necessarily require some
standardization of what should be taught in AP classes, dictates heretofore
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avoided by the AFP. Such standardization could initiate a vital national
conversation among those in the testing community, college faculty, and
secondary school teachers regarding what sort of tasks AP English students
should be engaged iiL Such a conversation would clarify what should be valued;
such an assessment would more genuinely recognize student skills at tasks that
matter to students, teachers, and the subject of English.
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CHAPTER2
THE TAIL'S BODIES: THE AP ENGLISH COURSES

Introduction
The College Board asserts that "the key to the Advanced Placement
Program is the course syllabus" (Kreider 8), but it's important to remember that
"AP English began as a tail that grew a body: an examination that reqtiired
preparing a course" (Foster 6). When the Advanced Placement Program began
in the 1950s, it was the result of two desires by the colleges involved: first, "to
give better high school students more challenging work and to channel the best
of the increasing number of college-bound students into their schools"; second,
"the colleges subscribing to the [AP] results could daim the best of the
matriculating students" (Foster 3,4-5). Rather than explicitly standardizing the
curricula or the reading lists for its AP English courses, the College Board
publishes teacher's guides with general course descriptions and sample syllabi,
most of which come from high school teachers who teach the particular AP
English course. (Typically, only a couple of the sample syllabi are supplied by
college instructors.) Teachers have relative freedom to design the AP English
courses in all sorts of ways, and this offers most AP teachers a sense of
professional satisfaction and accomplishment sometimes absent in more
traditionally prescribed high school English courses. It also intensifies the
commitment to the AP Program from those who teach the courses, for most AP
teachers invest great effort in developing and teaching "their" AP classes. The
pedagogical ownership, however, is compromised by the bill due each May: the
AP exam. Teachers may design and teach the course in a number of different
ways as long as student performance on the tests, it is tacitly understood by all
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involved, remains acceptable. Thus the teacher guides £rom the College Board
offer an explicit or public description of AP curricula while the practical demands
of the exam impose an implicit curriculum for each of the AF English courses. It
is the purpose of this chapter to imcover the visions and versions of English as
manif^ted in the explicit and implicit curricula by analyzing the Teacher's GuideAdvanced Placement English Language and Composition and the Teacher's Guide—AP
English Literature and Composition. I'll argue that the AP English curricula

acknowledge advances in writing and reading theory yet invoke traditional,
formalist values and practices, for it is those that have been reified by the
methodology of the AP exams.

Curriculum and the Culture of AP
Curriculum, broadly defined, can be considered as "a revealing system of
implicit and explicit beliefs, values, behaviors, and customs in classrooms that are
deliberated within communities and other public spheres" (Joseph Cultures ix-x).
It is the system of implicit and explicit beliefe, values, behaviors, and customs that
are not deliberated by those in AP English classrooms that is my particular
interest here. Most classroom teachers, regardless of the subject matter, wrestle
with curriculum insofar as it reflects, among other things, "a melange of
imarticulated methods and purposes, a struggle to maintain a coherent vision
amidst many competing pressures, or an overarching aim enacted daily and
embodied within a congruous set of practices" (Joseph Cultures ix). There are a
number of ways of conceiving curriculum. Ctmiculum theorist Larry Cuban, for
example, offers a curriculum framework with four categories: the official
curriculum, that which is found in curriculum guides and conforms to mandated
assessments; the taught curriculum, that which individual teachers focus on and
choose to emphasize; the learned curriculum, that which encompasses all that
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students learn in a given situation, some of which may be neither planned nor
intended; the tested curriculum, that which is officially assessed by teachers, the
school district, the state, or other testing body. Elliot Eisner, in The Educational
Imagination, offers a somewhat parallel tripartite framework for thinking of

curriculum: the explicit curricultmi which is manifested and articulated in
publicly stated goab; the implicit curriculum which includes the learning and
interaction, deliberate or inadvertent, that occurs and is not explicitly announced;
and the null curriculum which is deliberately and systematically excluded,
neglected, or not considered. If s important to make clear that the various
curricula—i.e., the official and taught curricula in Cuban's configuration, or the
explicit and implicit in Eisner's—are neither isolated nor exclusive from one
another. That is, the explicit and implicit curricula, for example, may correspond
as well as diverge.
Both Cuban's and Eisner's conceptual frameworks represent curriculvim in
ways applicable to AP English, for each framework makes clear that a curricultmi
is a complex phenomena at which a ntunber of interests intersect. A curricultmi
is not static, unified, nor divorced from the context in which it is implemented.
The College Board offers explicit currictilar goals in its materials for AP English
classes, but such goals offer AP teachers only the most general sort of gtiidelines
to follow, as is typical of the explicit curricular goals for most English classes. But
AP is an atypical English class with demands and expectations peculiar to its own
ends. Moreover, the ways the College Board publicly articulates AP English
currictila are only one way of considering those ctirricula, for as Pamela Bolotin
Joseph observes in "Conceptualizing Curricultmi," any cturiculvim has
"embedded metaphors, assumptions, and visions" (3) that too often go either
unnoticed or unexamined; "We cannot engage in curricultmi deliberation
without reflecting upon currictilum as many-sided meanings and experiences"
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(4). It is my intention to read the AP English curricula as texts, and, as with all
texts, they are inscribed by various discourses—historical, theoretical, political,
and institutional' "Curriculum as text illustrates the continual dialogue of
culture-the conversations and themes that are important to people who 'live' in
the culture or who portray it" (5). That said, Madeleine Grumet, in "Word
Worlds; The Literary Reference for Curriculum Criticism," offers a compelling
caution: "In many important ways curriculum is not a text. Curriculiim is an
event It happens and it passes [...]. In this way schooling takes place in the
cultural space that anthropologists call liminal, for it is transitional, neither fictive
nor real, neither here nor there" (240). While no doubt true enough, it is not the
evanescent aspects of AP English curricula and teaching that deserve scrutiny but
rather those aspects that persist across time, often passed down in teacher's
guides, or transmitted through AP teacher lore. Ftirthermore, there has arisen
among those who teach AP English an "implicit curriculum" compelled less by
the explicit goals enunciated in College Board materials than testing materials
produced by ETS.
Because the College Board does not decree a national curriculum to which
those teaching a course with "AP" in its title must adhere, the illusion of
autonomy likely accoimts for some of the appeal of the course. Such autonomy
can also cause much trepidation, particularly among first and second-year AP
teachers. The AP English listserv steadily bears messages from teachers, often
identifjong themselves with the self-deprecating moniker "newbies," seeking
approbation, their tone often apologetic and almost always uncertain that
they're doing things correctly—that is, following the implicit curriculum that lies
between the lines of the official course guides. As British educational theorist
Alistair Ross points out, "The origins of the word are from the Latin curriculum, a
racing chariot, from which is derived a racetrack, or a course to be run, and from
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this, a course of study" (8). Thought of in this way, the race run in AP courses
always ends in May, and the finish line is the AP exam. I know I certainly
worried my first year teaching AP, plagued with fears that I wasn't doing what I
should to prepare my students for the exam. A veteran AP English Literature
teacher I once met who taught in a small town in Texas joked that she still asks
forgiveness from those members of her first AP class when she bumps into them
around town. "I about worked them to death, I was so scared," she said. Most
teachers, particularly those in their first few years of teaching and particularly
those most serious about their teaching, wrestle with what a former
superintendent I worked with identified as " teacher impostor fears": every time
the door opens you half-expect someone in authority to come in with a hook
and pull you out of the classroom.
But once or twice through the experience, AP teachers often grow quietly
smug and even bombastic about "my" class. (In fact, the AP courses are actually
optional, for a student may register and take AP exams without having taken a
high school AP course—though few do.) It is also usually during that first year,
before we've had students actually take an exam after our tutelage, that we
speak most impassionedly and self-righteously about "not teaching to the test"
The bogy looming in May tends to prompt such pedagogical whistling in the
dark. It is for this reason that AP English teachers pick over the carcasses of
previous AP exams; they are struggling to be dear about what information they
need and how to use it. This too comprises the implicit curriculum. But if our
students do well enough on the exam, by whatever measure may be applied
(and there are many), we often take inordinate pride in the "rigors" and rewards
of taking our particular version of AP English. Another veteran AP teacher I
knew crowed on several occasions; "I tell my studenis, the class is the cake; the
test is only the idng."
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The English exams are more skills-driven than content-driven. There is no
common reading list; there are no authors or time periods students know they
will be tested oa As discussed at length in the previous chapter, while there are
patterns to the examinations that are fairly constant and predictable, such
patterns fall beneath the rather amorphous heading of "reading thoughtfully
and controlling the elements of composition." The theoretical as well as the
practical recommendations in the teacher guides are thoughtful and useful, yet
most AP teachers are judged not by the pedagogical soundness of their syllabi
nor the thoughtfulness of their instructional delivery; most AP teachers are
judged by the performance of their students on the exams in May of each year-a
judgment usually rendered by school or district administrators but often as well
by school board members, parents, colleagues, and often the AP teachers
themselves. It is for that reason that the implicit curriculum of AP that
emphasizes test preparation—and thus narrows the focus of the curriculum—
invariably trumps the explicit curricula that endeavors to articulate a broader
approach to the teaching and learning of English.

The AP English Language and Composition Course
As the more recent of the two AP English courses, to date the College
Board has produced three editions or versions of the teacher's guide to AP
English Language and Composition. The College Board published the initial
course guide in 1979, a year before ETS administered the first AP English
Language exam in1980. I'll focus on the last two editions of the AP Language
teacher's guide as a means of demonstrating and analyzing how the guide
advances an explicit curriculum while an implicit curriculum tmdoes much of the
vigor of its publicly stated goals. Through both overt reference and allusioiv the
teacher's guide for the AP English Language course earnestly marks and
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acknowledges the changing theoretical landscape teachers of English have
traversed during the past twenty years, particularly teachers of composition.
Theoretical considerations have changed, or at least modified, the ways many
English teachers now approach their work with students, even as assessment
considerations motivated by the constraints and demands of the AP exam
temper the application of important aspects of otir expanded views of students,
texts, and the processes of reading and writing.
By juxtaposing ttie 1985 Teacher's Guide to Advanced Placement Courses in
English Language and Composition and the most recent guide, 1998's Teacher's
Guide—AP English Language and Composition, I will highlight consistencies across

time in the ways the College Board recommends teaching English; I will offer as
well a detailed consideration of its endeavors to embrace expanded notions of
textual production and reception. It is important to emphasize that the intended
audience for the teacher's guide has always been high school AP teachers, a
sometimes notoriously and often proudly "anti-theory" collective charged with
offering their students instruction more rigorous by far than other secondary
school curricula while tethered to daily teaching loads that typically range &om
80 to more than 130 students. (It is perhaps for this reason that in the 1998 AP
Language curriculum guide published by the College Board, of the nine sample
course syllabi included in the AP Language guide, only three are supplied by
college instructors.) The AP English Language teacher guides offer theoretical
justification for the course but interwoven throughout are practical suggestions
for assignments and possible texts for teacher and classroom use. Most high
school English teacher readers of the guides are likely to find the balance of
theory and practice appropriate, useful, and consistent with the pedagogical
descriptions they're accustomed to.
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Intending Theory
The 1985 Teacher's Guide to Advanced Placement Courses in English Language
and Composition lists as primary author George Gadda of UCLA. Also listed is

Michigan's Ejner Jensen and two secondary teachers, Finlay McQuade from the
Sewickley Academy in Peimsylvania and Harriet Wilson from South Eugene
High School in Oregon. This version of the teacher's guide replaced the original
AP Language teacher's guide of 1979 and had as its purpose "to present, in the
light of the Development Committee's experience with the examination [first
given in 1980], the aims of such a course and the various methods that can be
used to meet those aims" (ill). The preface doses with a brief description of ways
teachers of AP English Language and Composition might prepare for teaching
the course. The last suggestion offered by the editors is particularly apt: 'Tinally,
they [AP teachers] may delve into the burgeoning research publications about
composition and make as much use as possible of whatever practical advice they
find there" (iv). The final section of the course overview not only acknowledges
theory but offers a gentle injimction: "Recent years have seen a tremendous
growth in research and pedagogical approaches to this area; one valuable
beginning may be to take a course in composition or in theories of composition"
(33).
The early 1980s were indeed a time marked by "burgeoning research
publications about composition," and the 1985 edition of the AP teacher's guide
acknowledges directly and indirectly the increased research and theoretical
explorations in composition studies. Imbued with references and allusions to
theory as it is, however, whaf s rendered is a mulligan's stew of then current
theoretical and pedagogical interests. One sees the valorizing of the recently
affirmed writing process as well as nods towards cognitive rhetoric and reader
response. Recommendations for classroom practices range among sentence
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combining, joumaling, and tape-recording teacher comments to student writing.
Lester Faigley's observation about the nature of composition studies certainly
applies: "the young discipline has experienced not only rapid growth but also
rapid consumption of theory so that what seemed at the cusp a decade ago now
is regarded as little more than shards from a distant and superseded past" (16).
The bibliographic resources recommended to teachers identify many of the key
texts and authors in rhetoric and composition of the 1970s and early 1980s.
Added to Edward Corbetf s Classical Rhetoric for the Modem Student, James
Kinneavy's A Theory for Discourse, and Ross Winterowd's Contemporary Rhetoric
are a more antagonistic melange; Maxine Hairston, Linda Flower, and I>onald

Hall. Walker Gibson's, Richard Lanham's, Joseph Williams's, and of course
Strunk and White's books on style are recommended along with Mina
Shaughnessy's Errors and Expectations. Again, the purpose of the teacher's guide
is not to construct a unified theory of composition and reading; rather, it is
meant as a mostly practical guide for busy teachers to consult and construct
something of a comprehensive notion of what to teach and why. Yet the
hodgepodge also reveals the AP English program in search of identification
within the emerging paradigm for composition studies, a theoretical
identification often imdercut, or even subverted, by the practical, quantifiable
claims of the AP exam.
Those practical, quantifiable exactions of the AP exam persist, of course,
but the most recent Teacher's Guide—AP English Language and Composition,
published in 1998, is far more deliberate in the maimers in which it invokes
theory. In fact the introduction, written by college professor Roskelly and
entitled 'Trends in the Teaching of Composition: The College Perspective," has
as its ostensible purpose to serve as an introduction for secondary school English
teachers to what Roskelly notes some critics call the "explosion of theory" about
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the "acts of reading and interpretation and the nature of knowledge itself'; "All
this theory has made the composition course more varied than it was even ten
years ago as theory has insisted that composition teachers look in new ways at
how to teach and how not to teach composition" (2). Roskelly then offers
readers a whirlwind tour of "reader-response theories/' which includes quick
references to both feminist theory and cultural studies, as well as "socialconstruction theory," which "like reader-response theories, refers to methods of
making meaning" (7). Roskelly identifies these as theories that "have become
defined clearly enough to influence current thinking about the teaching of
writing and real classroom practices" (2).
It is classroom practices—and the demands of the AP exam—that inform
most of the 1998 teacher's guide, however. Mary Jo Potts, of the Webb School of
Knoxville, is dted as primary author of the teacher's gmde, and it takes little
inference to conclude that Potts is a secondary school teacher well familiar with
the AP English classroom (though the Webb School is an elite independent
school) and one who has marshaled groups of students for the AP exam.
Roskell/s introduction makes no mention of the AP exam; on the other hand,
Potts's chapter, 'Teaching AP English Language and Composition," foregrounds
the exam in ways that not so subtly testify that it is primarily the exam that
coitstructs the implicit curriculum.
Roskelly uses theory to demarcate an important distinction between high
school and college teaching by claiming that "theory has always affected
composition teaching at the college level" and "as graduate programs in
composition and rhetoric developed in the early 1980s, new kinds of composition
courses began to demonstrate new emphases" (1). The "Bibliography of Useful
Works" (11-12) offered to teachers at the end of Roskell/s introduction is
notable not only as a representative sampling of key texts &om graduate
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programs in composition and rhetoric but also for the absence of pedagogical or
teaching manuals a first year AP teacher might hope to find. Other than Peter
Elbow's Writing with Power and Donald Murray's Write to Leam, one wonders
how "useful" a confused, intimidated high school teacher might find Ann E.
Berthoff s The Making of Meaning, David Bleich's The Double Perspective: Language,
Literacy, and Social Relations,1. A. Richards's The Philosophy of Rhetoric, or Lev

Vygotsky's Mind in Society. Moreover, bell hooks's Teaching to Transgress and
Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed remain vital texts, but neither is likely to
be the first book reached for by the teacher scrambling to prepare a lesson plan
for a Monday morning. In contrast, Potts's list of recommended "Resources"
(34-36) also reflects some of the "explosion of theory" of the 1980s with its
inclusion of Berthoff's The Making of Meaning as well as Shirley Brice Heath's Ways
with Words and Janet Emig's The Web of Meaning. But most of the twenty-two

titles on the list were likely chosen for their applicability to, and practicality for,
classroom use: Robert Connors's The St. Martin's Guide to Teaching Writing,
Robert DiYanni's The Scribner Handbook for Writers, Edward Corbetf s Classical
Rhetoric for the Modem Student, and Ken Macrorie's Telling Writing. Some titles

are repeated from the 1985 teacher's guide list (Lanham, Strunk and White,
Gibson, and Shaughnessy), and others offer teachers the mixture of theory and
practice more agreeable to secondary teachers: Erika Lindemann's A Rhetoric for
Writing Teachers, and Gary Tate and Corbetf s The Writing Teacher's Sourcebook.

How the AP Language Course Undercuts the Writing Process
In fairness, criticizing any writing curriculum is fraught with difficulties
and prone to contradiction because the "explosion of theory" to which Roskelly
refers is also an excess of theory insofar as theories of writing have outpaced
pedagogies for writing; all practice might be found wanting beneath the pure
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white glare of theory. Yet, as CH. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon argue in
Rhetorical Traditions and the Teaching of Writing,"As we see it, methods derive

from philosophical perspectives whether teachers wish to become philosophical
about them or not-perspectives on language, on meaning, on commimication,
on learning, and on the ways of assisting learning, among others" (2).
The 1985 teacher's guide asserts early that "the course should include
more than the examination is able to cover, from brief exercises in stylistic
imitation to the planning and revision of longer essays" (Gadda 2). While
teachers may arrange the course in a number of ways, a traditional writing
pedagogy is placed at the center, one that recognizes "aims" of discourse ("to
inform, to perstiade, to express, etc.") and "modes (narrative, descriptive,
analytic, etc.) of discourse" (Gadda 3). One can see as well the tension between
"process" and "product" that seemed to so perplex teachers in the 1970s and
1980s (Wamock). That is, admonished that the final written product had been
isolated and emphasized in ways that attenuated and perhaps denied the writing
process that "real" writers engaged while composing, guides to writing from the
late 1970s into the 1990s were especially circumspect in the ways they
approached what for many seemed, at least for a time, almost mutually exclusive
activities. The passage below offers a dear, if somewhat pedestrian, description
of the writing process, presumably for high school teachers not yet aware that
things were supposed to be changing. The final sentence, however, is typical of
the way a theory of "process" is undercut by a description of writing that echoes
the static, prescriptive current-traditional pedagogy that "anticipates the
composing process, dictating its progress before it even begins" (Crowley
Methodical 148):

In order to be productive writers, they should leam to take notes
and make lists, to organize and reorganize, to write tentatively.
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knowing that revision is inevitable. They should be comfortable
turning out successive drafts of a piece of writing, studying what
they have done, seeking criticism and suggestions, then making
improvements. Each student must find the strategies that best suit
his or her individual style. The end product, however, should be
organized appropriately regardless of how it was created (Gadda 56).

The 1985 AP English Language teacher's guide urges some semblance of
the writing process as the most effective means of teaching composition. For
example, gestures toward invention are made: "Some writers might use the
traditional method of outlining, but many might not find it helpful to move so
quickly to a logical framework [...]. The method of concept-mapping [...] can
help students who prefer to order things visually rather than verbally" (13).
Apart from this evocation of one aspect of the writing process, there is little
commitment offered to encourage teachers to genuinely foster and sustain a
process approach to writing, substituting instead a process that Sharon Crowley
describes as one that "elides differences among rhetorical situations, denies the
location of any rhetorical act in a given commimity, and transfers discursive
authority away from [the studentj" (The Methodical Memory 167). For example,
the guide declares, "In their own writing, students should be able to employ the
structures appropriate to various aims and modes" (5). Yet the view of writing
that emerges is, at last, more prescriptive and static than a process students
engage in an effort to make meaning: "Where writing becomes incoherent or an
argimient flawed, they ought to be able to spot the problem" (5); "Students
should be trying to match, in their writing, the sophistication of model material
selected for study in the course, although they should not feel that they must
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reach the standards of these celebrated writers" (5).
The 1985 guide implies that successful writing is mostly dependent on
sentence structure: "AP students should be able to analyze the basic S3nitax of a
sentence" (17). Oifferentiation between coordination and subordination is a key
skill, and the teacher's guide conveys as well infatuation with sentence
combining typical of many writing guides of that period, probably because there
had been some attractive initial empirical evidence, since refuted (Faigley 83,
Weiser), that sentence combining was indeed an effective pedagogical strategy
for helping student writers develop more "syntactic maturity." The guide
pushes past "questions about purpose and development" for student writing,
emphasizing instead more reductive considerations;
-Are the sentences appropriately subordinated? Are main ideas in
main clauses? Does the verb express the real action?
-Are parallel ideas in parallel construction? Could rhetorical
devices help point up that parallelism?
-Are words effectively chosen? Point out words that are
particularly precise and evocative, as well as those that are unclear,
pretentious, or inappropriate in connotation. (19)

Revision is hardly mentioned in the 1985 guide, and when it is mentioned
it is embedded within a contradictory representation of peer response. That is,
the description of writing in the teacher's guide acknowledges writing as a
process, but its approach to the reading and production of texts belies a
commitment to process by implying a reductivist emphasis on product, form,
and syntax. This emphasis becomes problematic as well in the guide's
suggestions that "to maintain a community of discourse among students and
professional writers, the same questions should be asked of student writing in
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peer groups"; moreover, those teachers who have been dissatisfied with peer
response "may not have prepared their classes" (15). How so? Dissatisfaction
with peer response occurs when "the students respond to student writing as
they have heard teachers respond, with criticisms of form and language" (15).
Students are supposed to leam to analyze texts by professional writers with
criticisms of form and language, and teachers evaluate student texts according to
form and language, but students are expected to respond to each other's writing
remembering that "the writer's main purpose is to commtmicate content" and
"the most helpful audience is one that tells the writer what has been
communicated, and what seemed most influential in communicating it" (15).
Fine advice to be sure, but the implicit curriculum of AP, driven by concerns for
student performance on the exam, tmdermines the advice in ways that make it
nearly impracticable. Joseph Harris's reflection that for too many teachers
"process" became an end in itself or even an article of faith that mattered more
than what students actually wrote is persuasive for its critique of the profession's
initial enthusiasm for writing process. But the AP teacher's guide assertion that it
is "form and language" that construct and convey meaiung divorces writing
from purpose and context, which must be key considerations in any conception
of the "writing process."
The more recent AP English Language teacher's guide from 1998 provides
an enlarged perspective on writing process. Roskelly, in "The College
Perspective," notes that the most significant trend of the past 30 years remains
the recognition of writing as a process: "The theory of process expresses the
deep connection between content and method that is characteristic of much
contemporary writing theory and many composition coiu^es" (2). The author
offers ideas "about making process theoiy work in the classroom": varied
writing assignments, some of which need not be teacher graded; students
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should explore different means of completing writing tasks that might even be
designed by students; self-evaluation can be a key aspect of writing instruction,
particularly when students are engaged in longer, individual projects; students
should write much and conference often with other students; discussion,
observation, reading, silence-all can contribute to growth in writing (3-4). This
"college perspective" of the writing process certainly offers high school teachers
a fuller articulation than the 1985 teacher's guide. Roskelly conjoins writing
process theories with ways of approaching texts, specifically, reader-response
and social-construction, as a means of asserting that these approaches to texts are
important for both writing and reading. The primary author of the AP
Language teacher guide, Maiy Jo Potts, a secondary teacher as noted earUer,
promotes the writing process described by Roskelly but ultimately
contextualizes it within the paradigm of the AP exam, which ultimately reduces it
in importance and in practice. Potts states: "Emphasis on process must be in
place in all student writing whether a single aspect or the entire composition is
being evaluated. Teaching students that writing is a process with relative stepsbrainstorming, planning, prewriting, drafting, revising, revising, revising—is
critical to their success as effective writers" (27). The author obviously stresses
revision as the integral part of the writing process, yet it is revision that is
precluded by the AP exam. Moreover, a key aspect of writing in an AP
classroom is practicing the timed—unrevisable—impromptu writing because "the
AP Exam itself necessitates a highly efficient student writing process" (31).
A careful reading of the 1985 teacher's guide imcovers the likely reason
for the attenuated commitment to the writing process in its pedagogical—and
theoretical-obligation: the exam. Interwoven throughout the explanation for
the course and rationale for ways it might be taught, are references-sometimes
oblique, other times less so—to testing. Given the audience for the teacher's
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guide, such references are entirely appropriate and indeed necessary. Yet
deference for the exam affects teaching, particularly in ways that may undermine
what we know or value about reading, writing, and learning: "Since
assessments have a powerful effect on what is taught, we are properly
concerned that the values and definitions embodied by assessments support
teaching, whatever else they may accomplish" (White "Apologia" 37).
Furthermore, the teacher's guide defines the student as a reader and writer
largely in relation to the AP exam and, given the methodology of the AP exam
explored in the previous chapter, the role granted approbation for a reader and
writer is summarized by Ohmann in a "hidden injunction: Be docile. He [the
student] is not to develop his own, possibly contrary reading of a work, but
simply to validate or invalidate someone else's categories" (56). This expectation
of compliance can be seen as well in this description of writing on the exam from
the 1985 teacher's guide: "On the Advanced Placement Examination, students
write for an audience of educated peers unless otherwise specified. Their task is
to write what they feel is worthy of communication to that audience, in answer
to questions about their own lives, noteworthy events, or the artifacts of culture,
including literature" (16). On the one hand, of course, this is a reasonable
description of the thoughtful discourse expected in a "college-level" course as
well as an attempt to place the student writer in some relation to the AP reader.
To argue otherwise would be captious. Yet deconstructed a bit further, the
expectation of the student as a docile participant in the process of making
meaning can be seen even more clearly in the manner in which the student is
described as a reader in the following; "The AP candidate is often asked to
demonstrate how diction, imagery, figures of speech, and sentence structure
contribute to some total effect. Students should be expected to make a
reasonable estimate of the degree to which the author has controlled their
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response to the text" (11). The attitude thus expressed toward the text invests it
with autonomy and power that stand apart from and above the reader. It is the
demands of the test that frame this relation as one of a dominant text to a
submissive reader. Given that the test was developed at a time when texts were
"widely depicted as static containers of meaning" and readers as "mere blank
slates" (McCormick 3), it is little surprise that this attitude continues to inform the
implicit curriculum of AP English.

The AP English Literature and Composition Course
The Teacher's Guide to Advanced Placement Courses in English Literature and
Composition written by Finlay McQuade, identified on the booklet's title page as a

College Board Consultant and Former AP English Teacher (earlier AP
publications associate McQuade with the exclusive Sewiddey Academy near
Pittsburgh), is an instructive place at which to begin a detailed analysis of the AP
English literature course, for it most plainly embodies the contradictions inherent
in the Advanced Placement Program. By contrasting McQuade's guide,
published in 1992, with the teacher's guide that replaced it in 1999, I'll endeavor
to show even more clearly the ways theory and practice are penetrated and
constricted by the demands of the exam. Furthermore, I'll examine the newer
Teacher's Guide—AP English Literature and Composition to demonstrate the ways it

embraces theory and addresses doubts regarding the exam before it finally
surrenders to more traditional versions of English teaching.

Overtures to Theory
McQuade asserts early, as is typical of AP English teacher's guides; "Each
AP course is unique, each student's knowledge and understanding is tmique, and
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each shident essay on die examination is unique. The only common element in
the entire AP experience is the examination itself' (3). McQuade's claim that
"each studenf s knowledge and tmderstanding of literature is tmique" would
appear to have embedded within it theoretical implications with which McQuade,
and thus the AFP, must contend. As such implications are raised, however, they
are quickly subjected to and subsumed by the preeminence of the exam:
"Perhaps their [AP students'] tmderstanding of literature transcends the usual
expectations of high school students'; perhaps they read and write at the level of
college sophomores. The College Board offers a way to document their
achievement-the AP Examination" (3).
This older guide's considerations of theory are more oblique than
engaged. For example, in its practical suggestions for teaching literature the
distinction between the "objective," associated with "the indisputable
characteristics of a text, about which everyone with common sense and
imimpaired eyesight will surely agree," and the "subjective," associated with
interpretation, merits particular emphasis (11). McQuade asserts the AF "Test
Development Committee tries to make the multiple-choice section objective and
gives students the opporttmity to respond subjectively in three essay questions"
(11). Thus, teachers should turn to the exam to identify those approaches to
literature that make for reliable testing:
The territory occupied by facts seems to be shrinking in current
critical theory as theorists recognize the power, even the right, of
each reader to determine the meaning of a text (e.g.. Fish, 1980;
Rosenblatt, 1978). Yet there are conventions of vocabulary and
structure, even metaphor and symbol, about which readers tend to
agree. Authors manipulate these conventions cunningly to inform
and tantalize us. (11)
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Authors are cunning and students must be on guard; texts are puzzles that
confotmd those unfamiliar with conventions. That the references to Fish and
Rosenblatt are ensconced in parentheses and then ignored typifies this earlier
guide's attitude toward theory: it may deserve mention but it receives scant
consideratioiL Of the ten sources listed as 'References," Fish and Rosenblatt are
the only two who might accurately be labeled "reading theorists." That the
other references include David Bartholomae, Janet Emig, Erika Lindemann, and
Donald Murray suggests as well that the nature of composition theory is more
practical and pedagogical, and thus more manageable, than most of the reading
theory of the past fifty years.
The 1999 Teacher's Guide—AP English Language and Composition, however, is
more reflexive in the ways in which it acknowledges theory and the implications
of theory for teaching the AP Literature course, and it might be seen as a
corrective. That the Introduction and the appendix "Contemporary Trends in
the Teaching of Literature" are written by a college instructor, Qiief Faculty
Consultant Linda Hubert, may suggest an important distinction between college
and secondary school teachers and their respective approaches to texts and to
teaching, but that possibility appears no where in College Board materials.
Hubert notes ironically that as a newly minted Ph.D. in the early 1970s she had
"far fewer doubts about teaching first-year students than I do now" (1). The
source of her current doubt is current theory;
Nothing seems certain or simple anymore, particularly where the
so-called introductory courses are concerned. There is UtUe
consensus among English teachers when it comes to goals,
curriculum, approaches to literature, or even definitions of
literature, or rather literatures, as the multiple voices that coalesce in
a literature course or canon are now described. (2)
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Furthennore, in what seems an intended refutation to the previous AP teacher's
guide and its pedagogical emphases, Hubert declares: 'Terhaps most
importantly, as Arthur Applebee explains, 'objectivi^ and 'factuality' have lost
their preeminence" (3).
Hubert acknowledges the "progress made in approaches to the teaching
of writing" over the past twenty years while "new theories of teaching literature
are not as emphatically developed" (146,151). This observation is developed at
length by Kathleen McCormick in The Culture of Reading and the Teaching of
English. McCormick contends that reading pedagogy has remained largely

untouched and uninformed by developments in literary theory because the
teaching of reading is seen as a rather low level act while literary theory, the
purview of college English departments, is seen as a high act (or, as Crowley,
echoing deconstructionists puts it, "occulted" (Teacher's 26)). Hubert's reference
to Gerald Graff and his proposal to teach the conflicts among literary theories is
notable for its emphasis on the importance of theory for teachers and their work
with students~an emphasis absent from most AP materials. Included as well is a
35 item annotated "Works Consulted" section devoted to texts centered on
reading and literary theory, including such authors as Geoffrey Hartman, Terry
Eagleton, Robert Scholes, and RamanSelden. Worth noting, however, is that
none of the sample syllabi collected from secondary school teachers and
published in the 1999 teacher's guide make any mention of engaging theory as a
means towards making meaning of texts. Rather, the syllabi reflect more
traditional course offerings: a survey of British literature, a sampling of genres
(poetry, drama, the novel, etc.), or explorations of themes (the search for self, the
hero's journey, etc.). It is to be expected, one assumes, that post-structural views
of reading be acknowledged but then ignored not only in the teacher's guide but
also in the ways most teachers approach teaching the class, for such approaches
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don't lend themselves to multiple-choice testing.

Encotmtering Texts: AP Literature's Insistent Formalism
The AP Literature course descriptions devote a fair amount of
consideration to the writing process and its implications for the classroom. The
disjtmction between the AP Language course descriptions of the writing process,
and the ways that process gets truncated in practice because of the way it gets
assessed, is evident in the AP Literature course descriptions, so the critique
offered in the previous section regarding the AP Language course needn't be
reiterated and reapplied here. Rather, it is the disjunction between the AP
Literature course descriptions of the ways texts should be read that deserves
emphasis, for the AP Literature course descriptions seem particularly selfconscious that the traditional, formalist approach to texts assessed by the AP
exam is vulnerable to criticism, given the richer, more complicated ways we've
come to regard reading and the making of meaning.
The recognition of such vulnerability can be seen in the earnest
declaration in the 1992 teacher's guide that "students learning 'close reading'
should leam to go on gathering data from the text while keeping an open mind
about its meanings" (11). Such an assertion assiunes, of course, that meaning
resides in the text, not the reader. The key aspects of "close reading" that
emerge echo those found in descriptions of the AP Language exam: "features"
and "patterns." Recognition by McQuade that rather "than finding meaning in a
text, a reader constructs meaning from knowledge brought to the text" (14)
quickly devolves into a definition of the "construction of meaning" as
"knowledge of linguistic and rhetorical structures, knowledge of the rules and
conventions for making inferences, and prior knowledge of the topic about
which the text is written" (15). Given the rather generalized description of what
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readers do to construct meaning, there may be little to quibble with until one
more closely considers the practical implications of McQuade's assertions. That
is, die "knowledge of linguistic and rhetorical structures" results in an emphasis
on recognizing stylistic and rhetorical "devices" that reduces the activity of
reading on the AP exam to practice in matching literary terms with their
appropriate examples. Similarly, "knowledge of the rules and conventions for
making inferences" tends to disengage active, creative encounters with an
unfamiliar text and diminish the reader's role to "that of neutral instrument,
recording and correlating the facts and drawing conclusions" (Ohmann 57).
Furthermore, "prior knowledge of the topic about which the text is written" is
entirely precluded by the design of the AP exam. So, on the one hand, the
approaches to texts the course endeavors to valorize are obviated by the
methodology of the exam. AP English teachers of course do more than prepare
students for the exam, yet it takes little imagination to realize that the
construction of the "construction of meaning" in a typical AP English class has
less to do with the discovery of meaning than with the discovery of the correct
answer. The process of reading is thus rendered benign:
Reading produces various types of pleasure-of anticipation, of
caring deeply for a character, of horror and triumph, of the soimd
of words, of insight, of laughter, of recognition. Reading occupies
the mind and requires us to know more. It allows us to
eavesdrop on fascinating conversations and to see tmforgettable
sights. It provides topics for conversation, for enioyable gossip as
well as philosophical speculation. (McQuade 8)

The current AP English Literature course guide describes ways of
approaching texts more cognizant of the changing theoretical approaches to
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texts and their implications for teaching. The descriptions written by Hubert
reflexively acknowledge that traditional or formalist approaches are now only
one means of approaching texts:
New Critical influences on the teaching of literature prevailed into
the 1970s in ironic and idealistic isolation from a culture of student
protest about war, dvil rights, and the relevance of the academic
experience itself [...]. However, subjective perspectives have been
gathering momentum from philosophical theories diroughout the
century. With these, the active role of the reader is stressed instead
of the autonomy of the text, and the reader's role in constructing
meaning is theorized from a wealth of distinctive perspectives that
have obvious practical application to the teaching as well as to the
criticism of literature. (152)
It is important to note the term "New Critical" has been shorthanded by Hubert,
and others, as a useful and not entirely inaccurate means of quickly describing an
approach to texts grounded in "unreflective empiricism" (Graff 247).
Nevertheless, it is the practical application of the "subjective perspectives" that
arose as a reaction to New Criticism that presents the greatest challenges for
theorists and teachers, and to the imderljing assumptions behind the AP exam.
For example, Hubert describes in the section "Reader Response in the
Qassroom" an effort "to engage a generation of students distanced by the skillscentered approach to literature" (153). Hubert delimits reader response to an
approach to reach recalcitrant students rather than as an approach to
indeterminate texts. Rendering reader response toothless makes clearer the
disciplinary gesture Hubert settles for: "Nonetheless, there exist certain
inevitable obligations to the efficacy of the text itself. A student's personal
experience, gender, or ethnicity is no excuse for willfully misreading or ever-so-
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£reely associating the words on the page (or computer screen), lest the basic
principles of communication are defeated" (154). Hubert declares that the 'l^est
AP English faculty engage student interest through encouraging strong
responses to texts" (154), but eviscerates the potential of such a pedagogy by
framing it within the debilitating, traditional binaries between "objectivity and
subjectivity, between the head and the heart, between the freedom of the
imagination and the discipline of logic and critical thinking" (154). Strong
responses may be elicited, but student responses are implicitly devalued when
set against the objective, the head, the logical and critical. The opposition of
"strong" responses to "correct" ones thus belies the invocation of reader
response in the AP Literature classroom.
Yet to be fair, it is developing practical applications of literary theory that
have beset not just AP but all reading pedagogy at the secondary and
postsecondary levels for decades. McCormick argues that the paradigm shift
that occurred in the teaching of writing occurred because rhetoricians and
compositionists not only considered the theoretical but also the practical,
pedagogical implications of what it means to write (and teach writing). Far less
professional dialogue has occurred between literary theorists and those who
teach literature. While those engaged in literary theory may emphasize the
social nature of interpretation, such considerations have not made their way into
the realm of pedagogy. McCormick notes that many literary theorists do not
see themselves as "teachers of reading" and, instead, relegate reading as an
academic subject for schools of education (6). Moreover, the dominant
theoretical perspectives on reading and instruction "have not adequately retheorized the reader as a sodal subject and the text as a social production" (4).
Instead, they persist in an objectivist model that locates all meaning in the text, or
they have embraced an expressivist model that privileges reader-response (if s
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useful to remember, however, that "reader-response" actually embraces "an
extremely wide range of attitudes toward, and assimiptions about, the roles of
the reader, the text and the social/cultural context shaping the transaction
between reader and text" (Beach 2)). It is these two models, the objectivist and
the expressivist, that the AP English course descriptions acknowledge, affirming
the former, eschewing the latter. Mccormick's proposed model, the socialcultural, insists students recognize themselves as "social subjects" who
consciously approach the process of reading a given text within the broader
reading and writing practices of a culture. Her model may engage literary
theorists and teachers of literature in promising ways. Such a model currently
stands outside the practices of most classroom teachers, however—and certainly
beyond any current means of standardized assessment. It nevertheless remains
essential to bear in mind what McCormick (and Graff, Crowley, and others)
insist: we have no choice about whether there will be theory in the classroom
and whether that theory will inform they ways we teach and assess reading. The
only choice is whether teachers will be aware of the theories they use.

In the Shadows of the Exam
At the conclusion of her consideration of "Contemporary Trends in the
Teaching of Literature," Hurst offers a rhetorical flourish that the practical
demands of AP make difficult to realize: "Given the exciting perversities of
scholarship and the ever-growing human mind, there is no clear destination for
either the profession or the individual. The emphasis here, as elsewhere, must
be on process" (157). Efficient, reliable means of assessing process have still to be
developed, and as I have asserted throughout, it is the exam that most informs,
and is most valued in, the curriculum. In the 1992 teacher's guide McQuade
admonishes readers: "Lef s keep the examination in perspective" (3). McQuade
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says it would be a "nustake" to foreground the exam, "as if it were the reason
for reading great literature and writing well. The examination may be the heart
of the AP Program, but it is not the lifeblood or the spirit" (3). Such a call, while
no doubt sincere, is at least somewhat disingenuous, for despite such advice, the
exam distorts whatever perspective new AP teachers might seek.
While I've argued that the shadows cast by the test tend always to
obscure what is often daimed "best practice" in the teaching of the AP English
courses, the 1999 teacher's guide, given its publishers, offers the most pointed
critidsms of the AP exam one is likely to find in material distributed by the
College Board. Chief Faculty Consultant Linda Hubert concedes that "the AP
Program was bom and developed during the 1950s when the New Critical
approach was in full sway in colleges and universities aroimd the country" (2)
and despite "significant modifications"—that remain unnamed-both the AP
course and exam "continue to reflect the theory and resultant pedagogical
strategies associated with a robust regard for textual authority—perhaps even the
'privileging of text over reader'" (3). Catherine Bartlett Crest, principal author of
the 1999 guide and a secondary school teacher, also notes that teachers "may
question whether the exam is educationally sotmd", for "it is not an exam that
suits every teacher's philosophy"(8):
Some teachers are deeply opposed to the emphasis on timed
writing; others are suspicious of the use of the multiple-choice
format to test literary insight; still others consider the requirement
of discussing a specific theme of a work contrary to their belief in
multiple meanings. For another group, the emphasis on literary
terminology is an area of concern. (8)
Crest succinctly entmdates those aspects of the exam, and thus the course, that
most trouble those who have thought much about AP Literature. It is not her
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intention, however, nor is it Hubert's, to engage those concerns; rather, it is to
show an awareness of these trends and then to dismiss them. Criticisms of AP
Literature are consigned, one assumes, to the hazy, and thus harmless, realm of
personal opinion and "subjectivity." Both Crest and Hubert, in fact, turn hx)m
what are essentially critiques of the construct validity of the exam and course to
trumpet the reliability of the exam: "Some teachers may wonder whether the
AP Exams are reliably and consistentiy graded. The simplest answer is to point
out that the exams have historically met with ease the requirements of the
American Council on Education and the American Psychological Association for
reliability and consistency" (Crest 8). Hubert, after admitting that "the timed
essays students write to earn college credit are at this juncture essentially
formalist in their approach" (3), avers that having "grown larger and more
prosperous today than its founders might have hoped, the AP Program may yet
be subjected to a gentie midlife crisis" (2-3); nevertheless, "We may be bucking a
tide here, but to date we continue to have faith in the sensitive responses, critical
thinking, and keen, disciplined, and creative writing that this kind of training in
close reading can generate" (3). Thus an analysis of the AP English courses
necessarily loops back to analysis of the AP exam, for it is within the test that the
values of both the course and the entire program are made manifest. That is, the
text makes explicit the assumptions that constitute the implicit AP English
curriculum.

AP Language vs. AP Literature
At the school at which I teach, a committee—in which I played no rolecomprised of teachers, administrators, parents, community members, and
University of Arizona faculty recommended shortly after the school opened that
if AP English were to be offered, the AP English Language course would be the
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better choice of the two offerings because the committee thought its curricular
emphasis more consistent with the goals of most first year college English
courses. Selecting the AP English Language rather than the AP English
Literature course is an atj^cal choice. As the older of the two exams, the
literature exam remains the more popular. In May 2001,201,298 students, from
10,334 schools, took the AP English Literature and Composition examination
while 135,428 students, from 5,788 schools, took the AP English Language and
Composition Examination ("AP English—Distribution"). Furthermore, about
92% of students who take the AP English Literature exam are high school
seniors; about 72% of students who take the AP English Language exam are
high school juniors ("Program Summary"). That flie "pass" rate, the percentage
of students earning 3's or higher, is actually slightly higher for the AP Literature
exam than for the AP Language exam (Advanced Placement Course Description)
may be attributable to the relative difficulties of the exams, or the discrepancy
may be because of the number of seniors taking the exam—such a distinction has
never been made and may not be possible to discern. Between 2000 and 2001,
however, the AP Language exam grew by 16% in contrast to the AP Literature
exam which increased by 5%.
Part of this notable growth in the AP Language course and exam might be
attributable to its greater emphasis on composition. Most of the growth in the
AP Language course, though, results from schools that already offer the AP
Literature course adding the AP Language course. AP Literature, as the older of
the two courses, retains a privileged position in most high schools, and AP
Language rarely stands on its own. More typically, the so-called "jtmior course"
serves other functions: it placates "gifted" students and their parents who
disdain standard high school course offerings; it allows students desirous of
admission to highly selective colleges a stronger transcript to submit; it prepares
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and feeds students into the AP Literature course. While there may be no
uniform high school curricula or sequence of study, building a course around
American literature at the junior year and one around British literature at the
senior year is a commonplace that persists in many American high schools. AP
Literature, with its emphasis on the "intensive study of representative works
from various genres and periods, concentrating on works of recognized literary
merit" fits well with a cotirse devoted to the traditional canon of British literature
{Advanced Placement Course Description 40). The course is not, however, officially

restricted to British literature: "Most of the works studied should have been
written originally in English, including works by African, Australian, Canadian,
Indian, and West Indian authors. Some works in translation may also be
included (e.g., Greek tragedies, Russian, or Latin American fiction)" (41).
Schools that add the AP Language course often shunt it into an 11th grade
English course focusing on American literature. While talented teachers have
undoubtedly revised a preexisting American literature course to one that
"engages students in becoming skilled readers of prose written in a variety of
periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts and in becoming skilled writers who
compose for a variety of purposes" (Advanced Placement Course Description 7),
consigning the course that emphasizes composition and rhetorical analysis to the
junior year is "a perversion of the intent and nature of the AP English program [.
..]. Qearly, the Language and Composition course should be a [college]
freshman composition course" (Olson and Metzger 117). Furthermore, relegating

the AP Language class to the jimior year replicates at the secondary school level
the same sort of jxmior status composition often occupies at the post-secondary
level: the study of literature is reserved for senior students, those, one
presxmies, who have already "learned to write."
When the AP Program began in the 1950s, there were actually two
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English exams: the English composition exam and the English literature exam.
In fact, in 1958, two years after the College Board assumed responsibility for the
AFP, more students took the composition exam (1,547) than the literature exam
(1,216) (Valley 399). An English Journal article ^m the time notes that those
students who took both exams and scored well received advanced placement or
college credit, or both, while those who took only the literature exam were
slightly less likely to receive advanced placement or course credit. Those who
took only the composition exam, however, were rarely awarded advanced
placement or course credit. More specifically, of those who only took the
literature exam and earned a 5,81% received advanced placement, credit, or both
while of those who only took the composition exam and earned a 5, only 31%
received advanced placement, credit, or both (Valley 400). John Valley, author
of the article, concludes; "These findings may be reflecting in part the fact that
most college English courses are either literature or literature-composition
courses and that relatively few are courses in composition alone" (399). He
suggests it is for these reasons that the College Board decided to combine the
two exams a year later, but to report two separate scores for composition and
literature, a practice that was later discontinued.
While the story of this bifurcation of literatvire and composition has been
well-told (Berlin, Bizzell and Herzberg, Scholes, D. McQuade, Connors, Miller),
this bifurcation at the secondary level is a story rarely considered, perhaps
because the stakes are much lower. Few high school teachers consider the
distinction between composition and literary studies important. English in high
school is mostly synonymous with "language arts" which recalls the traditional
quartet of reading, writing, listening, and speaking, though few teachers beyond
kindergarten would claim to devote equal attention to each of the four. Most
high school English teachers were trained in the teaching of "literature," and
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literature, usually defined as "imaginative literature^Cfictioiv poetry, and drama),
endures at the center of most high school English courses. Yet a fair amount of
writing instruction occurs as well, and not all of it is devoted to the explication of
literary texts. Students, particularly at grades nine and ten, typically receive an
odd amalgam of writing tasks; business letters, poetry, research reports,
personal narrative, etc. As students move through high school, though, the
typical high school curricultun attempts to resemble the more traditional
configuration of the college English curricultmi. High school English courses
during the freshman and sophomore years are often arranged thematically
while the junior year often defaults to study of American literature and British
literature is taken up during the senior year.
A former AP Literature teacher of my acquaintance who taught AP
Literature for over thirty years before retiring was surprised when he
discovered my school offered oiUy the AP Language course. We must add the
literature course, he said. When asked why, he answered, "The poetry on the lit
exam separates the sheep from the goats." The AP English Language course
may have arisen in 1980 in response to the burgeoning field of rhetorical and
composition studies, but its status as the "jimior class" reflects the uneven,
unequal relationship between composition studies and literary studies that
persists in college English despite a number of persuasive critiques that
demonstrate the reasons for the division are rooted less in rationality than in
class structure and considerations, or in pedagogical or intellectual preference. It
is not necessary to demonize AP, for it offers tangible rewards to some who
might not otherwise benefit from the sort of higher quality instruction most AP
teachers pride themselves in offering. But it is important to more fully analyze
AP because it is so often held up as the ideal to which high school English should
aspire. That that ideal reflects the conflicts of college English is not surprising;

that those conflicts are reproduced by high schools without knowing why
more troubling, for it disempowers those in the secondary schools.
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CHAPTERS
BLUEPRINT FOR AP: THE FIRST COLLEGE BOARD EXAMS

Introduction
Histories of the Advanced Placement Program always dte as its beginning
two committees working independently in the early 1950s, the School and
College Study of General Education and the School and College Study of
Admission with Advanced Standing, each of which settled on turning to the
College Entrance Examination Board and its recently formed Educational Testing
Service to establish the AFP and to develop the first round of AP exams in 1956.
The histories of the Advanced Placement Program sanctioned by the College
Board, moreover, tend as well to describe it in terms that laud its status at the
nexus of college and secondary school while commending not only the
"partnership" thus foiled but also the innovation of its approach to testing and
curriculimi. While those two committees are of course vital to understanding the
modem formation of the APP and are indeed its most recent progenitors, tracing
even further back in American education permits a fuller reconsideration of the
trends, influences, and decisions that eventually resulted in the formation of the
Advanced Placement Program. My intentions in this chapter are to offer a fuller
historidzing of AP English than has been previously tmdertaken by identifying
the traditions of curriculimi and testing first established in the early twentieth
century to which the APP is linked. More specifically, I contend that located
within the college entrance examinations that began in 1901 and continued imtil
1942 are aspects of curriculum and testing that are still evident in AP English.
Tracing the lineage of AP English not only allows for a deeper understanding of
its origins but explains in hitherto unexplored ways some of the more
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problematic aspects of the AP English exams and their respective curricula I
explored in Qiapters1and 2.
Arthur Applebee's comprehensive, essential history of English in
American schools. Tradition and Reform in the Teaching of English: A History, has
little to say directly about Advanced Placement English. Three paragraphs and
mention in one footnote are all that is allotted to AP, and his account
contextualizes AP within mid-century educational trends. That AP English merits
only brief mention in Applebee's survey of a hundred years of English teaching
is no oversight, for in the early 1970s when Applebee's account was written, AP
English was still a program serving relatively few students, just over 50,000 a
year (Advanced Placement Yearbook 200011). Apart from the brief references in
Applebee, the only histories of the APP are those written or sponsored by the
College Board. The self-flattering narratives of struggle and triumph are to be
expected and are often engaging, but they offer only one version of the AP story
which is a less full consideration than AP warrants. As I've suggested
throughout, AP English becomes more interesting and most important when
considered as a site where varying interests, motives, narratives, and ideologies
intersect. To provide the sort of historical accounting of AP I think necessary, I'll
call upon Applebee's history of English in secondary schools and the College
Board's histories, as well as the accounts and voices of those involved and others
deemed pertinent as a means of rendering the very beginnings of the tiny
program that burgeoned into one in which 800,000 secondary school students
and 90% of U. S. colleges participate yearly.

The Begirmings of High School English: Control by Colleges
If s important to bear in mind in any historical depiction of events related
to the AP Program that it, the College Board, and those schools and colleges
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initially involved in both, are situated in the northeastern United States. The
conditions in which the Collie Board and, later, the Advanced Placement
Program, arose have their deepest roots in the highly selective private colleges
of the East and the preparatory schools from which most of their students were
traditionally drawn. Accoimts regarding the relations between colleges and
secondary schools in this region at the turn of the twentieth century, and almost
everywhere eke for that matter, describe them as contentious and often chaotic.
English emerged as a major school subject in the 1890s, and the
beginnings of English as a school subject tend to mirror the development of
English as a college subject. As Applebee notes, "Because one function of the
high school was preparatory, and because then as now the success of its
preparatory courses was more important to a school's prestige than its finishing
courses, radical change was forced upon the schools in a remarkably short time"
(31). The power of the colleges to dictate high school curriculum in the nascent
discipline of English went largely unchallenged imtil after the turn of the
twentieth century: "In 1800 formal instruction in literature was unknown; by
1865 it had made its way into the curriculiun as a handmaiden to other studies;
by 1900 literatiu-e was almost universally offered as an important study in its
own right" (31) with the proportion of schook offering courses in English
literature increasing from 30 to 70 percent by 1890 and courses in American
literature rising from 5 to 20 percent (37). Meanwhile, between 1860 and 1900,
"the proportion of schook offering courses in 'grammar' dropped from 60 to 35
percent" while those offering courses in "rhetoric" dropped from 90 to 63
percent (37): "College entrance requirements were the moving force" (31).
Eastern colleges did not accept admission by certificate from accredited high
schook as many colleges in the Midwest and West had begim doing, insisting
instead that prospective students pass a series of entrance examinations. The
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University of Michigan's Fred Newton Scott, writing in 1901, likened the
relationship between Eastern colleges and secondary schools to feudalism and
described its "essential and characterizing features are (1) a set of more or less
arbitrary requirements for admission formulated by the university authorities,
and (2) a rigid examination to which all applicants for admission must submit
themselves" (366).
Particularly troubling for the schools was that each college devised its own
entrance examination and set the date for its examination. The disparity of
demands and dates made preparing students for the exams particularly trying
for teachers in the preparatory schools. Nicholas Murray Butler, a professor of
philosophy at Coliunbia who with Harvard's president Charles Eliot would play
a pivotal role in the foimding of the College Entrance Examination Board, depicts
it as a system in which colleges "were going their several ways with sublime
unconcern either for the policies for other colleges, for the needs of the
secondary schools, or for the general public interest. They regarded themselves
as wholly private institutions, and each indulged in some peculiar idiosyncrasy
having to do with the admission of its freshman class" (2). Not surprisingly, the
individual college entrance tests often dictated curricula for preparatory schools
or, at least for English teachers, dictated the texts students should study in school.
Early first attempts at defining common standards in English included the 1888
New England Commission on College-Entrance Requirements and the
Committee of Ten appointed by the National Educational Association in 1892.
While both, particularly the Committee of Ten, had enormous influence on the
formation of secondary English studies at the turn of the twentieth century, their
direct connections to the particular threads that connect to the APP do not
warrant detailed reconsideration here. Suffice it to say, however, that many of
those involved in the Conunittee of Ten were later involved in the formation of
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the College Entrance Examination Board. In fact, Butler, who later became
president of Columbia and as well as Chairman of the CEEB, hosted the first
meeting of the Committee of Ten at his dinner table in New York (Butler 3).
Once most American secondary schools finally established "English"-as
opposed to rhetoric-as a required course in American secondary schools, a
second battle began for English teachers. Applebee identifies it as "a battle to
transform the high school, and with it the high school course in English, from a
'fitting school' oriented toward college entrance, into a 'common school,' a
school for the people, whose chief function would be preparation for life" (46).
While important, this battle is not wholly pertinent to the history of AP. To be
sure, the struggle within the public secondary schools to establish an educational
purpose not entirely defined by their college preparatory fimction is an area rich
for exploration. Schools saw their charge as broader than only preparing their
students for college, for indeed, given the tremendous growth in high school
enrollment during the period in question (the ntmiber of high school students in
1890 was 200,000 which doubled by 1900 and doubled again by 1915 (Applebee
46)), most high school students were not destined to continue into postsecondary
education. For my present purposes, however, it will suffice to say that the
progressive movement that inspired so much noteworthy change in the schools
had the "typical" student as its concern. My concern here is the "talented"
student, the one boimd for college, the one capable of "college-level" work in
high school. For those students the principles articulated by John Dewey and
others that so profotmdly shaped schooling early last century may have been
less important than the creation of the College Board in 1900.
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Control Shifts to the College Board
The College Board, or, as it was first named upon formation, the College
Entrance Examination Board of the Middle States and Maryland, had twelve
original members at its first official meeting in November of 1900: Barnard
Collie, Bryn Mawr College, Columbia University, Cornell University, Johns
Hopkins University, New York University, University of Pennsylvania, Rutgers
College, Swarthmore College, Union College, Vassar College, and Woman's
College of Baltimore. The initial charge of the Board was the development of a
standard set of examinations for prospective students. As suggested earlier, the
secondary schools, particularly the college preparatory schools, had complained
for years that such an erratic amalgam of entrance procedures and requirements
made college preparation far more taxing and haphazard than was reasonable.
The first official College Board history. The Work of the College Entrance
Examination Board 1901-1925, published in 1926, contains an article by Wilson

Farrand, headmaster at the Newark Academy, in which he describes the effects
of such a system on the secondary schools: "one college would set up an
individualistic requirement chiefly to emphasize the difference between it and a
detested rival [...] the schools had to organize campaigns to combat the
imreasonable demands of the colleges, and [...] the colleges had to apply force
to jack up reluctant schools" (10). Columbia's Butler recalls in the same voliune
that no "secondary school could adjust its work and its program to the
requirements of several colleges without a sort of competence as pedagogic
acrobat that was rare to the point of nonexistence. The situation would have
been comic were it not so preposterous" (2). The solution decided upon was the
creation of a series of achievement tests that colleges could use as entrance
examinations. Qaude Fuess, in The College Board: Its First Fifty Years, writes:
"The College Entrance Examination Board was in its origins an attempt to
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introduce law and order into an educational anarchy which towards the close of
the nineteenth century had become exasperating, indeed almost intolerable, to
schoolmasters" (3).
The Board's first official document published December 10,1901, is
exclusively devoted to its plan to develop examinations;
It is hoped that the uniform examinations held by the Board will, in
time, supersede all separate admission examinations now held by
the several colleges. The manifest advantages of the examinations
held by the board are:
(1) That they are tmifbrm in subject-matter.
(2) That they are imiformly administered.
(3) That they are held at many points, to meet the
convenience of students, at one and the same time.
(4) That they represent a cooperative effort on the part of a
group of colleges, no one of which thereby surrenders
its individuality.
(5) That they represent the cooperation of colleges and
secondary schools in respect to a matter of vital
importance to both.
(6) That by reason of their uniformity they will greatly aid
the work of the secondary schools.
(7) That they will tend to effect a marked saving of time,
money, and effort in administering college admission
requirements. ("Document No. 1" 71)

The claim in the fifth point regarding cooperation between colleges and
secondary schools was more hope than reality in 1901 (or 2001 for that matter).
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but evident in these seven statements are testing principles that continue to
guide the work of the College Board and its ottspring. Educational Testing
Service. The importance of the final statement listed above cannot be
overestimated. Financial concerns were paramoimt to the new Board as reading
its annual reports makes dear. Each of the first examinations given in 1901 cost
students $5, and by year's end the $6,000 in revenues generated from the exams
fell short of the Board's projected operating costs of $8,000 ('Tirst Annual
Report" 83). Yearly deficits continued for the Board xmtil the mid-1920s when
expansion into the realm of "intelligence tests," early versions of the SAT, began
a tradition of revenue from total receipts (exam fees, "sales of specimen papers,"
etc.) exceeding total disbursements.
As part of the process of developing a standard set of college entrance
examinations for 1901, the Board and its member schools identified nine school
subjects as those for which examinations would be developed: English, French,
German, Greek, Latin, chemistry, history, mathematics, and physics. Once the
subjects were settled on G^otany and zoology, for example, didn't make the cut),
the definitions of the requirements for each subject were constructed. John
Valentine's more recent College Board history. The College Board and the School
Curriculum: A History of the College Board's Influence on the Substance and
Standards of American Education, 1900-1980, published by the College Board, notes

with a measure of hubris typical of Board sponsored histories that the central
theme of the College Board is the conflict "between willing acceptance and utter
rejection of a standard-setting role in secondary school education. To influence,
or not to influence the school curriculvun has been a question as troublesome for
the Board as Hamlet's 'to be, or not to be' was for him" (ix). A century later, the
College Board's "delay" can be heard in its introduction to the AP English course
descriptions: "The greatest challenge to the committee, then, is finding an
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appropriate balance between descnbing and prescribing either curriculum
format and content or instructional approaches" (Advanced Placement Course
Description: English 3). For its initial definition of the requirement for English,

the College Board appropriated the definition of the English requirement from
the National Conference on Uniform Entrance Requirements in English and used
their Uniform Reading Lists of literature—as the Board's member colleges had
been doing~as the basis of their new exams:
The requirement in English prescribed certain books for "reading"
and others for "study and practice." Students were expected to
have "fresh in their minds the most important parts" of the 10
books assigned for reading, including The Merchant of Venice, The
Viar of Wakefield, The Ancient Mariner, The last of the Mohicans, and
Silas Mamer.

They were advised that they would be tested for their power of
clear and accurate expression; knowledge of the books would be
regarded as less important than the ability to write good English. It
was expected that the books specified for study and practice,
including Macbeth, Milton's Lycidas, and Burke's speech Conciliation
with America, would be so thoroughly studied that questions would

be asked about even minute details. (Valentine 14)

A chief examiner~a college teacher-was appointed for each of the nine
subjects, and two associate examiners-one from college, one from high schoolwere appointed for each subject as well. The three person committee drafted
examinations that were reviewed by the Conunittee of Revision, which was
composed of the nine chief examiners and the five secondary school members of
the College Board. The exams were administered at 69 sites in June 1901 to 973
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students, 758 of whom sought admission to either Columbia or Barnard, with
most of the applicants applying to Columbia (Pritchett 13; Fuess 42).
That first reading of exams presages the holistic scoring sessions that
became the hallmark of the Advanced Placement readings some fifty years later:
'To ensure some degree of uniformity, the members of each reading group
spent preliminary hours establishing workable principles and even in looking
over and criticizing specimen answer books" (Fuess 48). At this first reading, a
total of 39 readers-seven for English—from secondary schools and colleges
assembled at Columbia for the scoring session. There was a chief reader for each
of the nine examinations. A passing score was set at 60 and higher on a 100point scale; exam books scored below 60 were read twice. An early College
Board historian would boast; "The fact that the examinations were not too easy
gave the colleges confidence that standards would not be lowered, and the
schools were pleased with the system and with the fairness of the procedure"
(Farrand "A Brief History" 24). Over the course of the next decade or so, the
practice of referring to grades earned on the exams as either "passing" or
"failing" was refined so that those scores between 60 and 75 on the 100-point
scale were described as "fair"; scores between 50 and 60 were "doubtful"; those
below 40, "very poor." That first year, the 978 students who took the exams
each took an average of 8 separate tests: 7.1% of all books received a score
between 90 and 100; 20.2% received a score between 75 and 89; 32% were
scored between 60 and 74; 11.2% scored between 50 and 59; 11.7% scored
between 40 and 49; and 17.8% were scored below 40. ('Tirst Annual Report" 83).
Forty percent of all examination books that first year received grades below
"passing." Interestingly enough, thaf s about where AP scores for all exams also
settle every year. With a notable measure of consistency, about sixty percent of
all students who take them "pass" the exams by earning a score of 3 or higher.
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Last year, for example, on the AP English exams, the grade distributions for the
English Language and Composition exam were as follows: 8.7% of exams were
scored 5's; 16.8% were scored 4's; 32.8% were scored 3's; 33.4% were scored 2's;
and 8.2% were scored I's. The "pass" rate of 58% for the Language exam was
slightly lower than the 63% "pass" rate on the English Literature and
Composition exam: 9% were scored 5's; 20.9% were scored 4's; 33.3% were
scored 3's; 31.2% were scored 2's; and 5.6% were scored I's ("AP EnglishDistribution of Grades").
The College Board may have wrestled with whether to influence school
curricula, but it did not delay in arranging with Ginn and Company in 1901 to
publish each previous year's exams. The publishing venture quickly became a
"profitable arrangement because hundreds of teachers apparently considered it
advantageous to maintain a file of past examinations" (Valentine 21).
Furthermore, a description of teacher practice a century ago parallels a central
practice of most contemporary AP English teachers in their application of AFs
implicit curriculum: "These examinations together with the definitions of
requirements served as primary resources for many teachers as they planned
and conducted their courses" (Valentine 21).
The first exams were only modestly successful as entrance exams insofar
as coordinating the admissions policies of the member institutions of the College
Board. Butler's Columbia received the largest number of exam candidates for
the first few years, and most of the secondary school students taking the exams
were from New York (Fuess 59). The highly selective New England colleges
were initially disinclined to accept the exams, though that changed. In 1910 the
largest niunber of exam candidates came from the Phillips Exeter Academy, and
three years later candidates choosing a college in New England significantly
outnumbered candidates to colleges in all other regions of the country combined
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(Fuess 60). bi fact, former College Board executive officer Frank Bowles, again
with the hubris that often alienated the College Board from schools outside its
elite constituency, describes the relationship that developed among the College
Board and its original clientele: "By 1915 the Board had cin established
community of schools and colleges that it served, in the sense that its definitions
of requirements were indisputably accepted as the curricular controls for the
college entrance program and its marking standards were the quality controls."
This was, however, a "regional standard" that "had never dealt with the great
and growing mass of American public education [...]. In point of fact, the
Board's standards were too high... It was never considered polite to say so, but
this was the fact" (Bowles 1,2).
The first exams were not without their detractors, including some critics
from the very colleges that had initiated their development in the first place. The
most vociferous opposition to the exams, however, came from the secondary
schools. The colleges involved did not challenge the principle of testing for
college entrance; rather, they came to question the particular methodology of
the present exams. Many of those in the schools, on the other hand, not orUy
questioned the design of the exams but contested the shift to testing on principle.
High schools objected to the tadt repudiation of their efforts as well to the
imposition of college curricular goals upon the secondary schools.
Included in the second issue of the English Journal in February of 1912 was
a lengthy report entitled "The Influence of the Uniform Entrance Requirements
in English." The report began with the foreboding assertion that the "American
high school is at present an educational storm center," and the most troubling
aspect of its relations with the colleges were the entrance examinations: "The
chief influence of the college upon the high school is to make it a cramming place
for the college. Even so, a majority of the students entering by examination fail
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to pass the test satisfactorily, and those who do often prove very poor students
afterward" (95,96). While the assertion that the majority of students taking the
exams fail to pass the test is not quite accurate, the subsequent assertion was
true. A continual point of contention between the schools and colleges was the
Uniform Reading Lists prescribed by the National Conference on English and
adhered to by the College Board entrance exams. The lists that were supposed
to be suggestive were reified by the exams. Two passages from the report
indicate the spirit of the complaints. The report's conclusion includes the
following observations:
It is the examination, and particularly the kind of examination set,
which is objected to by the schools. Many teachers declare a
preference for examination as opposed to certification for college
entrance, but they almost invariably stipulate that the examination
shall be more liberal than at present. It is evident, also, that the
emphasis upon literature in the reports of the Conference has
circumscribed the composition work of the schools. Many teachers
feel that, at present, literary composition receives proportionally
too much attention and that the forms of expression in use in daily
life, particularly the oral forms, are being neglected. (144)

A second passage from the report, submitted by an author identified only as
"the principal of one of the Eastern high schools," argues;
It seems to me that so far as examinations are required by the
colleges they shovild be examinations for power rather than for
definite information. I think that the specific nature of collegeentrance examinations has greatly hampered the English work in
the high school. Instead of testing the pupils as to their ability to
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read, and to speak good English, the college examinations have
emphasized the candidates' information concerning a large number
of things that are not essential.
They have specified exactly what literature was to be read, and
designated so closely just what was to be done with this literature
that all individuality has been ground out of the teachers. (111-112)

As is so often the case, criticisms of a standardized test find fault with
discrete features of the test rather than with the very premise of testing. One
reason standardized testing persists is because the majority of those engaged in
education continue to believe that however imperfect a particular exam might
be, it nevertheless probably yields some useful information. The search for an
ever better test becomes the self-sustaining principle for the testing industry, and
from the beginning the College Board was responsive to the calls for a better
college entrance examination. The powerful Eastern colleges, led by Harvard,
were dissatisfied with the first incarnation of entrance exams and began to call
for a "New Plan" that echoed the call of the principal quoted above for an
examination for "power rather than for definite information." The College
Board responded with a different sort of exam which served two particularly
important functions: it assuaged the doubts about testing of its most influential
member institutions, and it secured for the College Board the central position as
examiner of incoming college students.

The College Board's Response to Critics: Comprehensive Examinations
The first attempts at entrance examinations were gradually replaced by
what came to be known as comprehensive exams or the New Plan. The
intentions for the new exams were, in the words of Harvard president Abbot
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Lawrence Lowell in his essay "The Art of the Examination" published in the
Atlantic Monthly in January, 1926, to have the student "read for himself, instead

of absorbing information carefully prepared for him/' and "to correlate what he
has learned, retaining the substance of it in his mind long enough to produce a
permanent impression" (qtd. in Fuess 79). Harvard's Lowell was among the
staunchest proponents of the comprehensive exams, and its supporters
"shrewdly opened their campaign by asserting that such tests would be most
valid with brighter students" (Fuess 81). Harvard, Yale, and Princeton advised
the College Board that they would turn over their individualized entrance
examinations for a uniform series of comprehensive exams developed by the
College Board. The Board, "concerned about the slow pace of growth in the
number of examination candidates" taking the older exams voted in 1915 to
begin preparation for ttie new tests.
The "Sixteenth Annual Report of the Secretary" released in November of
1916 describes "a period of enlarged activities and wider influence in the history
of the Board" (147). The 10,631 candidates examined in the spring of 1916 more
than doubled the previous year's total. Just over a thousand secondary schools,
almost equally divided between public and private schools, had students take the
exams, though the total nimiber of students taking the exams from private
schools was almost twice that from public schools. The Secretary's report, in
addition to trumpeting the decision by Harvard, Princeton, and Yale to turn over
their entrance examination testing to the College Board, also notes that Mount
Holyoke, Smith, Vassar, and Wellesley "announced that they were preparing to
discontinue the admission of students upon the basis of certificates from
secondary schools and to adopt the so-called New Plan of admission" (147),
which they did by 1919.
The College Board and its member colleges appointed ten new
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conunittees to develop the exams that faced the "challenge of asking questions
that did not presuppose highly prescribed forms of instruction" (Valentine 26).
As resistance to the Uniform Reading Lists intensified among secondary school
teachers, examiners recognized that they could no longer asstmie that
examination candidates had read and studied the same books. Instead, ttiey
attempted to devise an examination "to test the ability of the candidate to defend
clearly in writing ideas gained both from books and from the life around him,
and to read with accuracy and appreciation literature as varied in subject matter
and form as that listed tmder the Uniform Entrance Requirements in English"
(Valentine 26). The New Plan was not intended by the College Board to
supersede the older exams but was initially intended as an "alternative method
open to any candidate who had successfully completed the curriculum of an
approved high school" (147). That the older or "restricted" exams continued for
years to be the more popular of the two exams among students might be
explained by reinvoking the notion of the implicit curriculum. The elite
preparatory schools were apparently more comfortable with the tradition of the
Uniform Requirements utilized by the College Board exams and still revered by
its highly selective postsecondary member institutions: 'It [the comprehensive
exam] disturbed good teachers who had been accustomed to study the Board's
bound voltmies of old examinations and then 'guess' what passages or problems
were likely to appear on the next series" (Fuess 80).
The comprehensive exams were credited with widening the number of
applicants from public schools, for a growing nimiber of public high schools did
not adhere to the College Board's definitions of subject requirements in
orgaiuzing curricula. Most of the candidates continued to come from the East,
however, and the exams continued to be a concern of a relatively small number
of graduating seniors. Of the more than half million students who graduated
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£rom high school in 1925, only about 5% took College Board examinations, and
the highest concentration of those came from New England and the North
Central states (Pritchett 13). As described by Valentine in his College Board
sponsored history, "the older examinations continued to appeal to preparatory
school teachers who were content to go on grooming their students for
admission to prestigious institutions" (27).
The key distinctions between the earlier entrance exams and the new
comprehensive exams center on an effort not to isolate particular facts or
information for the student to identify but, rather, for the student to
demonstrate a more general ability in a given subject. Prospective college
students were often given a choice as to which exams to take, those of the New
Plan or those of the older, "restricted" exams. Examples taken from the College
Entrance Examination Board's Questions: Set at the Examinations Held June 19-24,
1916 will help make the distinctions between the two exams clearer. The exam

held in 1916 was the first to include both the Old Plan and the New Plan.

Contrasting the Old Plan and New Plan Exams: The Seeds of AP English
The Restricted Exams: Emphasis on 'Facts' and Recitation
There were actually two Old Plan, or restricted, English exams, "English
1-Grammar and Composition" and "English 2-Literature," and each test was to
be completed in two hours. That there were two exams in English is consistent
with the recommendations by the National Conference on Uniform
Requirements in English that preparation in English have two main objectives:
"(1) command of correct and clear English, spoken and written; (2) ability to
read with accuracy, intelligence, and appreciation" ("The Influence of the
Uniform Entrance Requirements in English" 115). Toward those ends, the
recommendations came to mean in practice that the exam for grammar and
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composition was considered "preliminary" while the exam for literature was
considered "final." The eventual bifurcation of the AP English exams, with the
Language exam relegated to the role of the "junior" exam and the Literature
exam more typically designated the "senior" exam, thus has a tradition well
established in College Board testing values and methodology.
The "English l~Grammar and Composition" exam began with a twentyfive minute section that had two parts. The question's first part asks the student
to do the following:
Explain the grammatical relation of each subordinate clause in the
following sentence, and tell what part of speech each italicized
word is:
When such a question comes before the Supreme Court and is
determined, the determination may be different from what the legal
profession has expected, may alter that which has been believed to
be the law, may shake or aoerthrow private interests based upon
views now declared to be erroneous.

The question's second part asks the student to copy three sentences "making
such changes as you think necessary or desirable. Briefly tell why you make each
of these changes." One of the sentences, for example, reads: "There is no doubt
of him being the best of the two."
The second question on the "old" grammar and composition exam, to
which students were to allot an hour and fifteen minutes, required the student to
choose one of thirteen writing prompts to write "in several paragraphs a
composition of about 400 words." The directions conclude with an injunction
that seems rather quaintly patrician for its now antiquated remove from
"writing as process," yet it sounds not too distant from the spirit of the AP
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prompts that so trouble Ohmann: "Choose such aspects of the subject as you
can well discuss according to an orderly consecutive plan in which each
paragraph shall be one stage." The titles the student could choose to address
included both the expository, "Relief Work in the Present War/' and the literary,
" Julius Caesar in History and in Shakespeare's Play." Other topics lay open the
class status of those taking the exam: "Why I Have Chosen a Large (or a Small)
College" and "Why I Should Like to Be a Lawyer (or a Doctor, or an Engineer)."
The third and final task on the grammar and composition exam directed
the student to select from one of six possible topics about which to write "about
150 words of description or narrative." Among the topics were "A Coimty Fair"
and "One of My School Friends."

The "old" or restricted "English 2--Literature" exam for 1916 had two
parts, "A~Reading" and "B-Study." For part A, the student was given two
prompts and could dedde which of the two to write a thirty minute response for
and which to write a fifteen minute response for. For example, one of the
prompt reads; "Narrate a crisis in any novel, poem, or play as if you saw it
enacted. Comment on the importance of this scene as a link in the plot."
Part B embodied references to texts on the Uniform Reading Lists
grouped by genre; drama, poetry, oratory (actually the written text of a speech),
and essays. Each genre had three "topics" from which the student was to
choose, allotting approximately 20 minutes for each response. For example.
Topic 2 in Drama (all topics were based on a different Shakespearean play) reads
as follows;

Hamlet
[King retires and kneels.
Enter Hamlet.]
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Hamlet "Now might I do it pat, now he is praying;

And now I'll do't~"
a) Why does not Hamlet do it straightway?
b) What other reasons do you find in his character and in the
course of the action for Hamlef s delay in carrying out his promise
to the ghost?
c) What scene immediately follows that from which the lines are
quoted?

The second genre group. Poetry, contains passages from Milton and
Tennyson as well as a more general question about the distinction between the
l3rric and other kinds of poetry. The questions asked about the passage of poetry
from Milton, for example, make evident the sort of instruction in literature those
in preparatory schools were expected to receive: "From what poem is this
passage taken?"; "What kind of life was the poet leading at the time when this
poem was written?"; "Explain the italicized words." The close reading of the
New Critics had yet to appear but when juxtaposed to the first two questions
above, close reading certainly seems an improvement to the merely factual,
biographical information the student is asked to supply.
The first Topic for Oratory, the third geiu'e group on the old or restricted
literature exam, required that the student be exceedingly familiar with Edmtmd
Burke's speech from the Uniform List, Conciliation with America: "Write a
paragraph contrasting the 'project of the noble Lord in the blue ribbon' with
Burke's own plan for taxing America. (In answering this question you may, if
you choose, try to imitate Burke's style.)" The fourth and final genre group.
Essays, is similar: "According to Emerson, what three or four characteristics of
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American womanhood give rise to a new chivalry in behalf of woman's rights?"
The restricted examinations were obviously more constrictive in their
design; there were specific texts it was asstmied students had studied, and the
approaches to those texts reveals an approach distinguished less by
interpretation than by recitation.

The Comprehensive Exams: Emphasis on Writing and Response
The first of the "New Plan" or comprehensive exams in English, given in
1916, has some notable differences and divergences from the older, restricted
exams dted above. For example, the comprehensive exams offered the student
greater choice in, and latitude of, response. Many secondary school teachers
welcomed the less restrictive nature of the exams, particularly the release it
offered from the reading lists. College Board historian Fuess proclaimed the
comprehensive exanunations "a symbol of a shift in educational thought-an
evolution from rigidity to flexibility, from narrowness to breadth, from
emphiisis on content to emphasis on choice" (85). More pertinent for my
purposes, however, are intimations within this initial College Board exam that
prefigure AP English test items and features. Curiously, in some ways this
eighty-six year old comprehensive exam might be a more interesting and
engaging exam for an "able" student than today's AP exams. The
comprehensive exam is challenging, but it seeks a creative range of student
response. When considered as an instnmient for writing assessment, however,
the exam can be faulted when scrutinized for reliability because of the range of
questions and approaches students might take to respond to the various test
items. The exams possesses enough face validity, however, that they likely
satisfied the desire for a new test for students instructed in newer methods.
The student was given three hours to complete the exam, an hour
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recommended for each of its three parts, and was admonished at the top of the
test, "However accurate in subject-matter, no paper will be considered
satisfactory if seriously defective in punctuation, spelling, or other essentials of
good usage." Some of the traditionalists in ttie prep schools feared that these
new exams were "letting down the bars" (Fuess 85). The exam's directions and
test items deserve consideration for what they reveal about past attitudes and
controversies, for all large-scale standardized assessments are designed not only
to measure performance but also to assuage possible critics while asserting and
validating certain curricular values. This is especially evident in Part I of the
exam.
The student is directed to choose two of the following questions to
respond to:
1. Contrast any two poets, or any two poems, that appeal to you
strongly but for different reasons.
2. You have been prejudiced against certain books by hearing
them called "classics," by being urged to read them, or by being
obliged to read them. What has been your attitude toward such
books after reading them?
3. What advantages has the novelist over the writer of short
stories?
4. Show how the outcome of some tragedy of Shakespeare is
determined by the character of the hero.

Items one and two above are particularly interesting. Because the
student's sensibilities as a reader are acknowledged, the "reasons" the student
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might use as criteria to contrast the poets' "appeal" allows for a range of
possibility and personal response that would probably engage a student
genuinely interested in the subject matter. The second item seems an
acknowledgment of the criticisms directed at the older restricted exams by many
secondary teachers who considered them to have deleterious effects on students'
enjoyment and appreciation of literature because of those exams' adherence to
the Uniform Reading Lists. The 1912 study published in the English Journal
referred to previously, "The Influence of the Uniform Entrance Requirements in
English," makes dear that many high school English teachers had grown
dissatisfied with the recommendations first put in place by the Committee of
Ten, and perpetuated yearly by the Uniform Requirements, that some books be
"read as literature" and others "carefully studied under the immediate direction of

the teacher " (98). The books designated for careful study, and upon which the
student was specifically tested by the restricted entrance exams, are likely the
"classics" to which this item refers. Graff observes that by the turn of the
twentieth century it was "a commonplace among educators that English courses
were boring or baffling students" (100). That an item on this new exam offers a
rebuke to the methodology of the older exam seems an important rhetorical
gesture as well by the College Board for the benefit of its new "partners," most
notably the Big Three, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale.
Part n of the exam offers students ten different "subjects" fi*om which to
select one as the prompt for a four himdred word response. The subjects are
notable for their range and diversity, and the apparent discrepancy in difficulty
among the various choices would likely trouble modem psychometridans, since
such multiple items always pose problems for test reliability. Because the topics
fi-om which the student could choose to respond call for difierent sorts of
responses using different rhetorical strategies, comparing performance among
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students across the different prompts would make grading consistency almost
impossible. Indeed, Fuess notes that some of the "conservatives were up in
arms against the New Plan" for this as well as odier reasons; they argued "it
would be impossible to prepare students for it tmder the existing curricultim,
that it would be difficult to grade the papers accurately, and that it placed a
premitmi on superficial cleverness, not on thoroughness of preparation" (84-84).
For example, one subject choice offered would seem to call for description;
"Your likes and dislikes in music (or in pictures)." Another calls for narration;
"The career of one of the following persons: Hannibal, St. Francis of Assisi,
Livingstone, Joan of Arc, Queen Elizabeth, Henry V, Garibaldi, Luther, Qcero,
Macaulay, Franklin." Another requires persuasion; "Should military drill be
required in your school?" One identifies a specific audience to be addressed, "In
a letter to your father, aimoimdng your election to a school office, tell him what
you plan to do," while another suggests an entirely different approach; "Three
diary-entries about a vacation: (1) before you go; (2) while you are away; and
(3) after you have come back."
Part 01 of the first English comprehensive exam requires the student
paraphrase three six-line stanzas from Browning's Rabbi Ben Ezra as well as
answer an interpretive question, "How would Browning have us judge a man's
worth?" Finally, the student could choose from one of two questions. One
option contained a list of eight words (inference, oligarchy, congestion, trait,
radical, subsidiary, haphazard, and trite) of which the student was directed to
select six and "write sentences illustrating their proper use." The second option
requires the student to identify at least six literary characters, fi-om a list of
eighteen, "by telling in what work each occurs, and characterize each in a few
words." The characters are an interesting admixture fiY>m British literature
(Becky Sharp, Polonius, Maggie Tulliver, Sir Galahad) and American literature
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(Tom Sawyer, Hawkeye, Ichabod Crane) as well as the Bible (Ruth).
The demands placed upon the student by the various tasks in this final
part of the exam are noteworthy for several reasons. First, the departure from
the exclusionary prescriptions of the Uniform Reading Lists, evidenced by the
range of texts with which the student might be familiar, suggests not only the
College Board's response to its new members' demands but also offers its first
indications of a test design that would both widen the range of literature
considered meritorious enough to deserve inclusion while also confirming a
canon conservative enough to placate critics. Second, the requirement that
students demonstrate facility in paraphrasing and performing rudimentary
analysis of poetry remains an essential feature and value of the Advanced
Placement Literature exam. Third, the inclusion of vocabulary items divorced
from even the minimal context of embedment in a passage of poetry or prose
presages the vocabulary work that would become a staple on the College Board
exam that would soon enough displace both the Old Plan and the New Plan for
college entrance, the SAT.
Only 495 students took the new exams in the first year they were offered.
That number increased by less than 100 the next year, and in 1918 there were 752
candidates. Between 1920 and 1923, of the 70,633 students who had taken
College Board exams, only 10,419 were candidates imder the New Plan. But the
colleges to which they enrolled were, in order of the number of candidates to
each, the most prestigious Eastern colleges: Smith, Wellesley, Harvard, Vassar,
Yale, Moimt Holyoke, and Princeton (Fuess 87). Enrollment in the College Board
increased from 15 colleges to 35 members by 1925; there were almost 20,000
candidates that year who took exams; and the nimiber of readers increased
from 39 in the first year of the exams to over 600 (Farrand "A Brief History" 24).
Also by 1925, ten colleges admitted all their students by means of College Board
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examinations: Harvard, Yale, Princeton, MTT, Haverford, Mount Holyoke,
Smith, Vassar, Wellesley, and Radcliffe (Pritchett 13). Most of the other Eastern
colleges used Board exams and combined those results with other methods for
admission.

The College Board Relinquishes Qaims on Curriculum
The comprehensive exams of the New Plan may have been a victory for
Harvard and the other colleges that viewed them as an important innovation in
testing methodology, but they were soon enough challenged—and ultimately
replaced—by the "objective tests" that emerged robustly after being refined for
use in the Army to sort and classify soldiers during World War I. These new
"psychological exams" enticed college administrators with the promise of
greater predictive powers as well as the prospect of decreased testing expenses,
for the standardized tests did not require the readers that the written exams did.
My intention here is not to retell the story of the rise of the SAT and its
monumental role in college admissions but to instead briefly consider the fall of
the older exams, for if s my contention that key aspects of the older exams were
resurrected in many ways by the AP exams-not, obviously, for the purposes of
college admissions but as a means of earning college credit.
The "Nineteenth Annual Report of the Secretary" to the College Board,
dated November 1,1919, is an important document in College Board history, for
it is the first report that makes references to the new psychological tests and by
so doing signals a vital shift in the College Board and its testing imperatives:
It should be the purpose of the College Entrance Examination
Board not only to ascertain whether the candidates have acquired
the information and the methods of thought necessary for
successful work in college, but also to determine whether they
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possess certain important intellectual qualities which are sometimes
described as alertness, power, and endurance, although these terms
would seem to indicate excellences of the body rather than of the
mind. Up to the present time the Board's endeavors in this
direction are exhibited most conspicuously in the comprehensive
examinations. If these examinations continue to respond to the
demands of the times they should eventually become the best
possible tests combining the necessary elements of an
informatioiial and of a mental, or psychological, character. (164)

The Board may have had another motivation as well to develop the "best
possible tests." The Secretary's report notes that in the auttimn of 1917 the
Board had a deficit of over $7,000, and, after administering its examinations in
1918, it "was without sufficient working capital to carry through the work of
preparing for the examinations of 1920" (168), The Carnegie Corporation
granted the Board a subvention of $7,500 at the end of 1918, and the Board
increased examination costs from $5 to $6. The Secretary identifies the
establishment of the comprehensive exams as one of the chief factors in bringing
about the Board's dire financial situation (168).
Valentine's College Board history observes that there was also early
evidence from Columbia by 1920 that indicated students admitted on the basis of
the new objective tests "subsequently performed as well in collie courses as did
those who had taken College Board examinations" (32). (Columbia was one of
the postsecondary institutions to first embrace the College Board entrance
examinations and then the new objective tests; Edward Thomdike was a
member of its Teachers College Faculty.) Of course, the early SAT was different
not only because of the "objective" nature of the test, but also because it
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measured candidates in a different manner "The significant difiierence between
SAT scores and examination grades was that the former indicated where
students stood relative to others in a particular group [norm referenced] and the
latter indicated where they stood relative to standards set by the chief readers
[criterion referenced]" (36). The reliability of the objective tests was especially
seductive to the new generation of test-makers. In 1920, Columbia's Ben Wood
reported that the correlation between the college entrance examinations and
college grades was ,43 while the correlation between the "psychological
examinations" and a student's college record was .59 (38). Moreover, "In a
measurement sense, the written examinations sufiiered from two major
handicaps in comparison with the SAT: they asked fewer questions—a smaller
sample of student behavior—and they were graded by readers whose judgments
were never in complete accord" (38). Critics thus challenged both the validity
and the reliability of the written exams as a means of arguing for adoption of
multiple-choice tests for college admissions.
Applebee surmises that the infatuation with objective tests was shared by
both "liberals"—because they offered a means of diagnosing student's individucd
weaknesses that might then be addressed-and "conservatives"—because they
offered a means to "keep up standards and insure the place of discipline and
memory work" (95). The older College Board examinations and the subject
definitions upon which they were based continued to come under fire from
secondary school teachers and administrators. Entrance examinations that
entailed "intensive, prescribed academic preparation were vigorously opposed
both by the public school establishment and by champions of progressive
schools" (Valentine 38). The older entrance examinations quickly lost groimd to
the SAT, and many College Board member institutions excused applicants with
strong school records and recommendations from having to sit for either the
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restricted exams or the comprehensive exams. From 1926 to 1935 the nimiber of
candidates taking the written examinations shrunk from 22,000 to below 14,000;
the number of SAT candidates increased from 8,040 to 9,437 during the same
period, and in1935,3,000 SAT candidates took none of the Board's written
examinations (Valentine 39). Furthermore, there was a contingent within the
College Board that argued, and ultimately persuaded Board leadership, that its
mission and future lay in research and experimentation rather than the messy,
imprecise, unrewarding realms of curriculum and subject articulation. As early
as the mid-1930s, for example, Carl Brigham, a Princeton professor of
psychology and College Board advisor, argued for what would prove a pivotal
distinction. The Board had spent more than a million dollars in the preceding
twelve years for reading exams and less than $43,000 for testing. The Board had
thiis "developed into an organization of Readers rather than of Examiners^'; "he
advised that the Board, as a responsible examining body, should take steps
leading to the improvement of its measuring devices" (Fuess 1120).
Its statiis and economic survival in doubt, the College Board moved away
from the written entrance examinations in favor of the SAT, though it couched
its withdrawal as a condliatoiy reappraisal that the College Board needed to
"reduce the impact of the examination program on the curriculimi and to
increase the power of the examinations to measure accurately" (Valentine 43).
The written examinations waned and fell out of favor even though they did have
supporters: "English instructors especially were fearful that the discontinuation
of the three-hour comprehensive examination in their subject would react
imfavorably on the teaching of literature in their schools" (Fuess 158). The SAT
and the newly designed objective Achievement Tests rapidly supplanted the
older exams which for all intents and purposes ended in June of 1942 after fortyone continuous years of use. In an essay published in 1926, "Has the College
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Entrance Examination Board Jtistified Its CJuarter-Century of Life?", Henry
Pritchett asserted that in "the welter of certificates, intelligence tests, and
electives, a good honest examination p7y which he meant a written exam] shines
like a star of the first magnitude" (15). Seventeen years later College Board
Associate Secretary John Stalnaker, a research psychologist firom the University
of Chicago, articulated the new position of the Board:
The tj^ of test so highly valued by teachers of English, which
requires the candidate to write a theme or essay, is not a worth
while testing device. Whether or not the writing of essays as a
means of teaching writing deserves the place it has in the
secondary school curriculum may be equally questioned.
Eventually, it is hoped, sufficient evidence may be accumulated to
outlaw forever the "write-a-theme-on"[...] type of examination,
(qtd. in Fuess 158)

When ETS became fully operational and independent of the College Board
at the beginning of 1948, the acquiescence to ETS of the testing functions of the
College Board reduced what had been an essential function of the Board's
identity since its inception. In addition to its examination program, the College
Board had set curriculiun standards to which many secondary schools adhered—
or that they at least acknowledged. Yet secondary schools continued to seek
greater autonomy in curricular matters and teaching methods, and the College
Board's authority and prestige receded. Frank Bowles assumed responsibility as
the Board's chief executive in 1948, and he described the philosophy of test
construction then reigning at the Board as "maximum subject-matter coverage
for minimum interference with curriculimis" (27). He acknowledged such a
philosophy represented "complete abandonment of the practice of defining
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requirements in each subject as a frame of reference for both teacher and
examiner/' but for many in the secondary schools "removal of the definition of
requirements was a figurative breaking of shackles to free secondary school
teachers from hampering restrictions" (27). Another voice firom 1926, that of
Julius Sachs, a former headmaster and an early, vigorous participant in the
College Board, no doubt expressed the sentiments of others—not only in 1926
but a generation later-when he wrote, 'To my mind there exists here a manifest
destiny; the Board cannot content itself with being merely an elaborate
machinery to measure results. It should retain firmly its immediate function as
an examining body, but it can furnish in its reports valuable and cogent
recommendations" (18). Bowles acknowledges in his report of 1948 that "the
Board's action in moving away fix>m definitions of subject-matter fields is now
being questioned both at secondary school and at college levels and that hope is
now expressed by critics of the present procedure that the Board will return to
offering the guidance that the definition of requirements supplied in the past"
(27).
Despite the Board's profound philosophical shift during its initial fifty
years, there remained those within and without the College Board who granted
it a degree of authority that perhaps persisted longer than it might otherwise
because of the Board's historical association with the elite Eastern colleges and
their preparatory schools. That status, coupled with the testing expertise it had
garnered during its first five decades, made it a logical choice to take over the
new program in college advanced placement in 1955-56. There were some
involved in beginning that new program who opposed turning it over to the
College Board, fearing the Board, at the behest of the psychometridans at ETS,
would abandon the writing required on the earliest versions of the advanced
placement exams in favor, once agaiiv of the precision and economy of an
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objective test. For its part, the College Board was initially reluctant to take on
this new assessment enterprise, fearing it would prove too costly. The fears of
all involved were realized, though not entirely to the degree nor in the manner
anticipated.
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CHAPTER4
THE BEGINNINGS OF AP AND THE END(S) OF FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE
ENGLISH
Introduction
In the previotis chapter I tried to demonstrate that the Advanced
Placement Program can actually be traced to the very first College Board
entrance examination program that began in 1901. I did so as a means of
identifying some of those aspects and traditions of curriculum and testing that
are still evident-and problematic— in AP English. In this chapter my intention is
to resume my historical analysis through what is an admittedly selective
reconstruction of the events that led directly to the formation of the Advanced
Placement Program. Trying to isolate a single "historical moment/' as if it were
somehow a fulcrum between all that precedes it and all that follows, is itself a
rhetorical act fraught with difficulties and complexities it seems necessary to
acknowledge at the outset Of course, a number of forces, interests, conflicts,
and personalities necessarily intersect in any historical moment.
Indeed, our best disciplinary histories seek not to select a pivotal moment
or a single individual but instead to carefully consider the confluence of trends
and material conditions from which change may arise. Those histories,
moreover, often frame events within the dynamic interplay of oppositions. For
example, Applebee's history of English teaching in American secondary schools
constructs its narrative as a push-pull between tradition and reform; tradition
gives way periodically to school movements that seek to refashion English
teaching into an enterprise less driven by the college model of English as an
academic discipline and its expectations for incoming students. James Berlin's
Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures describes English studies in American colleges by
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examining the suppression of the rhetorical tradition and the privileging of
literary studies; the emphasis on the aesthetic qualities of the latter excludes
considering the political nature of texts that was historically the emphasis of the
former. One of Thomas Miller's organizing principles in The Formation of College
English enriches and complicates Berlin's rhetorics/poetics bifurcation by

examining the "dialectical interaction of access and consolidation" as "part of the
centrifugal and centripetal dynamics" of eighteenth century English teaching in
educational and cultural contexts beyond English universities (286). In The Rise
and Fall of English, Robert Scholes uses the antagonism implicit within the Edenic

trope of its title to compose a more personal, contemporary historical narrative
concerned especially with the types of texts and their teaching that have
traditionally been, and, he argues can no longer be, the primary focus of English
studies. In my thumbnail descriptions of these histories, I'm not suggesting that
each posits a simple duality to explain what are obviously complex phenomena,
but using oppositions does permit a means of describing the material and
theoretical conditions in which change can occur. Furthermore, it is possible to
situate AP English within the echoes of the aforementioned oppositions and
antagonisms.
The Advanced Placement Program did not arise spontaneously; rather, it
arose from those traditions of English teaching and testing highlighted in the
previous chapter that, while sometimes tenuous, proved tenacious insofar as
they connect the AP Program to the values and testing methodologies instituted
by the College Board at the beginning of the twentieth century. Identifying
those forces from which the APP arose will provide a fuller sense of why AP
English is as it is, for it hasn't changed much. The AP English curricula have
grown more self-conscious about those shortcomings for which they are most
often faulted, but the exam itself has changed little—a demonstration that those
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responsible for designing and administering the AP exam don't think it merits,
deserves, or warrants significant modification. Furthermore, key aspects of the
conditions from which AP English arose have not changed.
In this chapter I'll argue that there are at least two sets of tensions or
oppositions essential to tmderstanding the origins—and continuation-of the
Advanced Placement Program in general and Advanced Placement English in
particular. The coimterpoise of tradition and reform in secondary English
described by Applebee still offers a useful means of contextualizing the
beginnings of the APP. The debate regarding the abolition of the first-year
college English course first described by David Russell, and later described by
Robert Connors as the swing between "reformism" and "abolitionism," offers
another interplay of opposites that can be applied to AP English. The "abolition
debate" provides another context for the origins of AP English as well as a
context for my central contention in this chapter. It is my contention that AP
English instantiates and reifies a version of English that is entirely in accord with
the traditions of college and high school English teaching of the first threequarters of the twentieth century. Moreover, AP English has flourished because
colleges have often been ambivalent or indifferent about the first-year English
course. The shortcomings for which AP English has been justifiably rebuked are
S}rmptomatic of a greater

failing of both colleges and high schools to articulate a

new vision for the study of English that differs significantly from the one put in
place by colleges, and often imposed upon high schools, a century ago.

The Demise of Progressivism and the Rise of the "Academically Talented"
If one follows the narrative Applebee composes regarding the teaching of
English in American secondary schools, it is possible to locate the origins of the
Advanced Placement Program within a period of contention and transition in
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American high schools. Of course, public education seems always in periods of
contention and transition; if s the particular tensions and trends that fall in and
outoffovor. The APP began as progressivism ended. Criticisms of
progressivism and public education made possible the conditions from which the
Advanced Placement Program arose during the 1950s. Critics charged that
progressivism's concern for the whole child neglected the intellectual training the
most able students deserved and, as Cold War fears intensified, that society
needed for its brightest students.
The first gestures toward establishing the APP are generally identified in
College Board materials as occurring in 1951. Applebee locates in the early 1950s
the beginning of an "academic resurgence which dominated secondary school
instruction from the late fifties till the late sixties" (185). The academic resurgence
was a reaction to, and rejection of, the progressive movement which, put most
simply, can be traced back to John Dewey. If there was a rejection of
progressivism that occurred around mid-century, if s useful to describe some of
the principles of progressivism. James Eraser's The School in the United States: A
Documentary History offers a useful reminder, however: "Progressive education

had as many definitions as it had proponents—or, later, critics" (181). In fact, he
argues that because progressive education meant so many things and was
associated with educational reform on so many fronts with so many facets,
ascribing any specific meaning to the term is nearly impossible. Fraser identifies,
for example, "administrative progressives, who sought consolidated
management" for schools and school systems; "militant teachers, who sought a
greater role for themselves" that ranged from issues as basic as teacher pay and
an emerging sense of professionalism to desires for greater curricular autonomy;
"child centered curriculum reformers" who were often those who traced their
lineage to Dewey; and even "advocates of testing and measurement" who "saw
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themselves as scientists who were above the squabbles of the other groups" and
showed little interest in educational reform as a means of societal reform (182).
Applebee credits perspectives derived from the progressivism of Dewey
for forging three attitudes that "contributed directly to the emancipation of the
high school from the college program in English" (48). First, an "intentionally
progressive society" uses its schools as a means of social reform. Second,
progressive educators, motivated by the desire to reach all students, rejected the
contention that only the "classics" could purvey culture. Third, "there was
IDewey's conviction that democracy demands education in the problems of living
together for all in the community; there could be no provision for a cultural
elite" (48). The College Board's Frank Bowles notes in his collected papers that
secondary education in the late 1940s and early 1950s was heading toward a
general education program, as opposed to a continuing adherence to the college
program of discipline specific coursework: "No one at the time foresaw that
colleges would be able to reassert themselves and regain control of their
entrance requirements. However they did so [...] and the idea of general
education in the secondary schools vanished (for the time)" (38-39). It thus
remains perhaps no more than an historical curiosity that in 1949 the College
Board began researching and developing so-called general education tests to
accommodate broader approaches to curricultmi; the tests failed adoption in
1955 just before their wider experimentation and implementation (Bowles 29).
Given calls from some current educational reformists for less disdplinarity and
greater emphasis on a general education richer in depth than breadth (most
notably Theodore Sizer in Horace's Compromise, for example, and the Coalition of
Essential Schools), progressivism's demise in the 1950s may not be permanent.
The progressive attitudes Applebee delineates nevertheless drew fire
from critics, which either resulted from-or finally resulted in-the reassertion of
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colleges over their entrance requirements. For example, in Public Education
Under Criticism, published in 1954, its editors could declare, "Changes in

educational philosophy and practice that have been closely associated with the
term Trogressive Education' constitutes the most influential and most criticized
educational development of the Twentieth Century" while also acknowledging
that progressivism was in deep trouble (Winfield and Hall 81). Yet the purpose
of their book was to collect and refute those charges leveled against
progressivism then subject to criticism severe and compelling enough that in
"the 1950s, progressive education, in most of its many guises, had lost its
energy" (Fraser 222).
Typical of the criticisms are the arguments advanced by Arthur Bestor, a
professor of history at the University of Illinois and author of the once influential
educational critique Educational Wastelands (1954), who faulted schools for being
more concerned with the "life adjustment" of its students than their "intellectual
training." He recommended relieving "professional educators" from sole
responsibility for devising curricula and proposed instead creation of "a
Permanent Scientific and Scholarly Commission on Secondary Education"
composed of "scholars"-one assumes he means university faculty: "the learned
world can provide responsible leadership to the millions of Americans who
believe both in democracy and in soimd education and who are anxious to
rescue the schools from those who act as if democratic education were
synonymous with intellectual mediocrity" (44). Such criticisms could be heard
before 1950, of course. In an article published in a 1940 issue of the Saturday
Evening Post, "Lollipops and Learning: A High-School Teacher Speaks Out/' the

author observes that progressivism "is not a system at all; it is, rather, an
attitude" (Crockett 82). Of course, that "attitude" seems to be anything critics
claim, but speaking in the most general terms, what seemed most to antagonize
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those who felt allegiance to more traditional educational approaches was what
they saw as an unwillingness to ditferentiate among student abilities. They
argued that by adhering to more traditionally rigorous curricula that focused
more on content than on teaching methodology, students could be more
effectively sorted and classified.
Educational historians often dte the launch of Sputnik in 1957 as among
the most pivotal occurrences in American education, for it "became a S3nnbol of
the failure of the schools and a milestone marking the ends of one era and the
beginning of another" (Applebee 188). Yet Sputnik is only a symbol, a
convenient marker within which to locate the significant shift in emphasis that
occurred in the public schools that was predicated on their turn from
progressivism and its efforts at "life adjustment" toward more rigorous
academic standards and achievements. In fact, the "reemphasis on academic
achievement was already well imderway" before 1957 (Applebee 190-91). The
College Board's William Comog, writes in "The Advanced Placement Program;
Reflections on Its Origins," that the APP "grew out of some pre-Sputnik treeshaking and hollering in the groves of academe" (15). The tree-shaking and
hollering led to a revival of interest in spedal programs for "academically
talented" students in reaction against the preoccupations of the progressives
with "general" education courses. Common in the many critiques in circulation
was the concern that "the most able students found themselves marking time
during their last years in high school, facing assignments too easy for them,
losing interest in learning, and developing poor work habits" (Woodring 153).
As a means of addressing such concerns, "two projects undertaken
independently in the early 1950s," the School and College Study of General
Education and the School and College Study of Admission with Advanced
Standing, would lead to the formation of the Advanced Placement Program
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(Kreider7). Applebee's observation is a useful one for stumnary; The
advanced placement model of special attention to intellectually gifted students
offered the public schools one relatively direct way to respond to the growing
criticism of progressive education" (191). In fact, it remains so to this day. Public
schools in Arizona are required to provide, and receive funds earmarked for,
"gifted education." At the elementary and middle school levels, this usually
means a pullout program for students identified as gifted. At the high school
level, many districts continue to receive state monies for gifted education by
offering Advanced Placement classes that, presiunably, address the needs of
their gifted students.

A First Initiative Fails; The Early Admissions Program
Concern for the academically talented was given considerable impetus
beginning in 1951 by experiments sponsored by the Ford Foundation's Fund for
the Advancement of Education, which came to be known simply as the Fund.
The Fund had $70 million, a termination date set sixteen years in the future, and,
according to Fund historian Paul Woodring, a mandate "to advance and improve
formal or institutionalized education in North America" (1): "The Ftmd for the
Advancement of Education was in operation during a time of national affluence,
population expansion, international tension, growing social imrest, educational
turmoil, rapid social change, and the adventure into space" (3). Furthermore,
after World War II, college eiux)llment increased dramatically, an upward swing
that continued for decades. College enrollment (including community colleges)
increased from 2.6 million students in 1949-50 to 3.2 million in 1959-60 (Valentine
67). In fact, during the 1950s, some forty million American babies were bom,
and the Fimd was concerned that "the schools were not prepared for them and
the taxpayers were not prepared for the shock of having to pay for their
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education" (Woodring 4). The Fund almost immediately became involved in
programs prompted by the fear that America's most talented students were
wasting time in the last two years of high school and first two years of college
because there seemed to be redtmdancy in curriculimi between the upper high
school grades and the lower college years. The Ftmd's first experiment, an early
admissions program, was funded and tried in 1951 to some fanfare.
In the Fxmd's report of the early admissions program. They Went to College
Early, Philip H. Coombes, Secretary and Director of the Fund, begins; "There is

cvurently a tremendous upsurge of concern throughout the coimtry over our
future supply of what is invariably termed liigh ability manpower,' 'specialized
talent/ or 'leadership'" (v). Concluding that "we are presently wasting a vast
amount of potential talent," Coombes fotmd hope in the population boom then
underway (v). But the talented were threatened by the current school system
and its insistence on age-level, grade-level grouping and progression: "The most
serious victims—the most handicapped tmder this lock step arrangement-turn
out to be our ablest youngsters for whom the pace is too slow and the academic
diet too thin" (vii). There was also concern, given the war in Korea that had
followed so soon after World War II, that the supply of talented young men-the
program later included women—would continue to be interrupted by the draft.
Part of the rationale for the early admissions program was the hope that
especially talented students might get two years of college under their belts
before entering military service.
The initiative began with an arrangement with the University of Chicago,
Colimibia, Wisconsin, and Yale to accept secondary students before their senior
year of high school. In the fall of 1951, there were eleven colleges that opened
their doors to "420 freshman who differed from the average college freshman in
two striking respects: they were roughly two years younger and only a few of
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them had finished high school" (1). The Fund supported these "preinduction
scholarships" for four years for an amount that totaled almost $3.5 million
awarded to "1,350 carefully selected students" between 1951-54 (Woodring 153).
The Fund's They Went to College Early also reports ETS evaluations on the
success of these students relative to a control group that enrolled in college in the
more traditional fashioiL Generally, despite some initial adjustment difficulties,
the early admission students earned higher academic averages than the control
group. Neither colleges nor the secondary schools, however, embraced the
program without qualification: colleges remained concerned about such
students' social development while the secondary schools were particularly
opposed to the loss of some of their most talented students. Executive Secretary
of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals Paul Elicker called the
program "an A-bomb dropped on secondary education" (Woodring 153). A
considerable number of high school principals agreed with Elicker, some of
whom even refused to inform their students of the availability of Fund
scholarships. When funding for the program ended in 1954, largely because of
such resistance, there were twelve participating colleges and eleven of them
continued early admission programs; by 1956,29 of the 169 members of the
College Board had established early admissions programs. Such programs
remained small, though, and the absence of financial support from the Fimd
limited their expansion beyond very small nimibers of carefully selected
students.

Considering Advanced Placement and Relegating Composition to the Schools
The School and College Study of General Education was another project
funded by the Ford Foundation's Ftmd in 1951 to study the relationship between
the last two years in secondary school and the first two years of college. The
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report that emerged from the study. General Education in School and College: A
Committee Report by Members of the Faculties of Andaoer, Exeter, Lawrenceville,
Harmrd, Princeton,and Yale, acknowledges that their "thinking is based, in part,

on current practices in our six institutions" (40), but that in itself makes the report
an interesting artifact for the version of English it discloses. Appended to the
committee's study as well is the recommendation to enable qualified students to
enter college with sophomore standing as a means of moving past much of the
repetitive, lower level work that talented, well-prepared students had already
accommodated. The committee concluded that a set of achievement tests was
needed to determine which students deserved such "advanced placement."
Many of the suggested approaches to the production and reception of texts now
manifested in the AP exam and curricula are a direct result of the General
Education in School and College report. Some of the most conservative or

traditional values of English studies vaunted in the 1953 report were—and
continue to be-instantiated in AP English. This report produced by Eastern, elite
educational institutions can thus be read as a sort of petroglyph upon which
many of the tensions between schools and colleges, as well as tensions within
English studies, are written.
The headmaster at Andover, John M. Kemper, received a grant from the
Fimd to determine the best use of what those involved considered a crucial four
years in a yoimg adulf s academic development: those final two years of high
school and the first two years of college. In a letter to the Fimd's Qarence Faust,
Kemper writes: "Boys from the best independent schools often report that their
early courses in college are repetitious and dull" (2). The final report describes its
study of 344 altunni from Andover, Exeter, and Lawrenceville who subsequendy
attended Harvard, Princeton, and Yale, and concludes that there was much
needless duplication between high school courses in English, history, and science.
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The study examined the school and college academic records of the students
involved as well as collecting survey data in ten different subject matters from
instructors in those programs from the institutions involved. Fifty-eight of the
young man in the graduating college class of 1952 completed "a twenty-page
questionnaire of the essay type" (4). Not surprisingly, "These surveys often
revealed the lack of contact between school and college curricula, particularly in
the duplication of course content" (4).
The impetus for the study was the concern for the "ablest boys and girls/'
the "well-prepared students/' who "suffer boredom, loss of intellectual
momentum, and serious waste of time in moving towards academic and professional objectives" (9). The report identifies the cause of student
disengagement as "a failure of the school and college to view their jobs as parts
of a continuous process, two halves of a common enterprise" (4). The report
further identifies "certain basic convictions" that motivated the committee's
work and guided its analysis-and offers an implicit rejection of progressivism:
"We believe first of all in individual excellence"; "Second, we are old-fashioned
enough to believe that content is just as important as method in education";
"Finally, we are modem enough to be concerned with the intimate connection of
the mind and emotion" (10). The committee's final report made clear, however,
that such a program was not intended for most students: "There is no intent in
what follows to call for reform of the whole American educational system for the
sake of a relatively small group of students" (2). Of course, such a disclaimer is
so heavily laden with elitism, that one is less inclined to appreciate its frankness
than to take exception to its smugness.
Some of the specific findings described in the report that pertain
specifically to English include the following; "In English, where it is normal for
boys to study literature in both the 12th and 13th grades, we found a striking
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similarity between the 12th grade course in all these schools and the standard
£reshman English course at two of the universities" (13). Perhaps the criticisms
leveled at colleges by those participating in the survey still ring true. Namely,
the respondents most complained of three things: "(1) poor teaching, especially
in the first two years in college, (2) the impersonality of the large university, and
(3), with special emphasis, the lack of stimulus to active, independent thinking in
both school and college" (16). To address these shortcomings, the committee
offered recommendations in eight curricular areas: the English language, foreign
languages, mathematics, the nattiral sciences, social studies (American history.
Western civilization, contemporary society), literature, the arts, and "values."
The committee's report includes more specific statements of the
recommended course of study in each of the nine subjects, "restricted to the
problem which is the general subject of the entire report: the construction of a
tightened, sharpened curriculum joining the work of school and college" (40).
Regarding the teaching of English, the committee clearly demarcates between
the English language, by which it means composition, grammar, and speech
(rhetoric), and literature (poetics); the two are treated as entirely different
subjects. The division is made for two reasons, one explicit, the other implied.
The explicit reason dted for the division of composition and literature is seen in
the committee declaration that while "training in language is the English
teacher's first task because verbal skills are central to the curriculum as a whole,"
"there is no area of learning which is more clearly everybody's responsibility"
(47). The report dtes and supports a Colvimbia University report on English
composition that identified the "root of almost all student failures in the
adequate use of our language is what seems to us a long-standing error-the
separation almost a centuiy ago of instruction in writing from the general
instruction" (42). The committee's observation, "Good writing is best taught in
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small groups whose members write frequently, compare, discuss, and revise
what they have written, and are stimulated and inspired and held to decent
standards by somebody who cares" (42), seems as pertinent now as it was fifty
years ago.
An implied reason for the separation of composition and literature
materializes in the committee's report in assertions that seem generated by the
typical mid-centuiy privileging of literature and diminution of composition:
Therefore, the responsibility for training in the use of the English
language is a joint and continuing responsibility of the school and
college. Nevertheless, a sotmd foimdation can and must be given
in the schools. Elementary courses in language skills do not belong
in the college. Until ways can be found to bring secondary school
students to an adequate level of competence in such skills, higher
education in America cannot do its proper work. (41)
Considering the colleges involved in preparing General Education in School and
College, that the teaching of writing was deemed primarily the responsibility of

the schools was typical, for such an attitude had been held at Harvard since the
1870s. John Brereton observes in his history of writing instruction in American
colleges that shortly after Harvard instituted its written composition exam "it
began to prod its preparatory schools about improving their writing instruction,
beginning a twenty-year-long acrimonious debate over composition in the
schoob" that included liarvard publishing "lengthy official reports pinpointing
the problem and laying blame on the preparatory schools" (27). These reports
were "part of an attempt to get the secondary schools to improve their writing
instruction; in effect, though, they diminished the role of first-year composition
and expressed the hope of removing it entirely from the coUege curriculxmi and
placing it in the schools" (26).
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The committee's dosing remarks regarding the teaching of English in its
General Education in School and College report identifies "one other problem which

faces the secondary school teacher of English, responsible for both language and
literature": the "multiplicity of aims and responsibilities of his field will prevent
his concentrating his efforts effectively" (47). Of course, these aims or "main
direct objects" that were then— and are to this day-the objects of English
teaching were first defined in 1894 in the Report of the Committee of Ten on
Secondary School Studies: "(1) to enable the pupil to understand the expressed

thoughts of others and to give expression to thoughts of his own; and (2) to
cultivate a taste for reading, to give the pupil some acquaintance with good
literature, and to furnish him with the means of extending that acquaintance"
(86). Former English Journal editor Ben Nelms notes: "Thus, what could have
been two separate disciplines, commimication (or rhetoric, it might have been
called then) and literature, were joined together in holy matrimony" (50).
Perhaps like most marriages, though, one partner soon emerged as more equal
than the other. It was essential, according to the General Education report tliat
high school English teachers recognize that their primary responsibility was in
teaching language-that is, the "skills" and structure of language and writing,
presimiably so that college instructors could be relieved of the onerous tasks and
freed to teach literature which "has traditionally been the central humanistic
study of the curriculum" (78), a statement which certainly, among other things,
offers an abbreviated history of the curriculum.

Composition as Basic Skills, the Atomizing of Texts, and AP English
The view of composition that emerges in the General Education in School
and College report is the same for which Mahala and Vivion criticize the current

AP English program for perpetuating, "the popular understanding that English
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inculcates iKisic skills' preliminary to the intellectual work of the imiversity"
(Mahala and Vivion 46). The report makes clear as well that the responsibility
for such basic skills lies with the schools; Poor writing skills are a burden upon
the colleges that the schools must alleviate, but it falls upon the colleges "to
encourage and stimulate increased concern for good writing on the part of the
schools-student and teacher alike" (43). And the means of encouraging and
stimulating increased concern? "Therefore, we urge the colleges to support the
effort to institute a general composition test as a regular feature of college
entrance examinations" for all college applicants-or, at least, applicants to the
highly selective Eastern colleges (43).
The committee also proposed an "advanced placement program" based
on a series of examinations to be developed by the College Board. It is not
therefore surprising that the eventual manifestation of those exams would be
informed by the values of the committee's report. In Chapters 1 and 2, for
example, I assert that the AP English exams and courses emphasize attention to
composition that often focuses on sentence level meaning and construction
(which is both easier to teach and assess). The committee's recommendations for
formal grammar instruction describes the necessity of "a dear sense of the way
in which the elements of a sentence—subject, predicate, object, and predicate
noun, in words, phrases, and clauses—work together to express a unit of
thought. In brief, it means a sense of structure. Without such a solid foundation,
a student's use of language, however fluent and colorful, remains, in our
experience, uncertain and shaky" (43). Imbedded in such a formulation is the
basic skills approach to the teaching of writing, one that starts with grammar as
parts of speech and sentence structure before attempting to engage meaning or
expression; "On the basis of such foundation of grammar and accompanying it,
the student can be given training, adapted to his increasing awareness and
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maturity, in the nature of language and what is involved in the concept of
meaning—a highly complex affair" (44). To be sure, there is much useful writing
instruction that can occur between teacher and student in considering sentence
construction, yet too often teachers operate from an assumption that the ability
to identify the elements of sentences and the parts of speech is necessary before
a student should be turned loose to write whole compositions. A colleague of
mine who teaches high school freshman bemoans every autumn her incoming
students' inability to write "complete sentences." Her students therefore spend
the first nine weeks of every school year circling notms and underlining
predicates. She remains convinced that such direct instruction in formal
grammar will correct her students' sentence construction problems (and
unconvinced by over two hundred studies to the contrary).
Interestingly, one hears in the committee's description of language the
same terms that yearly appear on AP English language exams. The student, at
an early stage, should "gradually learn how tone, mood, and attitude affect
meaning and how to handle abstractions, symbols, figurative language, irony,
satire, and fantasy, all of which, without experience, baffle the liberal minded"
(44). 'Tone," "mood," and "attitude" are vital terms in AP English; tj^ically,
two of the three analyses on the free-response sections of the exam center the
student's interpretation engaging such considerations. For example, one of the
1992 AP English Literature exam prompts reads:
In the passage below, which comes from William Wordsworth's
autobiographical poem The Prelude, the speaker encounters
imfamiliar aspects of the natural world. Write an essay in which
you trace the speaker's changing responses to his experience and
explain how they are conveyed by the poem's diction, imagery and
tone. ("Free-Response" 23)
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One of the prompts hrom the 1992 English Language exams reads:
In the following passage Nancy Mairs, who has multiple sclerosis,
calls herself a "cripple/' Read the passage carefully. Then write an
essay in which you analyze how Mairs presents herself in this
passage. In addition to discussing the significance of Mairs' choice
of the word "cripple" to name herself, you should consider such
rhetorical features as tone, word choice, and rhetorical structure.
(Free-Response 22)

An important aspect of AFs implicit curriculum comes from those terms
that appear most frequently on the AP English exams. A high school teacher in
San Diego, Jane Schaffer, publishes her own teaching materials for AP English
that are quite well known among AP teachers. The simuner before I first taught
AP, almost every practidng AP teacher I talked with about my concerns in
preparing for the course mentioned Jane Schaffer. By July, I thought I'd better
order Jane Schaffer's Teaching Style Analysis to Advanced Placement English
Students. The "Schaffer Method," as it has come to be known among AP

teachers, offers an extraordinarily rigid model for constructing essays for the
timed writing portion of the AP exams. Her overview to the teaching tmit
boasts it "offers teachers tested and proved materials for teaching style" (1). The
cornerstone of her method of analysis rests upon students memorizing fifteen
terms "that appear most frequently on the AP English tests [...]. By learning
these words, students will be able to answer any style question without
hesitation, especially when the directions in the prompt do not specify the
techniques-for example, 'Analyze the rhetorical devices used in this passage' or
Discuss the stylistic techniques used in this passage'" (2). The fifteen terms she
has identified are grouped into five clusters (tone, diction, imagery, organization.
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and s)rntax): tone, attitude, diction, language, figurative language, figure of
speech, detail, imagery, point of view, organization, structure, irony, sentence
structure, syntax, and phrases. (One Tucson high school geared to the
academically talented used to distribute business cards to their AP English
students with these terms printed in Schatfer's clusters to serve as a convenient
study guide.)

Considering Advanced Placement and the Elevation of Literature
Conservatism, New Criticism and the Ideological Roots of AP English
Literature
The General Education committee did not claim for the colleges the
exclusive privilege to teach literature: "there should be no sharp break between
the work of the school and the college; rather a steady, imintemipted growth in
the student's understanding of good books, each step forward based on a solid
foundation of knowledge, skills, and appreciation" (78). The committee does,
however, describe and divide different approaches to literary texts between the
school and college. Schools should stress the "direct, immediate experience of
good books, a deepened personal response, emotional as well as intellectual, to a
writer's vision of life" (80). One hears as well the committee associating
literature with "taste" in the report's injunction that fostering "an enduring
interest in good books is by all odds the teacher's most important task, its
importance today sharply pointed up by the powerful competition offered to
reading by radio, television, and films" (79). The committee has less to say about
the teaching of literature in college, perhaps because the intended audience of the
committee's report is not college literature faculty —most of whom, it might be
safely assumed, wotild have little interest in, and would never be inconvenienced
by, the committee's reconunendations. It is nevertheless noted that a "student's
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interest in craftsmanship is apt to mature later than his interest in ideas. Also, an
interest in style is more a special than a general interest; and detailed analysis of
form, unless handled with rare imagination by the teacher, can easily become
irrelevant to the main purposes of all but the potential specialist" (81). So, "as the
student moves into college, he might well have the chance to choose from a
variety of courses the particular emphasis or approach that he wantsphilosophical, aesthetic, critical, or historical" (81).
In Berlin's description of college English in the 1950s, among his most
pertinent observations are those regarding the nature of composition and
literature in the freshman English course. The New Criticism was the dominant
methodology for approaching literature, and its teaching "could serve as the
basis for the discipline of literary studies" {Rhetoric and Reality 107). Berlin further
notes that the method of teaching writing that came to the fore was writing
based on the study of literature. The arguments for centering the freshman
composition course on literature sought justification in several ways. Berlin dtes
Brown's Randall Stewarf s argument that literature gave students something
important to write about that their instructors were expert about. Others argued
that great literature was just as vital to those who taught it: it prevented the
stultification thought inevitable among those who had the imfortunate task of
teaching composition, a course some aigued was remedial and ought to be
handled in high school. Thus composition courses were combined with "great
literature" in the selective liberal arts colleges, an endorsement that other,
presumably less selective institutions might adopt.
Berlin further notes that the call for literattire in the writing class "was, at
least in part, an obvious response to the political climate of the Cold War period,
a time when those who called for collective solutions to social problems could be
charged with a softness on communism" (109-110). Literary education was seen
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by some of its most ardent advocates to have political benefits by instilling
within the individual a fuller sense of individuality that is best served by
democracy and adherence to the American social system:
In the forties and fifties, then, literature was seen as serving the
individual and acting as a safeguard against collectivist notions that
might threaten the ideal of "rugged individualism on the plane of
the spirit" [a reference to the 1939 MLA document "Statement of
the Committee of Twenty-Four"] and, finally, on the plane of
politics. When writing teachers attacked the communications
course for its neglect of literature, they were thus not exclusively
defending the autonomy of the English department—although this
certainly was a strong motive. They were also resisting political
ideas that opposed their conceptions of the primacy of the
individual in the political process. And as Richard Ohmann and
others have pointed out, this same tendency is fovind in the New
Criticism, the dominating force in English departments in the fifties.
(Ill)
Berlin's discussion makes mention of a concurrent increase in interest by some
college English faculty in the newer discoveries in linguistics and a revival of
interest in rhetoric. Neither consideration, however, seemed to have any
influence in the development of AP English, which is not surprising. From its
inception, AF English has valued and reified the most conservative approaches of
both college and secondary English. Given the school population it was
originally intended to serve and their postsecondary school destinations~at least
in the earliest days of the APP~that conservatism manifested in Advanced
Placement English seems entirely consistent.
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The Tradition of Prescribed Reading Lists Resumes
The General Education committee's discussion of the teaching of literature
is a mixture of the practical and the conventional. The committee suggests, for
example, that a few texts, carefuUy and thoughtfully explored, are preferable to
"the critidsm of many able college students leveled against an education which
consists disproportionately of passive, and often hurried absorption of the
written word in great quantities" (83). The committee also endorses the
traditional chronological approach to the presentation of literature. The
committee, acknowledging and apparently distressed at the disappearance of the
Uniform Lists and the "old order imposed on school reading by the College
Entrance Examination Board," offers a "new—and flexible-principle of order" in
its recommendation "to achieve a modicum of order, while permitting
reasonable freedom" by proposing "that schools and colleges work out an
experimental plan whereby the schools, in their upper years, would teach a few
key works in common from a set list which permitted options" (84-85). Such a
list would recognize "the importance of a shared tradition with which to help
unify society" for it is the "school's responsibility for sound training in reading
skills" as well as to "equip students who go on to college with the fundamentals
of our literary heritage"; "Without familiarity with the Bible, classical
mythology, and great epic and legendary material, intelligent reading at the
college level is exceedingly difficult; and colleges have a right to count on such
knowledge in their entering students" (84-85). The texts mentioned as examples
for such a "flexible" plan include many of the usual svspects-Macbeth, Antigone,
Billy Budd-smd others which now seem historical peculiarities and the province

and concern oi\ly of college literature majors: Babbitt, Quentin Durward, Le
Bourgeois Gentihomme, Shaw's First Fabian Essay, and Henry Esmond. The desire

expressed for a "shared tradition" also recalls a time when the Eastern colleges
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and the prep schools that supplied them could assume a homogenous population
that shared beliefs and cultural values.
Even in the affluent suburban high school at which I teach, where
upwards of 85% of the students are identified as white and over 90% attend a
two or four year college after graduation, my AP students are silenced and either
incensed or panicked by a prompt from the 1993 AP English Language exam in
which students are asked to consider a passage from E. M. Forster's essay "My
Wood": "Write an essay in which you define Forster's attitude toward the
experience of owning property and analyze how Forster conveys that attitude.
In your discussion, consider Forster's word choice, his manipulation of sentences,
and his use of Biblical allusions" {Free-Response 28). Few of my students are
familiar with the Bible; some of them come from non-Westem cultural
backgrounds (primarily Chinese and Indian) while others are Jewish with little
facility at discerning allusions to the New Testament. Of course, students are not
the only ones panicked about being asked to consider Biblical allusions on the AP
exam: so are their teachers. As another example of the ways AFs implicit
curriculum is derived from the exam and then drives what some AP English
teachers decide to teach, an AP English teacher I met at a workshop shared with
other teachers, who eagerly and gratefully accepted, his "mini-unit" on Biblical
allusions that reminded me of E. D. Hirsch's old cultural literacy lists: key stories
and characters were abbreviated and organized by mnemonic devices that
would allow clever students in our secular age to recognize and "discuss"
allusions that ranged from the parting of the Red Sea to the raising of Lazarus
without ever having to open a Bible.
A semblance of the "old order" of the Uniform Reading Lists is even
resuscitated by the "open question" on the AP English Literature question. The
third and final question on the yearly AP Lit exam always provides students with
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a prompt that identifies some aspect of literature to which they are to respond.
The 1991 prompt is typical;
Many plays and novels use contrasting places (for example, two
coimtries, two cities or towns, two houses, or the land and the sea)
to represent opposed forces or ideas that are central to the
meaning of the work.
Choose a novel or a play that contrasts two such places. Write an
essay explaining how the places differ, what each place represents,
and how their contrast contributes to the meaning of the work.
You may base your essay on a work from the list below, or you
may choose another work of recognized literary merit. {FreeResponse 19)

Following the prompt is a list of twenty or thirty works "of recognized literary
merit" from which students are expected to choose to base their responses upon.
Students who choose to write about texts not on the list have likely been advised
by their teachers to be very careful: a response centered on a book by, say,
Stephen King or John Grisham will be discotmted. Common queries on the AP
listserv by newcomers include requests for listserv members' judgments
regarding the "literary merit" of books the teacher may want to teach but is
imsure "qualifies" as literature. Most AP Literature teachers play it safe and
teach texts that show up on the list for the AP exam's open question. But the list
is not constant; titles come and go without explanation or justification by the
Test Development Conunittee. Not surprisingly, AP teachers have gone back
through previous exams to compile lists of the titles that have appeared over the
years. The most recent list I've seen tracks twenty years of titles from the open
question, 1981-2001. There are 209 titles listed and beside each title is the year-or
years-it appeared on the exam. Like any reading list, if s a curious concoction.
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particularly when titles that have appeared most frequently on the exam are
considered: Wuthering Heights (11 times); The Invisible Man (10); The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn (S); The Awakening (7); Great Expectations (7); The Great
Gatsby (7); ]ane Eyre (7); Hamlet (7); Crime and Punishment (6); A Raisin in the
Sun (6); Native Son (6); and Catch-22 (6). While not an "official" reading list in

the manner of the old Uniform Lists, it would be vmlikely to find a student in an
AP English literature class who had not read one or more of the above novels or
plays. Any of those books, I think, is worth having students read. In fact, one
could probably design an engaging literature class reading only those books.
But whaf s troubling is how an entirely arbitrary reading list composed by a
small group of mostly imknown Test Development Committee members
becomes required reading because those are the books decreed as worthy of
consideration on the AP exam. As one who has sat through hours of textbook
selection arguments as well as almost comically heated debates about books to
recommend to students for summer reading, I can attest that forging even the
most modest reading list is work informed by bombast as often as idealism—all
the while claiming, of course, the best interest of whomever will be required to
read the works on the list. Furthermore, if the process for selecting the texts is
dosed to those who teach the course, AP teachers are forced to accept the exam
as the final arbiter of literary merit.

Select Students, Selective Colleges, and the Birth of AP
In its beginnings, advanced placement had as its focus the so-called
intellectually gifted student. No one involved in its establishment had a vision
that this educational experiment would one day involve almost a million
students. Rather, this was a program directed toward a select nimiber of
students destined for the highly selective colleges of the East.
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Appended to the committee's General Education in School and College report
is "A Proposal for an Experiment in Advanced Placement" in which they propose
to place tmder the direction of the College Board the following "experiment";

1. To see whether it is possible to get sufficient agreement on the
content and objectives of certain college freshman courses to make
feasible the construction of valid tests for advanced placement.
2. To see whedier such tests could be produced, administered, and
scored at reasonable cost.
3. To see whether there would be enough able and willing students
to make an advanced placement program worth while on an
extended basis.
4. To see whether college teachers would accept good performance
on an advanced placement test as equivalent to passing college
courses. (129)

The committee described the schools' and colleges' responsibilities in such
an experiment as threefold: identify students who have "special competence" in
any of the given subject areas; provide students, "particularly at the 12th grade/'
with courses that anticipate college work in that area; and, finally, "colleges
should permit such students, on the basis of adequate tests, to skip ordinary
freshman courses and move directly into advanced subject matter" (129-30).
The process recommended by the committee's report for selecting
students to prepare for advanced placement testing is more extensive—with
more gatekeeping functions—than current practice in most schools, for each high
school currently determines its own policy about its AP classes. The committee
suggested, for example, screening criteria for an advanced placement program
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that considered school recommendation, SAT score, and performance on CEEB
Achievement Tests (which have since been transformed into the SAT n exams).
There are, however, many high schools that do in fact screen students before
permitting them into the AP classroom. Some schools require teacher
recommendation or even approval of student placement by faculty committee.
Other schools review the "strength" of the student's transcript or SAT scores;
many schools place students on an honors/pre-AP track early in high school and
only permit those students to eventually enroll in AP. A few schools I've heard
of even require an admission test for their AP English course. At my school, it is
recommended to students that they have an A- average in previous English
courses, but if s not a requirement and no one checks. Most of my students have
been in honors English classes throughout high school, but at my school students
are free to select honors placement for themselves. No teacher or administrator
places a student in honors or AP; no teacher or administrator denies student
entrance into honors or AP. I've had a fair number of students over the years
who show up with average grades, often earned in "standard" classes, and do
just fine in the course and on the AP exam; I don't put much credibility in
screening procedures to keep students out of a class they want to take.
The committee also called for a three-hour test, the content and form of
which would be set for each subject by a Committee of Examiners. In English,
the test decreed was "English Literature and Composition": "The principal
feature of the advanced placement tests [...] would be their power to measure a
student's maturity in those intellectual processes required by each subject. Thus,
a substantial section of the test would emphasize ability to reason with known
facts and solve problems whenever appropriate to the subject, essay questions
would require the student to organize ideas, to write coherendy, and to show
intelligent critical sense in dealing with the ideas of others" (130-31).
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Ftirthermore, in a description of reciprocity that makes dear the limited scope
the committee imagined for an advanced placement program, the committee
imagined that the relationship between schools and colleges would be so close
that included in the committee's recommendation is the "desirable goal [...] for
all participating colleges to incorporate parts of this preliminary material
annually in their regular final examinations. This procedure would not only keep
the tests abreast of any changes in the curriculum but would provide the colleges
with expertly constituted tests on which to base their final marks" (132).

As mentioned earlier, there was a second committee that addressed
concerns and explored options for the academically talented through advanced
placement. Far less has been written about the so-called "Kenyon Plan" which
arose from a committee separate from the one headed by Andover's Kemper.
The School and College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing (SACSAAS)
was conceived and directed by Gordon Chalmers, president of Kenyon College,
and consisted of presidents or deans from Bowdoin, Brown, Carleton,
Haverford, M.I.T., Middlebury, Oberlin, Swarthmore, Wabash, Wesleyan,
Williams, and, of course, Kenyon. The SACSAAS identified 11 subject matters
for which the dozen colleges would give full or partial first-year credit The
College Board's Comog describes the perspective from which the School and
College Study viewed things-and rebuked progressivism-as "radical
conservatism. Gordon Chalmers was fond of saying that our program was not
for those colleges that had 'taken a header into general education'" (15). Neither
did they endorse the Fund's Early Admission Program which Chalmers derided
as "the rob-the-cradie plan" (15).
Some of the colleges involved piloted the exams in 1952, and they
"became popular with Ivy League schools and their prep school feeders"
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(Applebee 191). The SACSAAS, which had involved ETS from the beginning in
the development of course outlines and preparation of exams based on the
course outlines, developed the now familiar marking scale of 1-5, with 3-5 the
recommended range for college credit. Initially, it was assimied that the most
selective colleges would only grant credit for scores of 4 or 5, but McGeorge
Bundy, then dean of Harvard and manager of a Ford Foundation grant,
announced Harvard would consider the score of 3 for credit (Comog 17). In his
history of the origins of AP, Comog notes the committee's fear that too much
emphasis would be placed on the exam—rather than the cotuse—and that the
exams would be confused with "profidency" exams. Of course, the committee's
fear was well-foimded and inevitable: "The Advanced Placement program was
simply a series of examiiutions; there was no syllabus or prescribed course of
study. Nonetheless, like all examinations, it developed an established form and
series of emphases that could not help but shape high school teaching"
(Applebee 191). In 1954, \mder the SACSAAS, 18secondary schools had 532
students take 929 exams and enter 94 di^rent colleges; in 1955,925 students
from 38 schools took 1,552 exams and entered 134 different colleges (Keller 23).
There had been previous attempts to grant coUege credit on the basis of
examinations for work undertaken while not in residence. For example, some
institutions who admitted students under the "Old Plan" described in Qiapter 3
used those exams for such purposes, but such programs ended when those
examinations were discontinued in 1942. The College Board's Bowles observes
that using the old Board entrance exams to also award college credit "was never
widely used and neither had, nor was intended to have, any deep educational
significance" (86). In fact, Bowles, in a speech delivered in 1953-before the Board
had asstuned responsibility for the advanced placement exams-declared, in
reference to the old "College Boards"; "Previous examii\ation programs based
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upon published definitions of requirements and supported by published
examinations have been forced out of existence by secondary school protests"
(87). Furthermore, he asserted that the "awarding of credit or degrees partially
or completely upon the basis of examinations is contrary to our educational
practice and tradition and to the English tradition from which our colleges have
developed" (87). Yet in 1955 the College Board, spurred as well by the
recommendation of the General Education in School and College committee report,
assumed responsibility from the SACSAAS for adminisfration of the advanced
placement program and exams.
Bowles, the College Board's director when they established their
Advanced Placement Program, mentions that Chalmers initially opposed
transferring the advanced placement program he had spearheaded to the
College Board, fearing it would become a minor item in the Board's catalogue of
objective tests. In its original design, three-fourths of the advanced placement
exam consisted of essay responses that were to be forwarded to the colleges in
which the student examinees had enrolled so that faculty could review incoming
student performance (Keller 22). (Colleges can still request students' test
booklets after the June grading sessions though few do.) College Board
historian Valentine describes it this way: "Chalmers was not enthusiastic about
fransferring to the College Board a program whose popular name, the Kenyon
Plan, was a tribute to his vision and initiative, and he perhaps shared the fears of
some teachers that the College Board and ETS would somehow turn the
program into one more objective testing enterprise" (85).
The College Board first offered its Advanced Placement exams in the
spring of 1956 to 1,224 students from 110 schools who took 2,187 tests and later
enrolled in 133 colleges (Keller 23). Bowles notes, however, in his collected
papers:
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The Board had a true fiiiancial crisis in 1955-56. It had taken on a
good many new ventures, particularly the Advanced Placement
Program, the cost of which had been badly underestimated. The
cost per candidate, as charged to the Board by Educational Testing
Service for the first year of operation, was in fact shocking. It came
to something more than $90 per candidate against an income of $10
per candidate, and for this and other reasons we had substantial
deficits to meet [...]. Finally, we raised fees [...]. (Bowles xi)
There was also some concern within the College Board that there was limited
potential for growth. Former director of the APP Harlan Hanson recalled that
the twelve hundred students who took AP exams in 1956 represented "several of
the founders' notion of its ultimate clientele. In its second year it served 2,068
students from 212 schools, thereby 'exhausting' its apparent 'markef in a
maimer that was to be as regular as its growth" (9).

The End(s) of First-Year College English
The model for academic work for the gifted student was the college
curriculum, "so the proposed changes in high school programs followed very
closely what went on-or what was thought to go on—in college classrooms"
(Applebee 191). That is, while the concern was ostensibly with the intellectually
gifted student adrift in the curricular backwaters of high school, the remedy was
imagined to lie not in a more individualized curriculum of personal challenge or
in a more innovative secondary program but in introductory college classes, the
classes that are often among the least imaginative and least engaging courses
offered on a college campus, often taught by those who would rather be
teaching more advanced students more advanced material.
Consider how the APP identifies, defines, and presents itself. A pamphlet
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produced and distributed by the College Board urges students to "Challenge
Yourself Through AP: You'llEHscover the Rewards of Learning!" The bold print
on the inside flap of the threefold pamphlet reads: "Save Money Toward a
College Education." In fact, "Nearly all of the 2,200 colleges that most AP
students attend give credit or advanced placement or both. This can mean big
savings for students and their families." Furthermore:
• Success on an AP Examination may mean credit for a one-year
course in college, which might otherwise cost up to $2,500.
• Success on three or more AP Examinations could mean a full
year of college credit-a possible saving of over $18,000. {Challenge
5)
But thaf s not all there is to AP, for AP courses allow high school students to
"Experience College-Level Learning—Before College" (3). A cynic could suggest
that the chance to offer high school students the opportunity to "experience
college-level learning" is of secondary importance to the College Board and the
Educational Testing Service. While the APP has indeed "become a source of
profit for the Educational Testing Service" (Foster 4), of greater import for my
present purposes are the policies and possibilities for college placement and
exemption from college English courses. Each post-secondaiy institution retains
the right to set its own policy regarding placement, exemption, and granting of
credits for those students who have taken AP exams, so it is difficult to find
statistics from which to generalize. As I've previously mentioned, however.
College Board research indicates that about 90% of all American colleges and
universities have policies regarding Advanced Placement.
The College Board consistently identifies itself as "a cooperative
educational endeavor between secondary schools and colleges and tmiversities"
(A Guide to the AP Program 6), though there are many who value AP more for the
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rigors typical of AP classroom instruction than for its connection to the colleges.
Expansion of the APP in high schools often occurs at the behest of state
legislatures; in 2000 "26 states provided state-funded support for AP students,
teachers, and schools in the form of exam fee payments, grants for teacher
professional development, instructional materials, equipment, and incentives for
teachers, students, and schools" {Advanced Placement Yearbook 2000 9). Last year,
Florida even began awarding AP teachers a bonus based on their percentage of
students who earned scores of 3 and higher on the exams.
Mot surprisingly. College Board publications extol the connection between
the APP and colleges; "Originally designed only to test high school students'
knowledge and skills in introductory college-level courses, AP has assumed
much broader responsibilities in the college and imiversity community"
{Advanced Placement Yearbook 200016). James Vopat, in "The Politics of

Advanced Placement English" points out, however, "The most bitterly ironic
economic consequence of all, however, is that credit-by-testing programs have
caused a loss of college-level teaching positions. As more and more AP students
use the exam as a way of simply gaining credit and sophomore standing, fewer
courses and professors will be needed" (62). The loss of college-level teaching
positions, however, is not so much a consequence of the APP as it is the result of
the postsecondary ambivalence towards—and mixed purposes for-first-year
English courses.
The AP English language exam was, as previously noted, first
administered in 1980. An observer of academic trends might deduce that the
College Board, never one to miss an opportunity, noticed the rise in composition
and rhetorical studies and their concomitant influence on first-year college
English courses. The Advanced Placement Course Description: English notes: "The
college composition course for which the AP Language and Composition course
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substitutes is one of the most varied in the curriculum" (7). More significantly,
implicit within that ostensibly objective observation is the recognition by those at
the College Board that fliere is no common curriculum for first-year college
composition. Indeed, first-year English courses vary in emphases and objectives
from institution to institution. If the Advanced Placement English exams can be
justly criticized for privileging the test at the expense of the curricultim, many
colleges can be justly criticized both for administrative ambivalence towards
first-year English that results firom imcertainty about the purpose of first-year
English programs. David Foster, in "The Theory of AP English; A Critique,"
asserts that the central question those in college English must ask is "whether
what the examinations teach is really what we want students to leam about
writing and literature" (20).
One possible answer to such a question has been suggested by White;
But that argument [that AP scores should not be accepted because
they are in conflict with curricular ends] makes the common
mistake of confusing a curriculum with an assessment; the exam is
seeking information about students who do have conscious control
of their writing process and can show it on an essay test. Only such
students deserve credit by examination; the rest will appropriately
enough go through the curriculum. (37)
Such an explanation, however, doesn't address the question of whether the
"conscious control" of the timed-writing process is, in fact, reason enough to
exempt someone from first-year composition. Perhaps even more foreboding is
the conclusion reached in one study that former AP students "needed to
overcome the message of the AP course that they were finished developing as
writers—a message that the decisiveness of the AP exam and subsequent waivers
from college writing requirements unfortimately reinforce" (Spear and Flesher
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47). My own experiences, however, suggest that students don't take AP English
because they're trying to get out of college English. Most of my students like to
read and write and are interested and committed in learning how to do each
more effectively. They hear stories, though, about redimdant first-year English
courses and are more concerned about being bored than in being challenged,
which was, of course precisely the original purpose of Advanced Placement.
But as I've endeavored to illustrate throughout my analysis of the
historical development of Advanced Placement English, AP has never been only
concerned with the best interests of students; its ramifications extend beyond
high school classrooms and talented high school students. Even though it often
seems an entity unto itself, AP began and continues at the discretion of colleges.
When the Advanced Placement Program began in the 1950's, those colleges
involved had two desires of the new program: first, "to giv« better high school
students more challenging work and to channel the best of the increasing
number of college-bound students into their schools"; second, "the colleges
subscribing to the [AP] results could claim the best of the matriculating students"
(Foster 3,4-5). As composition studies has historidzed itself, however, the
development and ascendancy of AP English can be contextualized in other ways
as well.
The first freshman composition course was offered at Harvard in 1885,
largely the result of the failure of more than half the students on its first entrance
examination in written English in 1874. Nevertheless, "the required freshman
composition course was never meant as a permanent Ei\glish offering but was
instead a temporary stopgap imtil the secondary schools could improve"
(Connors "Abolition" 48-49). A half-century or so after the institution of
required college freshman composition courses, the APP developed to spare the
most talented students ftx)m "studying essentially the same material twice" but
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also "to preserve an important national resource—the enthusiasm for learning of
a significant number of our most talented young people" (Kreider 8).
The emergence of the APP, however, can be contextualized within the
waxing and waning of the reformist and abolitionist impulses in American
colleges and as part of the post-secondary ambivalence towards freshman
English. David Russell's influential 1988 article in Rhetoric Revieiv "Romantics of
Writing: Liberal Culture and the Abolition of Writing Courses," offers a useful
starting point Russell contends that even though college "freshman
composition has been the most constant part of a shifting elective curriculvim"
(132), it has, in the century or so of its existence, had constant critics who have
made frequent calls for its abolition:
Dismissed as remedial or preparatory, condemned as ineffective,
passed down like old clothes to jtmior faculty, graduate students, or
part-timers, the courses have generally remained on the periphery
of the institution, a necessary evil to many administrators (and
students), and an unavoidable nuisance to English departments
who depended upon them for enrollment. Freshman English was
thus an easy target for those who wished the English department
and the imiversity to preserve the elite character of the institution,
which had faded at the turn of the century with the rise of the
comprehensive modem imiversity and its decidedly middle-class,
professional emphasis. (132-133)
Robert Connors' "The Abolition Debate in Composition" draws upon Russell's
work as well as Applebee's characterization that the history of English teaching
in American schools is marked by alternating periods of tradition and reform.
Connors asserts that the history of composition in American higher education
has been marked by alternating periods of "reformism" and "abolitionism" (47).
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During abolitionist periods, the call is sounded by some within college English
departments for the elimination of freshman composition. Conversely, during
reformist periods, the freshman composition requirement may be criticized and
its content revised, but its ultimate value is reaffirmed.
What better way to improve high school instruction than to encoiarage
high school teachers to teach lower-level college cotirses? What better way to
relieve college English faculty iminterested in teaching first-year English? High
school teachers were then, and are now, eager to oblige, for those who teach AP
courses are often afforded a greater degree of respect by their peers (though
certainly no greater remuneration). The opportunity to work with some of the
brightest, most motivated students on campus is a welcome respite from the
drudgery that marks much of secondary school instruction. Of even greater
political implication, "composition requirements, and the placement mechanisms
that go with them, are still an important means of selecting and tracking
students"; "composition requirements have served a gatekeeping function in
the mass higher education system" (Russell 144). As greater nimibers of high
school students sign up for AP English, and greater numbers of colleges and
universities agree to award college credit, course equivalency, and/or advanced
standing for adequate scores on the AP examination, some of that gatekeeping
function has thus shifted to the high schools.
It is one of the ironies associated with the APP that as it becomes more
widespread and egalitarian there has arisen a subtie mistrust of the program that
actually began as a sort of gentleman's agreement between elite secondary and
post-secondary schools. An increasing niunber of the "highly selective colleges"
who emphatically demonstrate a preference for applicants who have taken AP
English are also becoming stingier in using it as an equivalency exam to exempt
students from their required first-year English course. Such colleges and
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universities, most probably at the behest of their admissions offices, still award
general elective credit for high AP English scores, but there is a growing
reluctance to trust the exam or the high school course that students took to
prepare for the exam.
Yale's William Lichten's recent critique of the APP, "Whither Advanced
Placement?", while not only about AP English, continues to circulate among
both high school and college faculty interested in its sul^'ect matter, for it
concisely articulates for many at the college level the shortcomings of the AP
Program. Lichten argues that the rapid growth of the APP, far from being cause
for celebration, has caused its degradation as a valid measure for college credit.
That is, as the College Board has concentrated on increasing the number of
participants, the quality^ of student performance has actually declined, despite
College Board claims to the contrary. Lichten supports his thesis by repudiating
the 1-5 scale maintained by the College Board and its customary annual "pass
rate" of about 65%. By more carefully considering the credit awarded by the
post-secondary institutions to which students actually enroll (the real
determiners of success, he suggests), Lichten demonstrates that those "highly
selective" colleges (who were the initial instigators of the APP and continue as
the recipients of many of its participants) have actually grown less amenable in
rewarding college credit for AP scores. (Harvard recently announced, for
example, that it would only accept AP scores of 5 for credit (Lewan).) Because
the "highly selective" colleges he surveyed typically reward credit only for AP
scores of 4 or 5, he declares the actual "pass rate" is 49% rather than 65%.
Lichten notes: "English Literature seems to have slipped farther than other
subjects. Some colleges, not all highly selective, will not even accept a '5' for AP
credit. The shift ftxjm a '3' to a '4' in selective colleges occurs more often for
English Literature than for other subjects" (2). Furthermore, Lichten attributes
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the major difference in what the College Board claims as "qualified" and what
selective and highly selective colleges accept as "qualified" to "a yawning gap in
communication between CEEB and the colleges" (4). Whaf s more significant, I
think, is that this gap yawns even wider between the colleges and the high
schools, considerations of which are at the center of the following chapter.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION: A MORE PERSONAL ESSAY ON AP ENGLISH

It has been a guiding assumption and argument of this work that within
AP English can be found most of the contentions that have marked English
studies and English teaching for the past several generations. For example, the
tensions between writing process and the demands for written product of largescale writing assessment lie at the heart of the AP exams and were a central
concern in Chapter 1. The historical bifurcation of rhetoric and poetics can be
isolated and examined in the distinctions between the two AP English courses
described in Chapter 2, as can tiie intentions and stated values of the explicit
curricula of the two courses that are often subverted by the implicit curricula
fostered by the exams. In Chapter 3,1tried to demonstrate how desires for
writing on college entrance exams clashed with, and finally lost to, the financial
considerations (and the emerging "psychological" imperatives) of standardized
testing, and how those developments came to bear upon the formation of the
AP exams a generation later. In Chapter 4,1 argued that an important factor in
the development of the Advanced Placement Program was the often uneasy
relationship between the schools and colleges as well as the imstable position of
the first-year college English course. In this chapter I'd like to explore that
uneasy relationship between the schools and colleges more fully by focusing on
an important though often overlooked aspect of that relationship: the relations
between college and high school English teachers within the context of AP
English.
H. I. Marrou's A History of Education in Antiquity offers a pertinent
observation with which to begin, even though his purpose is to describe the
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relationship among the three strata of teachers within the Roman educational
system of two thousand years ago. There were dear demarcations among the
grammaticus (the lower or primary teacher), the grammarian (the middle level

teacher), and the rhetor (the upper level teacher). As a higher educational level
added subject matter to teach, some of what had formerly been its province was
necessarily pushed down to the lower level. The demands of the rhetor always
superseded the needs or domain of the grammarian. Marrou notes that the rhetor
made very clear that certain of the rhetorical arts or acts, the declamatio, for
example, were the prestmied, exclusive province of the rhetor, and the
grammarian was told, in effect, to keep hands off. This early stratification among

what we might now label the primary, secondary, and postsecondaiy levels of
education persist. There are, of course, pertinent developmental and cognitive
considerations that accoimt for many of the distinctions among what is taught at
each level. Yet within the discipline of English, always tentatively, provisionallyand often contentiously—defined by those who teach it, the relationship between
college English and high school English has been marked by disputation and
dismay. Those in college often feel under-served by the efforts of their
colleagues in the high schools; high school teachers often feel belittled or
ignored by their colleagues in college.
Advanced Placement occupies a peculiar space between high school and
college. AP is represented as college-level work, yet it is taught in high school by
high school teachers. High school teachers often grant a higher status to the AP
English program (i.e., the teacher, the students, and the curriculum), for it is
typically considered the most rigorous course on campus, yet the AP English
program is often marked for censure by college faculty for encroaching on the
domain of college English. To assert that such a position makes possible a class
analysis of AP English seems reasonable enough. Michael Apple's older though
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still pertinent essay, "On Analyzing Hegemony," is convincing in its argument
that "education [is] not a neutral enterprise, that by the very nature o( the
institution the educator [is] involved, whether he or she [is] conscious of it or not,
in a political act" (110). I'm convinced as well that cultural and ideological
orientations~of an individual as well as an educational institution-are
reproduced in complex ways that reflect social, economic, and political tensions
and contradictions in spheres outside the classroom. I'll use Apple's three aspects
of schooling as an organizing heuristic for my consideration: "(1) the school as
an institution, (2) the knowledge forms, and (3) the educator him- or herself";
furthermore, "Each of these must be situated within its larger nexus of relations"
(112). Analyses of those first two aspects of AP and schooling have been of
primary consideration throughout this work in my efforts to situate and
problematize AP English within the institution as well as the knowledge forms
that constitute AP English. I'll therefore reiterate key coitsiderations of those
aspects here with broad brushstrokes as a means toward situating teachers of AP
English (including me, "the educator himself"), which requires more detailed
attention, though my purpose in doing so is to render a final, fuller portrait of
AP English.
I mention all of this by way of setting up a final argiunent. Advanced
Placement English, and indeed the Advanced Placement Program in general, is
vulnerable to valid critique that I've endeavored to provide. AP offers a version
of English that has been outpaced in important ways by advancements in theory
and pedagogy. The AP exams' vision for English remains steadfastly myopic
and incapable of accounting for our enriched understanding of how texts are
written and how texts are read. Yet as one who teaches AP English, I'm often
troubled by the manner in which AP is critiqued, for such critiques are
sometimes couched in ways that suggest it is the high school teachers who are
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really the object of critique. Those teaching AP English are earnestly, dutifully
even, trying to honor a version and vision of English that has been transmitted
to them by the colleges through the College Board. In fundamental ways,
though, the "college English" course offered by the high school AP English
teacher is something of a fiction, an imagined version of a first year college
English course the teacher contrives that is deeply influenced by Uie implicit
curriculum of AP. With its emphasis on test performance, AP's implicit
curriculum requires teachers attenuate the writing process, atomize texts into
discrete "textual features," and valorize formalist approaches to literature. High
school teachers are neither ignorant of nor uninterested in the disciplinary
revisions articulated by those teaching college English, but the substantial
expectations for student performance on the AP exam, in addition to the practical
demands of teaching in the schools, more often insists they view the teaching of
English filtered through the lens of AP. Because colleges accept AP exams scores
for credit and lead the AP exam development and AP grading processes, the
high school teacher assumes that the values for English that inform AP's implicit
curriculum are, in fact, the values that most matter in the coUege teaching of
English.

School and College Conflict Informs the Institutional Demands of AP
Prior to the middle of the nineteenth century, there weren't many high
schools, and those that existed were primarily "fitting schools" designed to
prepare yoimg men for college. Enrollment doubled and then doubled again in
the years just before and jxist after the turn of the twentieth century, mirroring a
similar boom in enrollment in American colleges that occurred over a generation
or so. High schools became educational entities unto themselves, exploring
other educational purposes in addition to college preparation (since most among
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its increased numbers of students would never attend college). Schools came to
be considered too by some as sites for sodal reform. Developments in
psychology also came into play: emphasis shifted toward education based on
the developmental characteristics of children while refuting the contentions of
mental training and faculty psychology. In the second chapter of Applebee's
history. Tradition and Reform in the Teaching of English, in a subsection
appropriately titled "High School Against College/' he offers the following
observations about the relationship between secondary schools and colleges at
the beginning of the twentieth century:
• Colleges recommended high schools center writing instruction around
the rhetorical modes.
• The Uniform Lists (both the restricted and the wider one) dominated
what literature was taught and were a primary determinant of high
school English curricula, though the lists were also the objects of
resistance and resentment by many high school teachers.
• Midwestern schools, led in part by Michigan's Fred Newton Scott,
discontinued the entrance requirements that persisted in the
Eastern colleges (declaring them "feudal") and accepted accredited
high school diplomas.
• The National Council of Teachers of English was founded in 1911, in
large part as an effort for high schools to chart their own course,
develop their own curricula, and establish a fuller educational
mission than only preparing students for college.
• High schools began developing new teaching methods that often
diverged from college practices and included the following: the
study of literature by genre; a more child-focused approach which
emphasized enjoyment of literature and more contemporary
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literary works; and a consideration of vocational education and its
implications for English teaching.

The influence of the colleges nevertheless remained strong. Harvard's
consternation at the "illiteracy'' of its incoming students not only precipitated the
institution of English A, it also began a steady criticism of the schools and their
shortcomings in the preparation of their students for the rigors of college. As
Berlin points out in Rhetoric and

instituting first-year composition had the

positive effect of granting composition status as a subject matter. It had the less
positive effect, however, of establishing as the primary concerns of composition
instruction grammatical correctness and adherence to form, thus rendering the
teaching of writing largely a remedial function ideally~&om the college's
perspective—left to the schools. The period considered in Brereton's history,
1875-1925, is marked for its turn away from the two thousand year old
rhetorical tradition to the more streamlined, simplified composition course. Part
of this "loss" was the result of using composition as a "foimdational" course at
the beginning of college, for "along with the foimdation came its reputation as a
transition from high school to college... putting composition into the first year
was a recognition of its newly developed remedial overtones: freshman year
was to make up for what preparatory schools had failed to teach" (18).
High school teachers have always struggled with the nature of their
educational mission. Not a^rded the insularity of pursuing disciplinary
knowledge as college faculty often are, not capable of providing the vocational
preparation necessary for the marketplace, not entirely certain how best to
prepare students for what has at best been a vague, ever-changing notion of
"citizenship," high school teachers have been more willing than resistant to take
their lead from the colleges, particularly in the teaching of English. This is
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necessarily true when it comes to Advanced Placement. Preparing students for
college English is the raison d'etre for AP English, and it is that tenuous connection
to college English to which AP teachers dutch most tenaciously. Yet first year
"college English" means something different in nearly every institution.
That one secondary school decided recently to drop its AP classes was
considered national news, for it runs counter to the national trend of which the
College Board is so proud. Reported in the Neu) York Times, the 'Tieldston
School, a selective private high school in Riverdale, the Bronx" is
in the vanguard of a small movement of selective private schools in
New York Qty and across the nation who are uncomfortable
offering A. P. classes. They say the classes, often survey courses
covering a lot of broad ground in a short period of time, restrict
teacher creativity and the ability to probe enticing themes, while
increasing stress on students. (Zhao)
The article notes that Phillips Exeter Academy, one of the foimding secondary
schools of the APP, has phased out most of its AP classes for similar reasons.
Even more telling perhaps is that the Fieldston School's criticism of AP concerned
the nature of the courses. Their primary fears in dropping the courses were not
that their students' education would suffer; rather, their fears were how colleges
would respond to the absence of the AP notation on course transcripts. The
colleges contacted by the reporter, which included representatives from Stanford
and Harvard, shrugged. Harvard's director of admissions is quoted as saying,
"We look at whether the applicant has taken the high school's most demanding
courses. But whether the classes are designated as A. P. or not is irrelevant.
Abolishing A. P. classes won't hurt the kids" (Zhao).
For most students at most schools, though, a student's enrollment in AP is
an important consideration during the college admissions process. A third of
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those colleges surveyed in one study indicated that a student's failure to take AP
courses might be used to judge that student as "not highly motivated or not
intellectually advanced" (Hershey 9). In fact, at some "highly selective colleges,
AP course selection has become almost a requirement of the admission process"
(Hershey 10). Such practices have their roots, no doubt, in the attitudes
expressed thirty years ago by the College Board's C. A. Vanderwerf, in
"Educational Significance of Credit by Examination: College Perspective":
"Significant numbers of students who have earned Advanced Placement credit
serve to leaven the entering class of any college or university" (23). In 1999 the
American Qvil Liberties Union filed a class-action lawsuit on behalf of four
African American students from Inglewood High School in Los Angeles who
claimed their chances of being accepted at universities such as UCLA and Cal
were diminished because their school did not offer as many AP classes as other
California high schools with predominantly white students: "Yet 129 California
public high schools, with 80,000 students, do not offer any AP classes, according
to state Education Department data. An additional 333 high schools—which teach
21% of the state's high school population-offer fotu* or fewer AP classes. Many
of the schools with few or no AP courses, the ACLU points out, serve
predominantly black and Latino students" (Shagtm and Weiss).
As the APP grows, the individual AP courses themselves lessen in
significance, for AP stands as an institutional marker with economic and political
signification. The APP has become a measure of "academic excellence" that costs
the schools nothing to offer. Colleges want to see it on applicants' transcripts but
are vmder no obligation to accept student performance on AP exams for credit,
exemption, or placement. The AP teacher meanwhile imagines he or she is
offering college-level work, sometimes vaingloriously upholding "standards," a
lonely sentry devoted to teaching MLA documentation, the distinction between
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who and whom, and the splendors of The Scarlet Letter.
I often remind my students when they grow weary or rebellious that by
taking my class they have undertaken "college English." But whose college
English? The majority of my students will enroll at the University of Arizona,
but there exists no efforts between my school and the university to coordinate
curriculum, nor am I aware of any such program that exists between UA and
other area high schools. Last year I had to defend my grading practices to an
irate parent whose daughter earned a grade lower than she thought deserved.
The girl's mother sent me a particularly angry letter to which I explained that a
particular challenge I face is that I have students who will leave my class and
enroll at Harvard; I have as well students who will enroll at Pima Commimity
College. While I have an obligation to prepare all my students for wherever
they matriculate, I asstune the demands of the first-year English classes at Pima
or UA or Harvard vary significandy. Is it any wonder then that AP teachers
often default to teaching to the exam? The exam thus becomes the institutional
arbiter between high schools and colleges. Understandably, colleges may reject
AP judgments regarding student qualifications; few high schools have such
discretion

Imagining College English
While the first-year college English course may vary widely among
institutions, I discovered some revealing perceptions regarding the expectations
for college English among high school students through an informal survey I
administered at my school in the spring of 2000. Almost three htmdred
graduating seniors—almost a third of whom were AP English studentsresponded to a series of questions about their experiences in high school English
and what they imagined college English would require. All but a handful of the
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respondents intended to enroll in college. I also conducted a follow-up survey
six months later and received responses from nearly a third of the original
survey participants, most of whom attended the University of Arizona, though
there were respondents who attended colleges, both public and private, from
across the cotmtry. That their responses imagined college English in mostly
traditional ways was likely the result of descriptions of college English imparted
by their high school teachers. One of the most effective rebuttals one can offer
recalcitrant students is the claim, often made menacingly, other times resignedly,
"You're going to need this in college." The ways high school seniors imagined
college English, however, is instructive insofar as it reveals the kinds of academic
work they have been asked to perform, as well as the values transmitted to
them, by their high school English teachers.
When asked, "Which types of writing have been most emphasized in
your high school courses over the past two years?", the most common
responses, in order, were "the five paragraph essay," and "research reports";
"literaiy analysis" and "persuasive essays" tied as third most emphasized, and
selected far less were "analytical essays," "personal narrative/memoir,"
"poetry," and writing "short stories." As a reflection of four years of high school
writing, the rather constrictive sorts of writing tasks expected of students
suggests a rather constricted views of the purposes for writing.
Students were also asked to identify, "Which writing skills have been
most emphasized in your high school English courses over the past two years?"
Perhaps not surprisingly, a majority of respondents selected "including a thesis."
They expected college English would require more. "Which writing skills do you
think will be most emphasized in your college English courses?" elicited, in
order, the following: "developing an ai:gument,""incorporating other sources
into my paper," and "exploring and developing ideas." The responses from
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those who had completed their first semester of college English actually
corresponded to die students' expectations: the three most common
descriptions of the skills emphasized in their college English course were
"developing an argimient/' "exploring and developing ideas/' and
"incorporating other sotirces into my paper."
When asked, "Which types of writing do you think will be emphasized in
your college English course?", more students imagined the emphasis in their
first-year college English dass would be literary analysis. Interestingly, for those
students who partidpated in the follow-up survey at the end of their first
semester of college the most selected response to the question, "Which types of
writing were emphasized in your college English course?", were "analytical"
essays and "literary analysis." That students imagined college English would
primarily involve literary analysis probably reveals the emphasis of their own
upper-division high school English classes. Fiirthermore, regarding the teaching
of literature, the high school seniors overwhelmingly selected "novels" as the
type of literature most emphasized in their high school English courses. They
also expected novels would also be the primary type of literature emphasized in
their college English courses. Those who completed the follow-up survey,
however, had much different experiences in their first semester college English
courses: the three most selected responses for the types of literature actually
emphasized in their college English dasses were "essays," "informational
nonfiction/research," and "personal narratives/memoirs."
Finally, students dedded "the primary purpose of high school English has
been to" "develop my thinking and analytical skills," "teach me how to write
persuasively," and "teach me how to write five-paragraph essays." They
imagined "the primary purpose of h%shman college English will be to" "develop
my thinking & analytical skills," "introduce me to dassic works of literature,"
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and "teach me how to write persuasively." The responses from those who had
completed a first semester of college English indicated they found the "primary
purpose of freshman college English seemed to" "develop my thinking and
analytical skills" and "teach me how to write persuasively/'
The disjimctions that occur between students' imagined experiences and
their actual experiences do not, I think, reveal inadequate academic preparation.
Rather, it reveals inadequate articulation between the schook and colleges. My
high school's English faculty is composed primarily of teachers in their first three
to seven years of teaching. They received their educations in English and
preparation for teaching at a variety of colleges and imiversities from across the
country. Yet as a faculty we seem to be replicating some of the most traditional
features and values of English teaching in our efforts to prepare our students for
what we imagine they will encoimter in college.

Theory as Hegemony
The construction of English as a discipline or subject matter is indeed a
contested site within the academy. As those within the academy recompose
English studies, however, those in the high schools remain distant and mostly
excluded from that conversation. Irvin Peckham's "Whispers from the Margin:
A Oass-based Interpretation of the Conflict Between High School and College
Writing Teachers" in Histoiy, ^flection,and Narrative: The Projessiomlization of
Composition, 1963-1983, describes the exclusion of high school teachers from the

histories of composition studies in particular, and the lack of dialogue between
the two groups, in terms of dass orientation that results from working
conditions: "At the high school level, teachers are oriented toward teaching; at
the college level, professors are oriented toward research, theory, and
publication. These different orientations mirror the different orientations among
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classes" (263). The reflexivity that has reinvigorated the conception-and
broadened the ptirview~of English at the postsecondary level over the past
thirty years or so, has been only haphazardly considered and imperfectly
implemented at the secondary level.
Most high school English teachers appropriate only those disciplinary lines
of inquiry that they perceive might have some practical application, so high
school English teachers are less prone to disciplinary reappraisal and
reconstruction. Those in college English continue to push the borders of its
disciplinary lines of inquiry, but the high school English teacher realizes what the
teacher of college first-year comp also realizes: the vast majority of one's
students will not become English majors. The charge of the high school English
teacher, then, persists in the direction it has moved during the past century:
endeavor to engender some appreciation of literature; endeavor to provide
instruction in the most basic skills of composition; endeavor to make less
forbidding the prospect of what may await them in college-often with only the
most prescriptive, imperfect sense of what that might be. The charge of the AP
English teacher is in some ways even clearer, though harder. That is, using past
AP exams and College Board curriculum recommendations and guides, as well
as his or her own sense of what first-year college English should be in addition to
whatever pedagogical predilections to which she or he might be prone, the AP
teacher concocts a course, the success of which is most often only measured by
the exam scores mailed out the first week in July. To be sure, many AP teachers
offer terrific courses that balance the demands of the exams with those aspects of
teaching more consistent with what might be described as "best practice." There
are as well teachers who "often conduct Advanced Placement classes as
semester-long test-preparation exercises and leave little room for class discussion
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or other experiences that would promote student interest or thought" (Berliner
306).
The AP English exams trap teachers in approaches to literature and
composition that are vestiges of approaches that have since been reconsidered—
though not entirely abandoned-by those within the academy. Since literature
occupies the center of English studies at the college level, the high school English
curriculum replicates that emphasis by centering efforts on the teaching of
literature. Many high school teachers-having received their own college
instruction and training primarily in the study and explication of literature-still
imagine a curriculum devoted to reading the "classics" will best prepare their
students for their first college English course. When the demands of the AP
exam are then imposed, high school teachers remain committed and allegiant to
a formalist approach to the teaching of literature with only occasional nods to
what McCormick names expressivist (reader response) approaches to literature,
for it is literary formalism the test demands. (Applebee discovered in his survey
of high school literature instruction. Literature in the Secondary School: Studies of
Curriculum and Instruction in the United States, that reader response is primarily

employed as a means of generating student interest or as a segue to journal
responses rather than as a means toward genuine textual interpretation.)
Within the realm of writing instruction, high school teachers have
embraced—at least in spirit—writing process as pedagogy. Every secondary
school English teacher is familiar with the call for process. Indeed, I've seen on
more than a few classroom walls diagrams of the writing process and posters
defining each aspect of the process. Moreover, observation of classroom
practices often reveals a rigid sense of "process" as students are marched
through the Writing Process like soldiers on maneuvers. Writing as process has
been reconsidered and problematized by many in composition studies, but
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writing as a mostly linear process has offered a particularly appealing pedagogy
for many in the classroom for whom management of an often extraordinaiy
volume of papers is a debilitating concern. The "process" has thus been reified in
ways that secondary school teachers are loathe to reconsider.
Nearly every distinction of the relationship between theory and practice
settles for the assertion that theory and practice must be considered in constant
flux and tension with each other. To simply call for a dialectic between theory
and practice, however, is to ignore Joseph Harris's accurate observation that
those engaged in theory and those engaged in practice are subject to different
demands placed upon them by different audiences. Of course, theory may
inform-and be informed by—practice, but such an observation suggests a tidy
give-and-take of knowledge and information that is precluded from occurring
by institutional demands where theory is constructed.
Qmstine Farris and Chris Aitson, in Under Construction: Working at the
Intersections of Composition, Theory, Research, and Practice, attribute much of the

asserted conflict between theory and practice to the desire for a grand unifying
theory under which we might fit all that we do, all that we investigate. Such a
search, they argue, is motivated in large part by the desire for institutional status
and legitimacy. While such status and legitimacy is never entirely secure, the
search for a unifying theory seems to have been abandoned. Yet the conflict
persists. Peter Vandenberg suggests that the bifurcation of theory and practice
persists because it has served many in the profession well. That is, given the
nature of the American college as research institute, with its privileging and
rewarding of research as the "true" measure of scholarly accomplishment, those
in rhetoric and composition have necessarily had to engage in research, as
traditioiuiUy defined by the institution, in order to secure disciplinary legitimacy.
Because their area of inquiry, at least during the first couple decades of
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rhet/comp's (re)emergence in the academy, was writing and writing instruction,
those who theorized about those matters typically described what should occur
in classrooms, sites from which they became increasingly distant. As is t3rpical of
professional academic disciplines, the measure of success was publication of
research and/or theory in specialized journals read only by other specialists.
Moreover, they "clientized" those who "merely" teach by offering advice,
correctives, and theoretical justifications regarding what should occur in
classrooms. He dtes Paul Heliker's description of a common rhetorical strategy
found in scholarly articles published in prof^ional journals during the 1980s of
describing an inadequate teacher-one constructed, typically, as a historical figure
who predated the current state of enlightened knowledge-and then describing
not only what that teacher was doing wrong, but also what that teacher should
be doing. The hierarchical nature of theory to practice was thus inscribed within
the academy, and it remains mostly unchallenged because those who might
challenge it have been marginalized.
Beth Daniell and Christopher Ferry, for example, have argued, in different
contexts, that any consideration of theory and practice must consider the
material conditions in which theory is practiced. That is, "the classroom," as
Crowley notes in Composition in the University, is not a discrete, imiform
occurrence, similar in form and function regardless of location. Therefore, as
practitioners try to heed the demands of theory, they often find the translation
from theory to practice to be always an imperfect one. The situation and context
may reveal not only the impracticality of theory but, even more than whatever
utilitarian shortcomings it may possess, the realization that practice requires
different means of knowledge-making that are entirely transactional and
dependent on far more than a scholar constructing and imagining theory.
Sidney Dobrin argues in Constructing Knowledges that those in rhetoric and
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composition studies are free to pursue theory with no thought of practical
application, but all theorizing in composition studies ultimately has practical
implications. For it is the nature of this discipline, so historically rooted in and
philosophically committed to working with students, that all accretions of
knowledge, all considerations of the nature of what we do, must also be
considered in light of where we do our work and with whom we are engaged in
classrooms. The dualism that inheres in the tension between theory and practice
tends, at last, to conscribe action, for most theory serves as critique rather than
support.

There is a sort of hegemony to theory, at least when if s practiced on
those to whom the theory has not been explained or on those who have had no
hand in shaping it If s not that those in the schools are resistant to theory. And
it is not only that those in the schools demand practicality above all else. Rather,
those who describe theories of teaching often position themselves above those
who teach so that theory seems as far removed from teacher needs as the
theorists seem from the classroom.
As a means of making the above considerations less abstract and more
pertinent to my considerations of AP English, I'll turn for illustration to some
examples of the discourse and attitudes posted recently to two online e-mail
discussion lists, one intended primarily for high school AP English teachers, the
other for college writing program administrators. Posts by Gail Stygall, Director
of the Expository Writing Program and Associate Professor of English at the
University of Washington, exemplify some of the ways high school and college
teachers often talk past one another, or, as Peckham describes it: "We may think
... that we are engaged in a common prqect, but a submerged social agenda
undermines cooperation. We are facing off against each other and in this action
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reenacting class conflict" (266-67). My intentions here are not to use Stygall as a
straw figure, for I find her posts always thoughtful and find myself in agreement
with most of her aigimients. I find particularly persuasive her explanations
regarding her department's decision not to accept either AP exam for college
writing credit. Her argument that all writing is localized and must be
contextualized within its institutional setting is, I think, precisely the argimient
about AP English that should be made more often by the colleges, for it might
engender the sort of dialogue among colleges, the College Board, and schools
that almost never occurs. Yet some of the ways she invokes theory represents
how theory can be used by college professors to silence high school teachers.
In September of 2001, on the AP English teacher listserv, teachers were
discussing textbooks when Stygall posted the following:
Why don't you use some of the books that college composition
programs use, such as Bartholomae and Petrosky's Ways of
Reading? What students in many selective college writing

programs do is read and write about academic and scholarly essays
and articles. Even in writing about literature courses, our students
are introduced to what scholars in literary criticism do and what a
literary theory is. Our students are expected to integrate their
scholarly reading with literature in a course focused on the
production of the writing, not knowledge about the literature. I
haven't seen anyone mention that type of work at all in my
weeks of reading, but perhaps I've missed those postings.

As a writing program administrator, I have been reading the list to
reconsider our commitment to granting college composition credit
for the AP English exams. I see a niunber of very dedicated.
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committed teachers who are innovative in their teaching. What I
don't see is anything resembling what our courses teach and we

have been granting exemption for both courses. I see claims that
the AP courses are college courses, but at least in the discussion, I
am not reading about courses that my institution would recognize
as college level. Can you reconcile this for me? ("Re: AP
Language Help" 6 Sep 2001)
Stygall's posting actually prompted little response. I think there are a few
reasons for this. First, only a fraction of the nation's AP English teachers
subscribe to the discussion list and, as is probably true for most online e-mail
discussion lists, most subscribers lurk- Those who did respond, however, didn't
fully grasp Stygall's critique. For example, one high school teacher replied;
What you probably don't see is a multitude of us who do teach a
more traditional collegiate level course, but who don't exchange
more of the wonderful creative ideas that flourish in this listserv
format. My sense is that we are a quiet majority ... At our school
we use Kennedy's Introduction to Poetry (a college text).
Philosophy and Man (a college text, albeit an ancient one). The
Dolphin Reader and a plethora of classics [...]. Our seniors, after
extensive poetry analysis, will read longer works including Daisy
Miller, Summer, Woman Warrior, Medea, Antigone, Hedda Gabler,
Scarlet Letter, Moby Dick, Tartuffe, Heart of Darkness, The
Stranger, and I'm hoping to work in King Lear. (Jestei^l)
Stygall's mention of the Bartholomae and Petrosky text obviously did not
resonate with this high school teacher the way it likely would have to a reader of
the WPA listserv. Jestergirl sought justification of her course as "college level"
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by enumerating the "plethora of classics" while Stygall shorthanded a
description of a more rhetorical approach to texts that stresses how meaning is
constructed that has little concern with stylistic devices or the appreciation of
great literature. Another high school teacher responded that she had "taught
Freshman Comp at a university. It is very challenging, but it is nothing like an
AP class in a high school. If you haven't done so already I suggest you go to
your local high school and sit in on either AP Lang or Lit" (van Druten). This
prompted a lengthier response from Stygall that Til only excerpt, but it illustrates
particularly how the invocation of theory and theorists can be used to end an
exchange between a college professor and high school teacher that was
ostensibly initiated to foster dialogue:
Because our first year writing program focuses on scholarly,
research-based, and academic reading and writing, I find that there
is very little match between our course and AP. In terms of
volimie of reading, the AP classes are fine, but literature is not the
subject of our reading for the most part. Our students read
attorneys Marsha Minow on legal difference, Kimberle Crenshaw
on critical race studies, Patricia Williams on sodal constructionism,
literary critics Roland Barthes, Jane Tompkins,Stephen Greenblatt,
and Stanley Fish, social theorists Michel Foucault, Lisa Lowe, and
Paulo Freire, art critics John Berger and Anandi Ramamurthy,
ethnographers Clifford Geertz and Penelope Eckert and Sally
McConnell-Ginet, and others. They write using concepts drawn
from these works applied to new texts or situations, in extended,
dociunented papers ranging from 6-10 pages. These are the types
of texts they will use in college writing across the university. It is
not a literature course. ("Re: AP Language Help" 9 Sep 2001)
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Not suiprisingly, few teachers responded to Stygall's course description.
It mirrors and then inverts the high school teacher's "plethora of classics" by
substituting what is a daunting list of theorists to which few high school teachers
would consider subjecting their students. I'm left wondering, though, what sort
of exploratory depth is possible in fifteen weeks for first-year comp students at
the University of Washington—something I wonder as well about the
breathtaking sprint through the dozen novels and plays listed by Jestergirl.
Whatever the number of texts, however, it is the approach to texts and the
purposes for writing that marks what for Stygall are irreconcilable differences
between the typical AP course and the ^^cal first-year comp course on her
campus-differences I've tried to illustrate as well in greater depth in previous
chapters.
In February 2002, Stygall announced on the WFA online discussion list the
decision by her imiversity to discontinue accepting either AP English course for
writing credit, though either course will be accepted for credit for an introduction
to literature course for non-majors. A nimiber of interested respondents asked
Stygall to elaborate upon UW's decision, and her lengthy, thoughtful responses
articulate many of the most trenchant, persistent critidsms directed at AP English
I've already explored, so I won't reiterate them here. But there are other aspects
of her response to this audience of academic peers that seem pertinent here.
First, she mentions that UW was a "Ways of Reading program" but they have
since moved to a greater emphasis "on argument and reading

writing, a

rather different activity than reading for praise" ("Re: An AP Orange" 19:09:58).
It remains curious to me then that she asked the AP English list members why
they don't use the Bartholomae and Petrosky text her department has
discontinued using. In fact, the readings she describes in response to the
"plethora of classics" list is actually part of "a major revision in the spring and are
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in the planning stages now" ("Re: An AP Change" 19:09:58). Moreover, she
declares that what "hardened" her position regarding AP was her joining of the
AP English list:
The teachers regularly insist that they are teaching a college course,
yet it is equally clear that they have no contact whatsoever with the
people who teach the courses for which AP English receives credit.
My "favorite" message was a teacher trashing another teacher for
teaching revision and rewriting. She ended her message by telling
the other teacher than [sic] rewriting was for the younger,
tmpolished writers, staggering news for anyone who has ever
written for publication. ("Re: An AP Change" 21:17:07)

Peckham writes, 'The dismissal of high school teachers' knowledge is in
the air we breathe" (258). I recall the e-mail post to which Stygall refers. The
teacher who posted it was taken to task by at least a dozen other members of
the list. The sentiments it expressed regarding revision are, of course, in no way
representative of most high school teachers' views. That Stygall uses it as a
means of critiquing AP is unfair not only to high school AP teachers but to high
school teachers in general. Peckham interprets remarks such as Stygall's in
terms of class: "I interpret the images that high school and college teachers have
of each other as class-based because they mirror the images working and
professional/managerial classes have of each other. My central argument is that
the conflict between high school and college teachers is a manifestation of class
conflict played out within the academic hierarchy" (254). Peckham's concern is
not AP, but when AP is considered as part of the nexus of relations between high
school and college teachers, when teachers from either site direct their antipathy
or sarcasm toward one another not only do they replicate the class-relations
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referred to by Peckham, they shift consideration from the program to the
personnel. Such critique enervates the possibility for change and leaves
tmchallenged the power asstmied by the College Board and ETS to determine
the nature of English.

"The Educator Himself'
In Apple's investigation of hegemony, he notes: "I am quite aware of the
difficulty, in fact often the torture, that one must face in responding to or even
adequately asking the question. Where do I stand?" (119). I sometimes imagine
I've read and thought as much about AP English as anybody. Yet my attitudes
toward AP remain tangled. Most commentators on AP seem to fall into either
condemnation or apology, either of which oversimplifies the richness and
complexity of AP as an important area of inquiry. I have previously dted
Villanueva's description of purpose from Bootstraps: "What I'm attempting is to
provide a problematic based on sets of experience: an experience which leads to
a theory, a theory that recalls an experience; reflections on speculations,
speculations to polemics to reflections [...]" (xvii). My intentions for this far
more modest "problematic" have also arisen largely from my own experience.
I first came to composition studies in an effort to more fully understand
what I should be doing in my work with my students. I was teaching English to
middle schoolers, though I'd had a course in neither the teaching of literature nor
the teaching of writing. I turned first to English Journal to begin my explorations,
but as it is with most teachers in the schools, I sought practical suggestions for
lesson plans and teaching uiuts rather than ruminations on theory. I've since
read a fair amoxint about the impulse from theory to practice, but I suspect I'm
not alone in moving in the opposite direction, from practice into theory. When I
stimibled upon Maxine Hairston's "The Winds of Change," a half-dozen or so
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years after it had been first published, it exdted me; it offered me a way to
reconsider how I taught. Donald Murray and Donald Graves also described in
greater detail ways of teaching that I tried almost immediately to implement. I
spent hours one Stmday neatly drawing a huge flow-chart of The Writing
Process that I posted the next morning in my classroom. I fear I spent most of
the period explaining how the writing process worked, and how we would
adhere to this process in class from that point on. Later that year I discovered
what became for me and many others a vital text: Nande Atwell's In the Middle.
Another teacher and I would within two years sardonically prodaim ourselves
"post-Atwellians," but if s hard to overstate the influence Atwell's book had on
many of us—particularly those of us who often felt stuck teaching in middle
school. I still come across new teachers, at both the high school and middle
schools in my district, either reading or referring to Atwell. That Atwell had far
fewer students and far more time to attend to the relative few she did teach was
a point it took me a while to fully appredate. Her descriptions of the writing
workshops and independent reading programs she set up for her students
influenced the way many of us tried to set up our dassrooms. Trying to
completely individualize instruction for 80 or 100 or 125 students is impossible,
but we tried—imtil the material conditions of our work compromised this
grander vision of how best to teach reading and writing.
By the time I began teaching high school and saw upwards of 135 students
every day, I could hardly recall the innocence with which I once approached my
dassroom design; it was sometimes difficult as well not to feel at least a modest
degree of contempt for those who decreed more flexible approaches than 1could
accommodate. At one teacher inservice arranged by our distrid administrators,
a professor of reading from UA's College of Education with a dodoral student in
tow presented a workshop on strategies to engage reluctant readers. The
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English faculty from my district's high school and two middle schools were eager
for the presentation. Moving reluctant readers through prescribed literature is
one of the greatest chaUenges we face in our teaching. The presenter's solution?
Allow students to select their own reading materials. Students will challenge
themselves when they are interested in the subject matter, we were assured.
When we pointed out that the curriculum mandated certain literary works be
read by all students, the professor was silent. When we asked how best to
engage students in novels that were too difficult for some readers and too
"boring" for most of the others, she retreated to her recommendation that
students be allowed to select their own reading materials, even if it were comic
books or magazines. We stopped listening. Most politely endured the
remainder of the presentation; others rolled their eyes, sighed heavily, and
criticized those from the university who had no appreciation for our situation.
When I think of where and what I started teaching, I inwardly smile at
another of the many ironies of teaching of AP. The histories of composition
studies I read describe the first-year college English as typically considered an
onerous teaching assignment that most instructors try to escape as quickly as
possible. Yet the AP English teachers I know often consider teaching the AP
English course—however imaginary it may be as a first-year college English
course—a sort of honor, something approaching a sacred trust even—a piimacle
that marks a measure of professional competence of which many are quite
proud. Compliance-and complicity—with the vision and version of English that
AP constructs is thus relatively easy to secure among AP teachers because even
as AP students have the prospect of tangible reward-advanced standing, college
credit—AP teachers receive tangible benefit as well: they get to work with AP
students. And what are AP students like? Generally, they are bright and
motivated and eager. They are mostly compliant because in most schools the AP
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class is something of a privilege. Students know that in addition to whatever else
occurs in the curriculum, they are being prepped for an exam. Many have also
sat through SAT classes and know that ETS exams can be prepped for.
Moreover, AP teachers often wield the prospect of the exam as a club with which
to threaten students. AP teachers, in fact, often threaten students in all sorts of
subtle ways. This is, after all, college-level work they tell their students, and
students, having no basis for comparison, are often insecure about measuring
up. This too makes them compliant. AP teachers also don't have to work with
just anybody. The rigors of an AP class, which is often out of all proportion to
the rigors of a typical first-year college English course—are such that students are
often transferred from class if they are discipline problems, unmotivated, or
"unqualified." An AP teaching colleague of mine jokes that as teachers working
in public education we might be on the Titanic, but at least we have a stateroom.
In very real ways, the high school AP teacher becomes the arbiter of what
college English is, but the premise of college English from which high school
teachers operate is often a confused amalgam of their own college experiences,
anecdotes from former students, and dicta and suggestions from College Board
teaching guides. The first year I taught AP I dutifuUy bought Jane Schaffer's
Teaching Style Analysis to Advanced Placement English Students. Nearly every

teacher from whom I sought advice in preparing the new course recommended
it to me. As I mentioned in the last chapter,Schaffer offers teachers a highly
prescriptive, rigidly formulaic approach to teaching students how to write
responses for the AP exam. In her teaching materials, Schaffer claims to have
closely studied the syntax of effective responses and her "method" is derived
from the scrutiny of successful responses to the timed-writing portion of the
exam. Basically, she recommends each paragraph be constructed in the
following manner: First, a topic sentence. Next, a sentence that includes exactly
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three quotations from the text The paragraph's third and fourth sentences are
to be "commentary'' or explication regarding the importance of those three
items quoted from the text. The next sentence in the paragraph should contain
three more quotations from the text, followed again by two sentences of
commentary. The sentence should conclude with a sentence which restates the
paragraph's topic. Schaffer's materials include a thirty day calendar with
reproducible exerdses and examples that move the student through writing
about diction, imagery, organization, and syntax. The month-long lesson plans
are thus highly structured for both teacher and student. In fact, they free the
teacher of any responsibility for devising lesson plans to teach students how to
write for the AP exam. It is, in many ways, a dreadful approach to teaching, to
writing, and to working with students. I know from firsthand experience, for in
my anxiety as a first year AP teacher, I tried it for half a month before
abandoning it.
I abandoned it shortly after one of the my brightest and most earnest
students asked me: "Is this what they do in college English?" Her tone mixed
genuine perplexity and dread. Of course not, I realized. Yet my own insecurities
about student performance on the exam had persuaded me to emphasize an
approach to texts and to writing I neither embraced nor trusted. But those
insecurities were not concocted out of thin air. My principal had made clear his
expectations; the teachers with whom I attended the week-long training seminar
had also made clear that student performance on the test was what most
mattered about the class.
That first year, I had about 55 students take the exam: 79% "passed"
(earned scores of 3,4, or 5). The national pass rate that year was about 61%. I
was relieved. The next year I began what has become an aimual ritual, a visit to
campus the second week or so of July to check the exam results. That second
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year, my principal was in the front office when I showed up. He commended
me for my 99% percent pass rate. Since then, my pass rate (AP teachers usually
invoke the pronominal when discussing results) has never dipped below 94%.
I've learned to teach to the exam effectively. I've had several hundred students
take the exam over the past seven years. I remember the AP score of almost
every one of them. Quite frankly, I'm embarrassed by this. But this too is part
of teaching AP. I've known AP teachers actively dissuade students from taking
the exam out of concern for their pass rate. Many AP teachers make friendly
bets between one another about who will outscore whom. Most AP teachers
predict student performance on the exam, and some even share it with students-before they take the exam. These are some of the pettier aspects of teaching AP

that few talk about. Students, at least to some degree, are reduced to their AP
potential—that is, their exam score potential. When my principal bragged about
his pass rate never dipping below 90%, I didn't understand what he meant.
When he reflected that he'd always been the "competitive type," I commended
myself for condemning his attitude. Seven years later, I take pride in my pass
rate. I know how other teachers' students have done on the exam; my students
have usually done better. That that was once important to me also embarrasses
me.
AP offers teachers, however, something far more important than status,
which is really rather laughable and I suspect rather more imagined or
exaggerated by the AP teacher. AP offers teachers something more important
than the opportunity for "professional growth" that the College Board drones
on about. AP gives teachers a purpose for their work with students. Purpose is
often absent from our work with students. Yes, there are reasons we teach what
we do; there are reasons we teach as we do. But adherence to curriculum is not
the same as purpose. Belief in the ideal of a liberal, humanistic education may be
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dted as a purpose guiding what one does, but allegiance to such abstractions,
however genuine, often wanes, given the crush of other things to which teachers
must attend. Imparting the inner fire of knowledge for knowledge's sake, or for
citizenship, or for self-defense, or for the myriad other purposes to which we
ascribe our ideals or to which we devote our allegiance are, at last, abstractions.
Powerful ones, perhaps. Enduring ones even. But the AP teacher has a pnupose
that removes much of the curricular doubt that creeps into most classroom
work. The AP teacher is subject to doubts too, but the doubts often manifest as
fear that one is not doing all one should to prepare students as well as one
imagines they must be prepared in order to do well on the AP exam. But rarely,
I think, do AP teachers wonder why they work as hard as they do or whether all
of their efforts are worth it. The AP exam provides both teacher and students
with a common purpose, a common goal toward which they can work.
Students, of course, are often motivated by grades and the prospect of college
credit. For the teacher, the reward is not only those one would expect—grateful
students and parents, proud administrators, respect and sometimes envy h'om
one's professional peers. The reward is the meaning granted to AP teacher's
efforts. Efforts that will be extrinsically measured to be sure, but efforts that will
be recognized by those both within and beyond the classroom. I think this
purpose offers AP teachers greater reward than the prospect of coUegial
relationships with college instructors (which almost never materializes), even
greater reward than the opportunity to engage bright, motivated students with
work far more challenging than the standard high school fare-more challenging
I dare say than what is typically offered in most introductory college courses. I
think it is for this reason, though I've never heard anyone acknowledge or
describe it, that the most vociferous supporters of the APP are most often those
teachers who teach AP.
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Final Thoughts
What I'm finally arguing for is not just a reconfiguration of the AP exam,
though thaf s a reasonable preliminary step that could yield beneficial results;
genuine articulation between the schools and colleges, a national dialogue about
what most matters in English that honors our current best thinking about the
teaching of literature and the evaluation of writing. Whaf s really called for,
however, is a reconfiguration of English, and, more specifically, college English.
Part of the resentment that attends AP English results from the contention that
high school students can't really do college-level work in high school~or at least
they can't do it in quite the manner that colleges can or want them to. But what
distinguishes college English from high school English? I've certainly got dozens
of students every year who are not in college but who are quite capable of doing
what is currently considered college English. Does their age or location
invalidate their work? If the AP English program is confused, as I've argued I
think it is in many regards, it is because college English is confused. Is its
purpose to initiate? Remediate? Reprimanding high schools for encroachment
often sotmds less driven by pedagogical concerns than motivated by claims to
territory and disdplinarity. Colleges deserve to lose arguments based on those
claims. If the vital distinction between high school and college English is specific
skills, can colleges more clearly identify and define those skills and how they
should be measured (precisely the tasks the College Board undertook in 1901
and can now be criticized for because of the reductive nature of such
articulations)? If skills are indeed at the heart of college English, few would dare
claim that 18—22 year olds are the only ones capable of acquiring or
demonstrating such skills-and that no 16 or 17 year old is capable of doing so.
The challenge then becomes for those involved in college English to determine
what college English is. Will it be encovmters with texts and others that can only
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occur at a college site? Perhaps. Perhaps context is everything. Stygall's
criticisms of AP come dose, I think, to making this claim, and I don't think the
claim unreasonable. In fact, it may be the most valid argument against accepting
Advanced Placement credit
Despite the very real, progressive impulses that one encounters by those
involved in the APP by those at the College Board, AP itself remains largely
trapped in an outdated methodology-both in testing and in curricula~that can
neither accommodate more current theoretical trends and demands nor entirely
escape them. Even as AP English acknowledges theory, it also denies its
implications or iiqunctions. Even as AP continues to grow and become more
"successful," more of the most elite colleges—those very institutions originally
served by AP-will disdain or distrust the APP and its test results. AP will
nevertheless serve as pretext of more rigorous standards in high schools even if
colleges become more skeptical that it is indeed "college-level" work. Less
prestigious postsecondaiy institutions will continue to seek and reward AP
students because they will likely be the better students such colleges enroll.
Theorists will continue to find fault with AP English, for it is genuinely faultridden. But the paradox—which persists as a truism in so many other areas of
American education—is that theoretical vulnerability or weakness is not in itself
cause for change; practical demands that can be met inexpensively are even
more important AP will burgeon because it satisfies other demands: public calls
for "rigor" and "accoimtability," college admissions departments' need to
discriminate among applicants, and student desire not only for more challenging
work but for a more impressive high school transcript. Such demands may have
little to do with the ends of English as determined by those who teach it, but the
influence of those who teach English rarely extends beyond their classrooms.
The last century, as viewed through the prism of AP, makes clear that ends of
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English are most often determined by those outside classrooms
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